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for everything in..
COMPLETELY

REBUILT, RE -SCREENED, RE -ALUMINISED

TELEVISION TUBES

SUFFOLK & MIDLAND LEAD THE WAY!
Regular buyers of Suffolk and Midland Tubes have learnt to rely on their outstanding quality.

Every tube guaranteed 12 months with proved PERFORMANCE & RELIABILITY.

SUFFOLK TUBES LTD -
1.3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD

PUTNEY, LONDON, S.W.15
Tel: Vandyke 4304 5267

THE LARGEST INDEPENDENT

MIDLAND TUBES LTD
477 483 OLDHAM ROAD

MANCHESTER 10
Tel Collyhurst 4412

REBUILDERS IN THE U.K.

FRE TO AMBITIOUS ENGINEERS
- THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Hove you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
is a highly informative 156 -page guide to
the best paid engineering posts. It tells
you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modern
Home Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives
full details of the Practical Radio & Elec-
tronics Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Division --
the B.I.E.T. School of Electronics, explains
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and
shows you how to qualify for five years
promotion in one year.

We definitely Guarantee
46 NO PASS- NO FEE"
Whatever your age or experience, you cannot afford
to miss reading this famous book. If you are
earning less than £25 a week, send for your
copy of "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
today-FREE.

WHICH IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT?

Mechanical Eng.,
Electrical Eng..

Civil Engineering.
Radio Engineering,

Automobile Eng..
Aeronautical Eng..

Production Eng.,
Building, Plastics.
Draughtsmanship,

Television. etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER

YOUR NAME!
A.M.I.Mech.E.

A.M.I.C.E.
A.M.I.Prod.E.

A.M.I.M.I.
R.O.B.

B.Sc.
A.M.BrIt.I.R.E.
City 8. Cullds

Gen. Cert. of Education
Etc., etc.

EQUIPMENT
Basic Practical and Theore
tic Courses for beginners in
Radio, T.V., Electronics, Etc.,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E. City & Guilds

Radio Amateurs' Exam.
R.T.E.B. Certificate
P.M.G. Certificate
Practical Radio

Radio 6 Television Servicing B  Ig  isPractical Electronics
Electronics Engineering SCHOOL OF

Automation
ELECTRONICS

INCLUDING
TOOLS!

The spec:all, lite,-
ironies Division of
B. I.E.T
NOW offerl you
real laboratory trait,
lug at home with
practical equipment.
Ask for details

POST COUPON NOW !

NAME

ADDRESS

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING II
TECHNOLOGY

(Dept. SE 20), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

Please send me your FREE 156 -page
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"

(Write if you prefer not to cut page)

SUBJECT OR EXAM
THAT INTERESTS ME

SF 20)

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING ORGANISATION OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
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D. & B. TELEVISION (WIMBLEDON) LTD.
131 KINGSTON ROAD, SOUTH WIMBLEDON,
LONDON, S.W.19. 'Phone: CHErrywood 3955

OUR PRICES ARE CHEAPEST -OUR SERVICE THE BEST
PRICES "SLASHED" -NO NEED TO COMPARE THE PRICES OR SERVICE

EXAMPLE OF LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS FROM OUR STOCKS
ALBA

T041 T644, T724FM, 1744321
1653,1909, 1717

BEETHOVEN
6100 9109, 200

BUSH

at 62/ -
at 50/ -

at 50/-

11.53. TV56, TV57 11058 M59, TUG59 TV62, TV63, 1166,
TV67, TU068. M69 TU069. These are suppled as lawns

at
COME

R17A, 930. 931, 933 934. 935. 937. 938. 938A. 939FA at
940. 942. 942A 943. 944, 940 at

DECCA
DMI. DM2/C, DI", 1),4, DM4/C. DM5, DM14, D1117, 444. 555 at
DM35, DM4.5, DM55. DM56 .. .. .. .. at
DM21e 1)191:21 .. .. at
1.01122C, DR19, 8RLIT1.777,141.1V0T.666 : : .. .. at

DYNATRON

=CO
TC208, TII209, T209,1, 1221. 1231, 1231F. 1241.1
TC247/1. 1289, 1284, 1293, 1311, 1310, 1012316, 1326. 1327,
1330. 13301I, 1331, Te01137. TM9272, 1344. 1344F. 1348,
1348F, 1356, 70312. 1319, 1313F, 1335

EMERSON
E700, 6701, E704. E708. Port -O -Rama 6707 .atE709. E710, E711. These are supplied as au exchange unit or cau
be supplied as an Insert ..

FERGUSON
431, 4541 .. at
1031, 105T 113T. 1351, 142T. 143T. 145T, 9901. 9911, 992T
993T, 994T, 9951, 9961 997T, 9981, 989T at
203r, 2041. 205T. 2061. 2141, 2551, 2361, 2441, .1461 at
Used when available
3051. 307'r, 3151, 317T at
306 T. 308T . at
4061, 408T, 4161, 4361, 4381. 4051. 4071 .. at
500 Series 6041 at

48/6

48/6

30/-

65/-

35l-

52/-
52/6
60/-

FERRANTI
141.2, 1413, 14T3F, 14T4, 14143, 1415, 1416, 17K3, 17K3F, 17T3,
17T3F 17K4, 17K4F, 17K5, 178K4, 178K4F, 17K0, 179K5,
178K6,178E6, 17T4, 17T4F, 17T5, 1710. These are supplled as insertsr..
o. .. ..
11001, 11002, T1002/1; T100.4, 11014 T1011 .. .., at 48/6
11012, T1023, T1024, T1027 at 135/-

H.M.V.
1865. 1869

.
.

atat

48/6
1870. 1971, 1872, 1873,18743875, 1576 ... ....50/-

MARCONI
VT 135 11156 .. .. at 48/6

MURPHY
08/0 V240-250 ., oo e0 ow 0. 00 0. at 78/6
58/6 1270-280 at 82/-
72/6 % 210-320. 330, 360     at 82/-
89/- 410-420 ..    at 87/8

470-540 .. . . at 82/-
48/6 055-759 .. .. ow so so ee 4.0 at 67/6

PETO SCOTT
148A, TR16, 178A, 111416, 178A, 111416, 11418 11419,
111716, TV1719, TV1720 .. .. .. .. .. at 30/ -
These are suppled se inaerts only.

PHILCO
woo, 1010 .. ..
1019
1021, 10'13

REGENTONE
T14. 10-6, 10-4, 10-17. Inserts only  at 30/ -

ULTRA
27/6 1453, VP14-53, 115-60, 11750, 11752, V1753, 11760
65/- 1111762
30/- N'111762, 11769..117k 121:60, V2.1152, V1160 ::
65/- V17-70, 117-71, V17-72 117-73, V17-74, 117-75
98/6 V1780, 117-81, 117.82, V1783 .. .. --
50/- 119-80. 11984, 119-85
65/- V23-80. V23-84

.-

at 72/6
at 75/ -
at 72/6

at
at
at
at
at
at
at

42/6
42/6
60/-
52/6
42/
80/6-
66/-

WE HAVE MANY THOUSANDS MORE L.O.P.T.S. AND S/COILS NEW AND USED. PLEASE SEND
S.A.E. FOR QUOTATION

FOR CALLERS ONLY. Ex -Rental Televisions. All B.B.C./I.T.A. I7in. from
L7.10.0. With a Written Full 12 Months' Guarantee on Cathode Ray Tubes.

GENUINE BARGAINS. WELL WORTH A VISIT.

VALVE LISTS -NEW
GUARANTEE

VALVES. ALL CHECKED ON MULLARD HIGH SPEED TESTER, AND
D 3 MONTHS. POSTAGE AND PACKING VALVES 6d. EACH.

5U4/G 5'6 DAF9 1 6l. ECH42 716 PABC80 51. PY800 61.
5Z3 5,3 DA F96 81. ECH81 6/6 PCC84 616 PZ30 61-
6BG6/G 6'3 DF9 I 71- ECL80 416 PCC89 51- U24 101-

6SN7GT DF96 81- ECL82 7'- PCF80 41- U25 101-

6V6 5'6 D H77 419 ECL83 716 PCF82 416 U26 101-

OCI 716 DK9 1 7,- ECL86 816 PCF86 6/6 1-1191 916

0C2 10,- DK96 8/. E F41 613 PCL82 4/6 U301 916
OF I 2,6 DL92 51- E F80 2'6 PCL83 61- U801 I51 -

OP 1 3 6,- DL94 81- E F85 416 PCL84 716 UABC130 51-

OPI4 9,6 DL96 8 /- E F86 616 PCL85 716 UAF42 4/6
9BG6/G 6,- DY86 5,- E F89 716 PL33 71- UBF80 616

2001
20F2
2011

416
10,-

EABC80
EB91
EBC4 1

6'6
2,-
5/6

E F9 1

E F92

2'.
316

PL36
PL38
PL8I

616
101-
7/.

UBF89
UCC84
UCC85

71-
71-
71-

20P I 7,6 EBF80 1 L4 I 716 PL82 31- UCF80 7,-
20P3 6'- EBF89 4,6 EL84 6/6 PL83 416 UCH42 616
20P4 10'- ECC8 1 41- EM34 71- PL84 6/. UCH8 1 131.

27SU 1216 ECC82 41- EM9 I 5'- PY3 I 416 UCL83 916

30C15
30P4
30P12

7'6
7'6
516

ECC83
ECC84
E CC85
ECF80

4,6
51-
516

E Y51

EY86
EZ40-41

51-
61-
516

PY32
PY33
PY80

81.
101-

316

UL4 I
UL84
UU8

4/.
61.
9'6

30PL t 616 ECF82 5,6 EZ80-81 516 PY81 416 U14 I 51-

30PL I 3 716 E0121 9,- GZ34 616 PY82 3/6 U785 61 -

We are open from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m -I p.m. on Wednesdays.
Send S.A.E. for free list of valves, and quality re -built CRT's at bargain prices.
TERMS: C.W.O. or C.O.D., Postage on all L.O.P.T.S. and S Coils, 3!... C.O.D. St-.
SERVICE SHEETS. TELEVISION ! ! ALL MAKES AND MODELS P.P. 3d.
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AN OUTSTANDING NEW PAPER DIELECTRIC CAPACITOR

Temperature rating: -40°C to +85°C DESIGNED FOR THE

..) TCC F Clean, rigid, plastic moulding

MI

1

a

11/ Withstands excessive vibration

Impervious to moisture

Capacitance available up to 033µF
Voltage range up to 1000 at 85`C, 1,500at 70`C
Cap. Tolerance at .01µF L:25%
Power Factor less than 01 at 1000c at 20°C

For full technical details
send for T.C.C.
Bulletin No. 89R.

HIGHER TEMPERATURE RANGES "
90

85

t0

75

70

65

60

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD., (Head Office & Works) North Acton, W.3. Tel: ACOrn 0061
(also at) Chessington, Surrey Bathgate, Scotland

65 or 25
GIVE

A SOLON

-6) FOR

vY) CHRISTMAS V-
r:-,.

Do-it-yourselfers of all ages will welcome a Solon Electric
Soldering Iron. The 25 -watt model above, or 65 -watt below,
are ideal for radio work or household jobs.

Obtainable from your usual electrical or radiodealer from 24/8.

SOLON Electric Soldering Irons
It/ea

Telex: 261383

"SABRINA"
STILL WELL IN

FRONT

STOP FIDDLING WITH KNOBS . . . ABSO-
LUTELY UNNECESSARY . . . Our Automatic
Regulator ensures constant voltages on TV, even with
Mains of ISO 265 v. YES, we know it's wonderful.
"Have a heart for your Valves and Tube."
S.A.E. details. Conditional Free Trial.

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES
12" now ... E5. 0.0' For
14" to 17" now E5.10.0 k -Single
21" now ... f£1. 0.0 Tubes

ALL C.W.O.-TRADE SUPPLIED
Special Bonus Scheme for Service

Engineers-Reducing to:
I 2"-8716; I 4"/I7"-9716; 21"-147f6
FREE Pass. transit & Ins. anywhere in British
Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).

ALSO FULL RANGE OF VALVES
(Guaranteed 12 months)

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.
Electron Works, North Bar

BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390
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including postage for one year

To any part of the World L 1 . 9 . 0 .
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= The Editor will be pleased to consider F.
articles of a practical nature suitable =

= for publication in "Practical Television". =
E Such articles should be written on one =
= side of the paper only. and should con- EE Lain the name and address of the sender. =
= Whilst the Editor does not hold himself E.
= responsible for the manuscripts. every e fi ort =
= will be made to return them if a stamped E.
E and addressed envelope is enclosed. All =
= correspondence intended for the Editor Fr.
E should be addressed to The Editor, =
= "Practical Television", George Newnes
E Ltd.. Tower House. Southampton Street,
= London, W.C.2.= Owing to the rapid progress in the =
= design of radio and television apparatus E.
= and to our efforts to keep our readers =
= in touch with the latest developments. =
= we give no warranty that apparatus E
= described in our columns is not the sub- =
= Wet of letters patent.= Copyright in all drawings, photo- =
= graphs and articles published in E.

"Practical Television" is specifically =
= reserved throughout the countries =
= signatory to the Berne Convention and =
= the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations =
= of any of these are therefore expressly =
= forbidden.
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FORWARD LEAP
CRYSTAL-GAZING has always been a profitable occu-

pation. Especially so when intelligent foresight allows
us a vision of what the future should-logically,

sensibly-be like.
But the March of Science has a clumsy habit of trampling

on the seer. There have been quite a few radio prophets in
the trade and technical press. In magazines with as free an
editorial policy as Practical Television, many pointers to the
future have appeared. It is no truism to say the amateur of
today is the established scientist of tomorrow, but this has
been true in the past and again, with experimental TV occu-
pying more and more of our readers, may well be true in the
future.

Yet who knows what is to come? Who, writing years ago
about the scaling down of equipment size, could have pos-
sibly imagined the impact on design made by the transistor?
Who, now, predicting the future of television, can foresee the
particular lines of growth? Will there be revolutionary dis-
coveries that should totally alter the logical procession of
development?

These thoughts are sparked off by Mr. S. Z. de Ferranti's
crystal -gazing in a recent issue of the I.E.E. Journal,
Electronics and Power.

This knowledgeable gentleman sees the formation of an
`electronic grid', a parallel to the national electricity grid.
Pulsed systems will be used, all systems, including TV, to
be on a time-shared basis, and waveguide feeds and links
within the cities. In the offices, paper work will be reduced
to a virtual nil. (Pause for cynic's laughter.) Even letter -
writing will be outmoded by the instant -transfer technique of
permanent imprints on sensitised paper, a development of
existing photographic and electronic techniques.

Waveguide links, Mr. de Ferranti predicts, will bring TV to
the home much as water, gas and electricity are at present
supplied. The same link will carry the 'message line'-
telephones being supplanted by visiphone devices.

The poor old c.r.t. will at last have had its day as a dis-
play device. Electro-luminescent panels of any size, with
inbuilt microcircuits, will be incorporated in the architecture.
Our newspapers will come to us as the writing on the
wall, and Practical Television will be a mere roll of microfilm
at the central library, referred to by the code number on a.
dial.

Logical though this may be, we confess to a sentimental
twinge of regret. No more thumbing through the dusty bound
volumes in a search for that elusive article. No more browsing
in a heap of tattered back numbers, on our knees among the
memories.

Instead, a remorseless blank screen that refuses to decode
our request : 'You know, that piece with the squiggly drawings
and a photo of a magnified hair. By W. hatsisname.'

Things won't seem the same, somehow.
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111HIM

Our next issue dated December will be published on November 20th
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TELETOP1CS
British Television Amateurs' Convention
THE 1964 Convention of the

British Amateur Television
Club was held in the Conference
Suite of the Independent Tele-
vision Authority building in

Brompton Road, London, S.W.3,
on September 12th (See 'Tele-
topics" September issue).

An informal gathering and
demonstration of equipment took

TRANSISTOR TAKE-OVER

TECHNICIANS at the Mullard appli-
I cations laboratories spend much

of their time developing new television
receiver designs, and here as in most
other fields of electronics, transistors
are finding greater application.

In the photograph above a Mullard
engineer fits the deflection coil
assembly to the 90' picture tube of a
test -rig receiver, which will be the
prototype of an all -transistor design
for a portable, dual -standard set.

The photograph on the right shows
another Mullard television develop-
ment during its alignment. In this
receiver too, valves have given way to
transistors, but not entirely. Although
the u.h.f. and v.h.f. tuner, i.f. stages
and audio circuits employ transistors,
valves are retained for the video,
synchronisation and deflection circuits.

IN TELEVISION

place during the morning. Equip-
ment on show included transistor
sync pulse generators by G3SYY/
T and G3LEE /T.

G3LEE/T also displayed a
flying spot slide scanner.' A trans-
mitter for 432Mc/s which is
normally kept in use at G3NDT/
T (Harrow) was shown, along
with equipment supplied by
G3MSN/T.

A 2C39A trebler (70cm-23cm)
was shown by G3OPB/T, and
also seen was a demonstration of
C. Grant Dixon's transistorised
slow -scan vidicon camera using a
7290 vidicon.

Transmissions
in the Conference Suite from
G3OUO/T at Wembley, although
the pictures were at times marred
by heavy interference, despite the
use of an 8/8 slot antenna on the
roof of the Convention hall.

During the afternoon various
papers were read and a raffle
was also held.

The Hon. Secretary of the
BATC (4 Inwood Close, Shirley,
Croydon, Surrey) will always be
pleased to hear from amateur
enthusiasts interested in joining.

. .

Televuon Society Meetings
THE Television Society

regularly holds meetings in the
Conference Suite of the ITA
headquarters in Brompton Road,
S.W.3 which non-members may
attend by obtaining,a signed ticket
from any member or from the
office of the Society at 166
Shaftesbury Avenue, London,
W.C.2.

Forthcoming meetings, all of
which begin at 7 p.m., include
"Factors Affecting the Accept-
ability of Colour Reproduction"
on Friday, November 6th, "A
British Video Tape Recorder" on
Thursday, November 19th and
"Television University" on
Friday, December 4th.
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NOW IT'S TV
PIRATES

THIS
is a photograph of a pirate.

A television and radio "pirate"
which has been erected on an artificial
island in the North Sea.

First reports indicate that it is a
Dutch undertaking and is known as
REM Island. According to these
reports regular television and radio
programmes carrying advertisements
are already being transmitted.

Further details have not yet become
available, but future "Teletopics"
will give any additional information
as it appears.
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ITA REPORT BLAMES INADEQUATE
AERIALS FOR POOR RECEPTION

THE first of a new series of quarterly opinion reports conducted
by Research Services Ltd. for the Independent Television

Authority shows that 64% of the people interviewed thought that
ITA sport programmes were good, 34 thought that it was true
there was too much violence and 12-,", that it was true the
programmes were rude to people interviewed.

Of more interest to the technician, perhaps, is the fact revealed in
the report that of the small proportion (6",) who complained of
poor ITV reception, two-thirds, it was found, had inadequate
aerials. This month's Practical Television provides details of one
solution to this problem --on page 72.

COLOUR TV USED IN SIMULATOR
COLOUR television equipment made by Marconi will be used in

a flight simulator recently ordered by the Ministry of Aviation.
The simulator is being designed for Britain's newest supersonic
fighter, the TSR-2.

Pilots who will fly the TSR-2,
will receive their initial training
in this flight simulator (a full-
scale model of the cockpit
incorporating all the control
facilities of the actual aircraft)
where the view through the cock-
pit window will present the
trainee with a full colour television
picture of a model of the country-
side surrounding a typical airfield.

To provide this simulated
panorama, the Marconi colour
camera will be mounted above the
model which is built on a
continuous moving belt driven at
a speed corresponding to that of
the aircraft. At the same time the
camera itself is linked to the
simulator's controls and will adopt
any "flying" attitude in relation
to the ground model in accord-
ance with the pilot's operation of
these controls.

Aerial for Welsh ITV

THE Independent Television
Authority recently placed two

contracts with EMI Electronics
Ltd. for new equipment at the
ITA transmitting station at St.
Hilary, near Cardiff. One was for
the supply and erection of an
additional aerial on the existing
mast, and the other was for two
new independent semi -flexible
transmission lines from the
transmitters to the existing aerial
to replace the existing rigid
feeders.

Vertically polarised, the new
aerial will transmit the ITV
Welsh programme on channel 7
over the populated areas of South
Wales without causing inter-
ference in the West of England.

Television Equipment for New Zealand THIS photograph shows presentation
switching equipment made and

supplied by EMI Electronics Ltd., in
service at the Wellington studios of
the New Zealand Broadcasting Cor-
poration.

Another similar control suite has
recently been ordered by the NZBC,
to improve studio facilities at its
Christchurch station. This is the third
such order, the other being for an
installation at Auckland.

At Wellington, the installation will
provide a centralised control for the
selection of the various sound and
vision sources for transmissions, thus
relieving the main studio control room
of this task.

Other contracts placed recently
with EMI Electronics Ltd. by the
NZBC, were for studio vidicon camera
channels and off -air receivers for r.f.
monitoring of transmitted signals.
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THE MINIMUM OF ADDITIONAL
COMPONENTS AND MODIFICATIONS
WILL TURN AN ORDINARY DOMESTIC
RECEIVER INTO AN EFFICIENT

VIDEO

MONITOR
8Y S. W. SIV' X 7C" 3-1 , G3 X. G

AVIDEO monitor is the counterpart of the
domestic television receiver. The television
receiver is designed to receive and de-

modulate, radio frequency broadcasts modulated
with a video waveform; while the video monitor is
designed to work with -the standard video wave-
form direct. This video waveform is fed via 75
ohm coaxial cable- at 1 volt peak to peak, thus
the vision monitor is always connected to the video
source by coaxial cable.

Apart from electronic circuit refinements, the
monitor has less basic electronics than the television
receiver. The receiver has, in fact, practically the
complete circuit of a monitor plus the r.f. sound
and vision circuits. Because of this, a very good
vision monitor can be made using a television
receiver as the basis. Few amateur TV operators
can afford the time or energy to construct a vision
monitor completely from scratch.

The circuit to be described is very straight-
forward, and needs the minimum of additions to
the receiver (see Fig. 1), in fact only one addi-
tional valve is used. The receiver after modification
can be used as a vision monitor or r.f. receiver as
desired, and the performance as a vision monitor

Aerial
Tuner mmaipmg...

r -

I.

LE
amplifier

and
detector

(C)
Video line

la

VI

Variable
gain

video
amplifier

will be limited by the receiver's own circuits, not
the addition.

The receiver to be modified should be chosen
with care, it is no good adapting any old receiver,
otherwise mediocre pictures will result. The follow-
ing points are desirable in the receiver to be
adapted:-

(1) Choose a reasonable size TV receiver, a small
14in. table model is ideal. Large console sets
should be avoided because they take up space and
are not very portable.

(2) The receiver must have good e.h.t. regula-
tion and the c.r.t. should be in its prime, with
plenty of brilliance.

(3) If the monitor is to have a proper black
level response, the receiver before modification
must also have the necessary d.c. coupling of its
video stage. This type of receiver is rarely made
today; mast modern sets have mean level a.g.c.
circuits with a.c. video coupling.

(4) The line and frame timebase circuits should
lock well and the frame scan should interlace per-
fectly. It is often very useful to be able to reduce
the scans of the monitor to see all four corners of
the raster.

0

1

Changeover
switch

New addition

Existing
vision

amplifier
V2

Sync.
sepa ator

etc.

CRT

Fig. I-A simplified block diagram of a television receiver, indicating the additional sections.
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HT to existing tuner

Video
inpu t

C
0.1_pF

321.1F

R8 1kil

0

Sla

R9
1M0

Existing
detector

on
receiver

TV HT rail

Existing
vision

amplifier

\k
R10 1k r).

V2

Fig. 2-The circuit modification. The circuitry to the right of the dotted line belongs to the existing receiver.

COMPONENTS LIST FOR FIG. 2
Resistors:

RI 'tin R6 4708
R2 22052 R7 2.2kS2 kW
R3 39052 R8 I

R4 IMO R9 IMO
R5 22052

All ±10% kW carbon unless otherwise
stated.

VR I 51a2 carbon potentiometer
Capacitors:

CI 0.1µF paper 250V
C2 32p.F electrolytic 350V
C3 0.1/4F paper 250V
C4 82pF silver mica
CS 0.25/2F paper 250V

Miscellaneous:
VI I 2AT7
MRI 0A86 diode
SI D.P.D.T. rotary switch

Circuit Description
The circuit modification is shown in Fig. 2, the

part of the circuit enclosed by the dotted line is the
existing television receiver circuit which will have
variants from receiver to receiver. V2 which is
the existing video output valve has its output
coupled to the cathode of the c.r.t. The video
required at the c.r.t. cathode varies but will be
about 50V peak to peak for full contrast, with
negative peak whites, and positive syncs. Thus the
video reauired on the grid of V2 is positive going
about 2V peak to peak. It is possible to couple
a IV video feed line direct to this grid, but there is
no variable video gain and the gain is rather low
anyway, which does necessitate a further stage.
In order to keep the vision phase correct two
stages of amplification however, are necessary, and
are provided by the double triode VI.

The h.t. supply for VI is obtained from the
existing h.t. supply in the TV receiver. Extra
decoupling is provided by R8 and C2. The heater
supply required for VI is 6.3V at 0.3A and if a
receiver with a 0.3A heater chain has been chosen,
the valve heater can be connected in series with the
existing valves. If the receiver does not have a
0.3A chain a separate step down transformer is
necessary.

Vla is a straightforward vision amplifier, except
that the anode load VR1 is adjustable and provides
variable gain or contrast. The output of Vla is
coupled into Vlb which has a low gain of about 4
times determined by the resistors R7 and R6. This
stage is really only necessary to provide the second
phase reversal reauired, but has its cathode resistor
decoupled by C4 to provide boost at higher
frequencies, off -setting the fall in h.f. video
response of V2 (which usually has a high anode
load).

The output of Vlb is d.c. restored by C5 and
MR1 establishing sync bottoms to chassis poten-
tial, this provides the black level stability if the
receiver is d.c. coupled from V2 to the c.r.t.
cathode.

Si switches V2 grid from the existing detector
circuit to the d.c. restored video from MR1, and
also switches h.t. from the tuner to VI amplifier
stage.

The only other addition to the receiver, which
must be used is an isolation transformer (see Fig.
3). TV receivers almost without exception have a
chassis which is connected to the mains supply,
and this is highly dangerous when using the TV
set as a monitor, since the chassis is also used as
the equipment earth. This situation can only be
made safe by using a proper isolation transformer,
and the circuit of the modification is shown in Fig.
3. The transformer output is connected to the
mains input of the TV receiver and the receiver's
chassis is connected to mains earth.
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Oro
L On/Off 3 amp

switch fuse

50cis
mains
input
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( Radiospares)
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to TV
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Fig. 3-Making the receiver safe for use as a monitor by
the inclusion of an isolation transformer.

C4
100pF

47k.C1

R5
15k11
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Construction
Si should be mounted as near V2 as possible

as long lead runs must be avoided. VI should
also be situated as near V2 as practical, and its gain
control VR1 also positioned close to VI using an
extension or flexible coupling to the control knob.
Many TV receivers have spare holes which can be
utilised for the purpose, however if this is impos-
sible, the whole of the stage, excluding C2 if
necessary, should be mounted on a separate chassis
or bracket, which can then be fixed to the main
TV chassis. The construction will depend on the
layout of the TV receiver under conversion so only
pointers can be given, the main concern is to keep
all the video amplifiers' stages near each other.

Two input sockets connected in parallel have
been drawn on the circuit and their use will be
discussed later. They can be mounted on a

R8 R9
15011 15011

o X 0
Link

C6
1000pF

Tr2 Tr3
0C171 0C171

VR2 2511

R7
5611 J.C5

TOOopF

Fig. 4-The circuit of a vision distribution amplifier.

separate bracket and fitted anywhere accessible,
using coax to connect earth and line to V1 stage.

VI heater can be coupled in series with the
receiver's valves if they are in a 0.3A heater chain.
VI heater should be near the chassis end of the
line and can be connected between V2 heater and a
the other valves. If VI heater cannot be supplied
in this way a transformer, 240V a.c. to 6.3V at 0.3A
will be needed.

R10 has been added in the grid lead of V2 and
is a precautionary measure against parasitics which
could be aggravated by the extra leads on V2 grid.
Si which switches V2 grid is also used to switch
the h.t. supply between the v.h.f. tuner and the
vision amplifier. It is not strictly necessary to
switch off the tuner but by doing so, extra h.t.
current will not be needed for the vision amplifier
which will relieve the h.t. power supply of any
extra load. Also vision break -through of either
source on to the other cannot occur.

Testing
There are no setting up or critical adjustments

so that if correctly wired the converted TV receiver
should now work, either as a normal TV receiver

COMPONENTS LIST FOR FIG. 4
Resistors:

RI 47k0 R6 5.6k0
R2 27k11 R7 56Q
R3 1000 R8 15012
R4 1.51d1 R9 150Q
RS 151a1 RIO 75C1

All +10% pAl carbon unless otherwise
stated

VRI I ki2 preset carbon potentiometer
VR2 2512 preset w.w. potentiometer

Capacitors:
Cl 10µF electrolytic 15V
C2 i,000pF disc ceramic
C3 1,000µF electrolytic 6V
C4 100/1,F electrolytic 6V
C5 2,000pF disc ceramic
C6 1,000pf electrolytic 6V

Miscellaneous:
Trl, 2, 3 0C171 transistors
BI 9V battery (PP7)

81
9V

Load
Timm

RIO
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or, by operating Si. as a video monitor. Normal
TV operation can easily be checked, but video
operation will require a video feed source from a
camera, -etc. However, by temporarily connecting
h.t. to the receivertuner and switching SI to video
monitor operation, the video output from the
receiver's own detector can be coupled to the video
input sockets. A picture should be obtained and
its contrast will be controlled by RV1.

When changing from video to r.f. and vice versa,
the raster brilliance may need adjustment. Bright;
ness will also vary when VR1 the contrast control
is altered. Contrast can be reduced to nil when
VR1 is turned fully one way, i.e. off, remember
this point when checking video operation.

The transistorised TV camera described in the
July, 1964 issue of PRACTICAL TELEVISION will
provide a suitable video line feed for this monitor.
The coaxial cable length used to connect between
the two should not be in excess of about 20 feet,
and must not be terminated at either end. More
will be said about terminations and bridging later.
The output- amplifier used. in, the camera does not
provide a 7551 output and consequently only short
lengths.-ofcable can be used, otherwise video high
frequency response will suffer due to cable attenu-
ation and reflection.

Fig. 4 is the circuit of a vision distribution
amplifier which will convert the camera output
into -a 1V peak to- peak signal with a 7551 source

Camera
Distribution

amplifier
DA'

TELEVISION 57

current balance and load distribution between Tr2
and Tr3, is adjusted by VI22. Two 0C171's are
used to overcome the limited power dissipation of
the 0C171. The 0C171 was chosen' because it
has a high current gain and is very cheap, how-
ever a more expensive higher power transistor
could do the work of Tr2 and Tr3.

Maximum signal output voltage that can be
delivered to the load before overloading is approxi-
mately 2V peak to peak. The output stage how-
ever, although having a power gain, has a slight
voltage loss, and Trl stage has to provide about
2V of video in order to deliver the required 1V
output. Trl is operated under constant current
conditions, gain is varied by VRI. The voltage
gain of this stage depends on the setting of VR1
and is approximately the ratio of total load
impedance to R3 plus the portion of VR1 which is
not by-passed by C3. Maximum gain of this stage
is about 9 times.

The necessary aperture correction required for
the transistor .camera is provided by the emitter
h.f. compensation capacitors C2 and C5, and should
give a 3Mc/s plus definition.

The performance of the amplifier- can be
summed up as follows:

Output: 1V vision across 75f/ output:load (i.e.
R10).

Input: 0.3V to 2V. Input-impedance-about.2kfl
to 101t.Q.

r
DA2

Coaxial cable

'I= NM

.1

Fig. 5-An amateur television station set

impedance. This amplifier can be used to drive
into over 1,000 feet of terminated cable. The
amplifier also provides aperture correction to the
vision signal.

Circuit Description
The circuit basically is -in two parts, Trl is a

voltage amplifier which drives the output stage
comprising Tr2 and Tr3. Working backwards,
consider Tr2, Tr3 output stage. R10 is the ampli-
fier load, and can be any length of terminated 7551
cable. Its impedance can be considered equivalent
to 752f1 resistor and is represented on the circuit
by R10. R8 and R9 in parallel provide the input
7551 termination impedance suitable for the cable.
C6 only serves to block the d.c. and presents zero
impedance to the vision signal. The total collector
load impedance of the output stage at a.c. is 37.511.

Tr2 and Tr3 are in parallel and provide a
current feed for the load impedance. These two
transistors are each biased to provide respec-
tively -about '10 mA d.c. current into R8 and R9,

7
coon for

1

Termination
75.0.

TV Transmittermonitor
2

-up including a distribution amplifier (DA).

Construction and Testing
The amplifier is easily built on to a paxolin

board about 31in. x 21in. using pins or lugs. placed
to take the components. All components should
be fitted on one side of the board and the inter -
component wiring kept to the. other side. Alterna-
tively a hand drawn printed circuit board can be
designed and made as already described in
February, 1964 PRACTICAL TELEVISION. VR1 and
VR2 are preset miniature variable potentiometers.
The layout is not critical but all leads should be
kept short and components layed in a similar order
to the circuit drawing, input at one end and out-
put at the other. A photograph shows both sides
of a printed circuit arrangement of the amplifier..

The. link which connects Tr2 collector to Tr3
collector (marked with a cross on the circuit
diagram) is not connected initially. The amplifier
plus battery is fitted. into a. standard 6in. x 3in.
chassis, which also has an on/off switch and input
and output coaxial connectors. The battery leads

-continued on page 61
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A PRACTICAL TELEVISION
REPORT

The

New

TV

RECEIVERS

TV & RADIO SHOW
EARLS COURT
24 AUG. - 5 SEPT.

TELEVISION trend-setters of the 1964 Radio
and Television Show have been Tuners, Teak
and the Tiny screen.

Despite the challenge of the " splinter shows ",
largely concentrated on radio and audio products --
and such novelties as oil heaters, toasters and
electronic pencil sharpenersl-despite the reduced
size of the ground -floor -only exhibition at Earls
Court, there was plenty of scope for the
development -hunter around the gaily -decorated
stands.

Attendances for the first four days were only 40
per cent of the 1962 figures. But the two trade -only
preview days were reported to be a success, and
order books rapidly filled. The Radio Show, it seems
evident, is becoming much more of a trade
exhibition, only attractive to the general public
when they can see the pop -star idols in the flesh.
This year's decision to have a stage show came too
late and drew too little star -quality support.

Developments

Tuner -units, especially the transistorised u.h.f.
types now fitted to Thorn group, some S.T.C. and
Philips receivers, allow greater gain for less noise.
The upshot has been to push the " fringe area"
farther outwards, make possible the use of simpler
aerials, and allow a wider range of receivers
following a basic styling.

Example: Basic set 60 gm.; fringe model 62
gm.; with u.h.f. tuner 67 gns.; with u.h.f. tuner
and fully fringe 69 gns. The " fringe " addition
being a plug-in flywheel sync panel.

Some v.h.f. tuners have reduced in size still
more, in particular a recent Philips transistorised
design, and the u.h.f. tuner has undergone a
radical aletration. The S.T.C. group quarter -wave
design is hardly twice as big as a matchbox.

Some models have four -station push-button
tuning while others, as used on G.E.C./McMichael
receivers, employ a rotary tuning control. Fast/
slow u.h.f. tuning is used on many models,
including the latest Pye designs.

Transistor development has resulted not only

in the neater tuner, but also in small, efficient pre-
amplifiers, so that set -top aria mast -head designs
have tidied -up this field considerably. The hybrid
receiver is already with us, if we consider a valved
set with transistorised tuner in this category.

Evolution of the cool -running Thorn 900'
chassis points a way to further transistorisation,
and although designs are still in the development
stage, engineers were able to see some of the
auguries for the future within several dealer stands.

Mullard showed a hybrid dual -standard
receiver, suitable for 19 or 23 inch styling, with
transistors in the v.h.f., u.h.f., i.f. and audio circuits,
but using valves in the video, synchronisation and
deflation- circuits. An all -transistor design, even for
the line output and e.h.t. circuits, was demonstrated
on an 11 inch prototype.
Compatibility Plus

The "standard " set with 625 -line convertibility
is no longer with us. Design is for 625 lines, with
the 405 -line standard compatibility accepted.
Improved switching circuits have been developed
to this end, and one -position 405/625 switching
is possible on selector controls.

A novel device is marketed by Pye, who have
separate picture controls for the two standards and
a shutter which blanks off the inappropriate
adjustments.

Front -facing loudspeakers are much more in
evidence. The asymmetric look has taken over
from the balanced centre -tube effect on most
models. The use of implosion -free tubes, and other
patent devices, such as dust -filters, panorama view
tubes, etc., have made the push -through tube
styling much more evident.

In the higher' price ranges, teak has found
favour, and some very attractive cabinets were to
be seen in this material, in natural elm, and the
more familiar mahogany Sapele veneers, as well as
the traditional straight -grained walnut. In- the
Ferranti range receivers housed in teak are only
fractionally more expensive than others in more
" coventional " finishes.

Tendency, even with the more conservative
designs, is to avoid fussiness with the carpentry,
saving the frills for the knobs and trim, most of
which are anodised aluminium, silver or spun gold.
Bedside Manners

There were three eye-catching " bedside " sets.
The much publicised K -B Featherlight mains
transportable, with its counterparts by other
members of the STC group; the late entry
Ferguson " baby ", with Thorn 900 chassis and
transistorised u.h.f. tuner, built around an 11 inch
tube, and styled in teak, and the prototype 7 inch
battery model made by Thorn for the Ever Ready
Co. Ltd. '

This last is the Mark 5 version, after attempts
going back as far as 1958, and designs for Marks
6 and 7, dual -standard sets, are already in hand
The tube is a 7 inch, 42 -degree deflection angle,
electrostatic type, and the power consumption of
the' receiver, 3 watts. The TV! battery is estimated
to have a life of 40 hours at an average usage rate
of 2 hours a day.

A notable omission at this year's show was colour
television, which seems to have bored everybody '

-continued on page 61
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A summary. of the new television models seen at the 1964 TV and Radio Show ac Earls Court. The following tables show new models
only, and do not represent the complete range of the manufacturers concerned.
For details of radio, audio and associated products released at Show time. see Practical Wireless, November 1964.

TELEVISION RECEIVERS
Model Tube size Style Price Features

(in.)
ALBA T990 19 C 67 gns. Sapele mahogany with polyester finish. Less u.h.f.

tuner.
T995 19 C 74 gns. With u.h.f. tuner. Packaged service system, both

models.
BUSH TVI23u 19 T 611 gns. Two -cone. moulded cab.

(u) 68+ gns. Push-button selection, all models.
TVI25 19 T(S) 69 gns. Optional stand 21 gns. extra.

(u) 77 gns. Straight -grained African walnut veneer cab.
TV125cu 19 C 93 gns. Sliding doors.
TV128 23 T 80 gns A.G.C., scan -stabilisation. flywheel sync, all models.

(u) 88 gns.
TVI28cu 23 C I1.0 gns. Sliding doors, front -facing speaker.

COSSOR. CT2373 23 T 86 gns. Natural Afromosia veneer with wax finish, blue
surround. (CT2375, as above, with grey surround.)

CT2372 23 T 77 gns. Side controls, blue surround. (CT2372/02, grey
surround.)

CT 1973A 19 T 71 gns. Med./light sapele, charcoal grey leathercloth front.
CTI964A,77 19 T 72 gns. Finish as above. A/78 without u.h.f. tuner, 66 gns.
CT I972A 19 T 67 gns. Finish as above. Ai90 without u.h.f. tuner, 61 gns.

All models with optional extra, legs, stands, and
magazine racks.

DECCA DRI 19 T 71 gns. Basic table model. New P.B. system allows u.h.f.
selection of four stations, retaining variable tuning
over band, all models except DRI. Glide -away doors.

DRI2I 19 T 89 gns.
DR122 23 T 99 gns. Glide -away door.
DRI23 23 C 1.15-gns. Full-length fold -away doors.
DR888 23 C/RG 185 gns. TV plus radiogram (transistorised stereogram),

Prestomatic tuning as above. Front -facing 10 in. x
6 in. L/S.

DEFIANT (CWS) 9A61U -19 T 70 gns. Sapele veneer, silver trim. Dual standard, all models.
9A62U 19 T(5) 72 gns. Novel stand as optional extra.
3A6OU 23 T(S) 83 gns. Magazine rack. All models with u.h.f. uner, P.B.

system switch.
DYNATRON Kensington TV73FT 23 T 105 gns. Satin walnut, fold -away doors, matching table, 7 gns.

Kingston TV76FT 23 C 118.gns. Oiled teak, Scandinavian style, doors, P.B. station
selection

TV75 2.3 C 135 gns. Queen Anne period cabinet with full-length doors,
walnut.'

Marlborough TV75CH As above, in Chippendale styling, mahogany.
Knightsbridge TV70 19 T 85 Ins. Walnut veneer, with fold -away doors. Table extra

5+ gns.
Knightsbridge TV74 (F) 87 gns. As above, oiled teak finish with bow -fronted table

extra, prices, 74, 86 gns., 74F, 87+ gns.
Beaufort TV7I 19 C 129 gns. Queen Anne period cabinet with full-length doors

and cabriole legs.
Regency TV77 23 CE 125 gns. Regency styled, doors, antique handles, brass

speaker grille, warm flared mahogany veneer.
EKCO 'T433 19 T 66 gns. Press -button tuning. Less u.h.f. tuner. Straight -grain

(F) 68 gns. French walnut veneer. Fringe models with plug-in
flywheel sync.

T433/T As above (F) 75 gns. Optional legs 27s. 6d.
73'gns. With u.h.f. tuner

T434 19 T 61 gns. Sapele veneer-for rental schemes. (F) 63 ' gns.
Rotary controls.

7434;T As above, with u.h.f. tuner 68 gns. (F) 70 gns.
TC435 23 CE 76 gns. Straight -grain Australian walnut veneer. Fringe -

78 gns. ;T. u h.f. tuner 83 gns., (F) 85 gns.
T436 23 T 69 gns. Sapele veneer-suitable rental receiver.

(F) 71 gns.
7436/T As above with u.h.f. tuner 76 gns. Legs, optional 27s. 6d.

(F) 78 Ins. Click -control, rotary tuner.
TC437/T 23 C 102 gns. Flush -fitting doors. Straight grained French walnut

with polyurechene finish. Press -button tuning.
FERGUSON 3624 19 T 69 gns. Sapele veneered cab. Toughened glass cover.

Legs, 2 gns.
3626 19 T 74 gns. Front -mounted controls and speaker. Stand 3 gns.
3625 19 T 72 gns. With v.h.f. radio.
3623 23 T 76 gns. All preceding models at 7 gns. less without u.h.f.

tuner. Metal legs, 2 gns.
3627 23 T 85 gns. Matching stand 3 gns., legs, 2 gns. Sapele veneer.

All sets use Thorn 900 chassis.
3629 II T 58 gns. Mains -operated, transportable in teak cabinet

21 x II x 9 in. Weight, 26 lb. With u.h.f. tuner,
57 gns.

FERRANTI TCI122 19 CE 78 gns. Teak veneer cab. Solid teak stands.
(F) 80 gns.

Less tuner 71 gns. Press -button tuning.
(F) 73 gns. Front controls and speaker.

TCI124 23 As above 88 gns.
(F) 90 gns.

Less tuner 81 gns.
(F) 83 gns.

TC I 126 23 C 99 gns. Teak veneer cabinet with fold -back doors.
(F) 101 gns. --continued
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MARCONI 4611 19 T 69 gns.

4612 23 T 76 gns.

MASTERADIO 4002 19 T 68 gns.
4003 19 T 72 gns.

McMICHAEL 3001 19 T 70 gns.

3002 23 T 79 gns.

MURPHY V879 19 T 69 gnu.

V873 23 T 80 gns
V879C 19 C 85 gns.

V873C 23 C 102 gns
PAM 5144/U 23 C 105 gns.

5141 23 T 68 gni.

PETO SCOTT TV961 19 T -
TV350 23 T -

PHILIPS 9164 19 T -
3164 23 T -
9156 19 T 67 gns.

3156 23 T 74 gns.

9154 19 T 71 gns

PYE 22U/F 19 CE 79 gns.

231-1/F 23 CE 85 gns.

24U/F 19 T 76 gns.

REGENTONE 401 19 T 634 gns.
501 23 T 714 gns.

R.G. D. RV203 11 P 494 gns.

RV202 19 T 633 gns.

RV302 23 T 714 gns.

Model Tube size
(in.)

Style. Price

T1121 19 T 74 gns.
(F) 76 gns.

11123 19 T 68 gns.
(F) 70.gns.

TI 125 23 T 76 gns.
(F) 78 gns.

G.E.C. 2000 DS -T 19 T Rental
2001 DS -T 19 T 72 gns.
2002 DS -T 23 23 T 79 gns.

GRU NDIG K230 Console 23 C 129 gns.

K450 Stereotheatre 23 C 365 gns.

INVICTA 7021 19 T 73 gns.

7041 23 T 84 gns

H.M.V. 2620 19 T 70 gns
2621 19 T 74 gnu
2623 23 T 76 ens.

KOLSTERBRANDES KV003 11 P 493 gns.

WV90 23 CE 97 gns.

TELEVISION RECEIVERS-continued
Features

Sapele veneers; matching stand 3 gns., legs 2 gns.
Without tuner, 7 gns. ess.
Stand 3 gnu. Less tuner. 7 gns less. Turret tuning.

Natural elm finish, with black and gold trim
Electra brand -name. Front grille and speaker.
With u.h.f. tuner (both models). Legs available, 2 gns.
Teak or Canaletto (American walnut) cabinets with
folding doors. Two 7 x 4 in speakers, P.B. u.h.f.
tuner ch. sel. v.h.l.
Scandinavian light walnut or dark walnut gloss finish.
Combined radiogram. TV, with space for tape
recorder. Stereo decoder, optional extra. Speaker
compartments each end: each 12 x 8 in. and
7 x 5 in. units Dual 1009 transcription gram unit
Sliding doors.
Catylised semi -matt sapele. Press -button u.h.f
'unng
Available with stand L2 10s. extra. Fringe versions
2 gns. extra.
New Thorn chassis.
Press -button tuning.

"Featherlight" mains transportable, see text Silver
scone grey cabinet. With u.h.f. tuner, 59 gm.
French walnut and Afromosia veneer. Two 8 x 5 in.
speakers. Tambour door. Push-button tuning.

WV80 and WV30 models, previously released now incorporate transistorised u.h.f. tuner. Prices: 914 and 815 gns
Thorn 900 chassis. Sapele veneered, slim profile.
Main controls front panel.
Thorn 900 chassis. Sapele veneer. Legs extra, 2 gns.,
both models. Controls wont panel.
Paldao veneer Dual standard.
Dark wood cab. striped surround. Both models,
u.h.t. tuner.
Dark sapele veneer, gold -fronted panels, black
screen surround.
Both models, u h.f. uner, instant single -move
selection Front controls.
Sapele veneered. Metal legstand extra, 3 gns.
Press -button tuner.
Both models tuner 8 ens. extra. Legstand 34 gns.
Two-tone French Walnut. Tambour door. u.h.f.
tuner model CU. 93 gns.
As above. Forward -facing speaker.
Al'ernative versions in teak and walnut. Fringe
area chassis 2 gns. extra. Push-button controls. Gold
trim white Suwide screen surround. Front -facing
speaker.
Sapele veneer, satin -finish, gold trim. With u.h.f.
tuner. 514iU 75 gns. Fringe model 2 gns. extra.
Stand L2 10s.--
High -gloss burnished polyester cab. Silver trim.
Magazine rack stand. Tinted safety -guard c.r.c.
Two -speed transistorised u.h.f tuner.
Straight -grained walnut. Nove. rack stand. Two
front -facing speakers. Preset 405 tuning. Transistor-
ised u h.f. tuner.
French walnut cab. Side -mounted 6 x 4 in. speaker.
Designed for rentai market
Zebrano veneer cabinet, satin finish, light grey knobs,
silver trim. Tinted safety guard screen. Stand 3 gns.
Panorama filter screen tube. French walnut cab.,
silver trill.
Swedish style Afromosia. Silvered contact tuner with
fastislow tuning. Independent u.h.f./v.h.f. picture
controls.
Teak, with black satin aluminium control panel.
Shutter control exposing correct standard picture
adjustments.
Teak, anodised black aluminium control panel and
speaker grille. 4 -gang, silver contact tuner. Matching
stand L2 10s.
Sapele mahogany veneer. Slim lines. u.h.f. tuner,
both models 75 gns. extra. Tuner has rotary dial,
continuously variable.
Impact resistant polypropylene cabinet, mains -
operated transportable, valved chassis, and
transistorised u.h.f. tuner 59 gns. 5 x 3 in. speaker.
110' tube.
Waxed teak. with Afromosia stands and magazine
racks. both models. Hand -wired chassis. Push button
selection, linear u.h.f. and u.h.f. tuner, 74 gns. extra.

-continued
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Model

SOBELL 1002

TELEVISION RECEIVERS-continued
Tube size Style , Pace Features
(in.)
23 T 76 gns. Dark seise,' cab. Silver screen surround, anodised

1000 19 7 Rental
1005 19 T 70 gns.

STELLA ST2I13A 23 T -
ULTRA 6625 19 T 62 gnu.

(U) 7 gns.
6626 19 T 64 gns.

(U) 7 gns.
6627 19 T 76 gns.

6628 23 T 69 gns.
(U) 7 gns.

6629 23 T 88 gns.

* C-Console. T-Table.

aluminium control panel, silver controls. u.h.f. rotary
tuner. Front speaker.
Paldao cab., gold knobs and grille.
Dark sapele veneer, pale bronze trimming. Legs
extra all models.
Puth-through tube. Side -mounted 6 x 4 in. speaker
and controls.
Bermuda model, polyester surface, black control
panel, gold -centred knobs. Legs.
Push-button model, sepal. cab. Forward -facing
speaker.
Natural elm cab. With v.h.f. and u.h.f. tuner.
Matching stand and magazine rack, 3 gns.
Dust -free contact lens tube sapele cabinet, grey
leathercloth surround, black control panel.
Natural elm, with v.h.f. radio and u.h.f. tuner, satin
gold and black with spun gold knobs. Mag. rack
3 gns. extra.

T(S)-Table with optional stand. C/RG-Console with radiogram. CE-Consolette.

-continued from page 58

with its tantalising " round -the -corner " promise.
This does not mean that development is not going
on, and one item of news recently announced was
that increased numbers of RCA 25 inch colour
tubes are to be made available this year at a
reduced price.

The other selling -point which has been played
down by the Industry-some say, regrettably-is
the growing demand for BBC2: Lord Hill's opening
speech stressed the need for greater sales, under-
lining the trend toward the " second set ", and
there is some concern in the radio trade about the
swelling stockpile of new models.

Price -wise, the Radio Show has done little to
send customers rushing to the shops. With the
increased accent on the 23 inch screen, models
on display being divided roughly between 19 and
23 inch, and a levelling of add-on facilities, the
price of a 23 inch set is only little more than that
of a 19 inch model. Greater accent has been upon
development, rather than price -cutting.

As a final example, Thorn/AEI are still juggling
with circuits to improve interlace and prevent line
pulse breakthrough, using now a diode in their
experimental designs. And their 900 chassis, used
on many different models, is quite obviously aimed
at eventual transistorisation.

VIDEO MONITORS
-continued from page 57

should be kept as short as possible and the 9V
supply should be connected to the board, negative
as near R8, R9 as possible and positive as near R7
as possible. The battery used must always be in
good condition because as soon as it begins to run
down it will increase its internal resistance, and this
internal resistance affects the performance of the
amplifier.

If the wiring is correct the amplifier will only
require the initial balancing of Tr2 and Tr3 drive
currents. The amplifier output must not be ter-
minated or the input connected to the camera when
setting up VR2. Connect a low reading voltmeter
between Tr2 and Tr3 collectors and adjust VR2 for
zero or minimum volts. Tr2 and Tr3 collectors
can then be joined with the links and VR2 will
require no further adjustment. The amplifier is
now ready for use.

VR1 on the distribution amplifier is used to set
the output for a particular camera. and must be set,
using an oscilloscope, to provide 1V composite
video peak to peak across the 75f1 output load
(R10). This output should not be set above 1V,
otherwise sync crushing and peak white limiting
may occur.

Fig. 5 shows a block layout of an amateur tele-
vision station using the distribution amplifier (DA).
DA1 takes a direct video feed from the camera at
high impedance and converts to 7512. Video
monitors 1 and 2 are unterminated and high
impedance, and the coaxial feed bridges these

Fig. 6-A suggested layout for the distribution amplifier,
for either printed circuit or conventional wiring.

monitors to the transmitter. Because the trans-
mitter is at the end of a cable run, the cable must
be terminated at the transmitter by 75(1.

Other equipment items can be, if required,
bridged into the circuit. This method of coup-
ling equipment is extremely simple and for the
amateur station has no serious limitations.

DA2, shown dotted, is an identical amplifier to
DA1 and can, if required, provide a second corn-
pletely isolated signal feed to that of DA1 output.
The input of DA2 is in parallel to DAL The
advantages of using an isolated source output only
becomes apparent in large equipment layouts,
where many feeds of the same source are needed.
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A MONTHLY FEATURE
FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS

by Charles Rafarel

0 NCE again as -I write these words (Mid -
September) very long distance reception via
Sporadic " E " propagation- continues to' be

very poor. The July " lull " is unfortunately still
continuing and the reception reports both from
here and the Continent do not give us any great
encouragement at the moment.

I am, however, always an optimist (essential for
DX success!) and I feel that towards the end of
September and the start of ,October we may *ell
have a return to better conditions for -this class ,of
reception; this has happened before and can well
happen again this year.

.

The Tropospheric front has been more reward-
ing. Conditions really have at last improved, the
warm late August and early September days have
been followed by the cooler evenings and nights.
This, during periods of relatively low wind velocity,
has produced the necessary cOrlditions for tempera-
ture inversion and the production of. -,layers of_ air
of different densities and temperatures which are
conductive to tropospheric refraction, of signals,
particularly in Band III. t

We have had many interesting-reportsof recep-
tion in this band. Charles Hopkinson; of Malton,
Yorks, has received Sydjaelland, Denmark,
Channel E6, on September 5th, 1964. Jim
Snelling, of Southampton, at about the same time
had two good RTF catches=namely, Clerrnont-
Ferrand on Channel F6v and. Metz-Luttanges'on
F6h, and I myself have had Strasbourg F5h and
Rheims -Haute Villiers F6v 'in addition to those
above.

The technique used for the RTF stations was
to note when reception of the more regular
Band III stations appeared to be good, to
accurately position the aerial array in the direction
of the required station, then to sit back' and' whit
with the set tuned to the required frequency. In
due course our patience was rewarded

During the coming weeks,. when tropospheric
conditions should show further improvement, itwill pay to adopt a similar plan for your attack
on certain " possible " stations you wish to log.
Haphazard viewing will not very often produce -the
desired results.

.

Before long I expect that . we will be getting
those foggy evenings that we. DX-ers long for,
much to the chagrin of our motoring friends! Fox
really does bring in those tropospheric signals, so
get organised now, make sure that the receiver is
capable of its maximum performance and that you

know the calibration of the various channels
accurately so that you can pretune the set with
confidence that the frequency is correct. ,,

Also, before the bad weather sets in, your aerial
arrays should be overhauled with particular
reference to the connections.

MYSTERY SIGNALS
Once again we have some of these to report. On

about 50Mc/s, a new test card has been reported
from various sources. This card is somewhat
similar to the standard card of Czechoiloyakia but
with no lettering and with two shaded bands, one
above and one below the circle running horizon-
tally.
Jr is possible that this card originates from

Finland since the Y.E.S. organisation there are,- it
is' understood, -opening neW transmitters. There
are -two organisations 'in Finland-the 'I:ES. and
the T.E.S. The test card of the latter (with the
letters T.E.S.) has been frequently seen on
Channel E2 and this new one could be from-Y.E.S.

Reports from ,C. Hopkinson, of Malton; Yorks,
tell us that he has seen the R.T.P.. Portugal
standard test card on Channel E2. At present the
only Portuguese Band I station listed. is, of. course,
Coimbre on E3, so this must be a' new one. More
details as soon as I have them. Has anyone any
information to add to the above? If so I will be
delighted to hear from them. -

READERS' REPORTS

. ,

J. Grant Mclennan (Glasgow) has _lagged
Grunten (West Germany) on Ch. E2, Bydgoszcz
(Poland) on Ch. Rl And Budapest (Hungary) onRI.

G. A. Raby (Preston) has turned in an.excellent
log with T.V.E. Spain on E2, E3 and E4, Portugal
on E4, France on F2 and F4, Italy on Ia and Ib,
Switzerland on E3, West Germany on E2, Sweden
E3 and E4, Norway E3 and E4, Russia on.R1 and
R2 and Jauerling (Austria) on Eta.

,

Desmond Kelly (Banbridge,' N,I.) is another' DX
viewer who has received R.T.F. 'France via
Sporadic E on Ch. F2.

Ian Uden (Strood, Kent) has liad Russia on
Ch. Rl (identified by a test card photograph that
he sent to us). He has also had" Roumania, Spain,
Norway, Finland' and Italy, and (in Band III)

-continued on page 71

We have again had a number of interesting
reception reports from-our -reader's, for which
many thanks. Here is a selection:

R. D. Watkins (Birmingham) followed our
suggestion of possible reception of R.T.F. France
via Sporadic E and he has logged Linioges-les-Cars
on' Ch. F2 in addition to his excellent log which
included Spain, Italy, Switzerland, Russia and
possibly Cmchoslovakia.
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PART 8: PHILIPS GROUP
-110° MODELS

THIS is the last of the major groups to be
covered by the present series. It comprises the
brand names Philips, Stella, Cossor, and Peto

Scott. The latter two joined the group in the period
covered by this article, but in the case of the
Cossor Brands, the last of the true Cossor chassis
(type 950 etc.) is similar to model 948, replacement
details for which were given in our first series
(PRACTICAL TELEVISION, page 126, December,
1959).

The basic Philips chassis styling has been carried
through the last five years and comprises a hinged

CRT

1.7-7-7,ii

Wood block

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 30 OF THE OCTOBER ISSUE

CHANGING carJ
c7U

By H. Peters

3D

These, of course, have no bearing on the c.r.
tube replacement except that they have a habit of
falling off as the chassis is disturbed, especially if
they have been overheating.

BASIC MODEL 17TGIOOU
Chassis Removal

Swing open the chassis by unscrewing r.h. hatch.
Remove e.h.t. cap, c.r.t base connector, slacken and
remove deflector coils from tube neck, unplug
chassis, earth wire and speaker leads. Remove lower
hinge fixing screw, raise the hinge and remove the
chassis.

Clamp

Dust seal

Locating
rib

Mask

Glass

Fig. I-Tube replacement diagram for the 177G 100U. The wood block fitted
to ensure correct spacing between the c.r.t. and the glass should be 7mm thick.

framework with the valves usually facing inwards.
The majority of components can be reached with-
out any major dismantling and so the remarks
about chassis removal need only concern readers
who are replacing the tube, or in need of access
to the tuner.

A novel feature of the printed panel chassis is
the inclusion of " drop off " resistors which melt
their solder and fall if overheated.

C.R.T. Removal
Remove loudspeaker and

escutcheon, also tuner escut-
cheon. Lay cabinet face down
on a soft cloth. Remove screws
and brackets in each corner and
lift out tube and clamp. Clean
all parts thoroughly.

When refitting, lay a block of
wood 3M. square and 7mm. thick
on the safety glass and fit the
new tube in the mask so that it
rests squarely on the block. Fit
the clamping band, pressing well
down, and tighten up. Lift out
the tube and clamping band,
remove the wooden block and
refit the tube. Refit the corner
clips and tighten in turn until the
tube is firmly and squarely
mounted.

BASIC MODEL I9TGIIIA

Chassis Removal
Remove back, detach remote control and mains

input brackets (2 screws each in slotted holes).
Remove the three control knobs and detach the
control panel inside the front moulding. Disconnect
e.h.t. cap, c.r.t. base connector, and speaker plugs,
Unsolder the c.r.t. chassis bonding link from the
scancoils.

Remove the correction ring where fitted around
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O
A

19'
43'

23"
5.4 MT

B 406 mm
C 254 mm

* On 23" models
the brackets are

fixed to the
clamp bands

the tube neck, slacken and remove scancoils. Un-
clip chassis retainers and light dependent resistor
and lift chassis up off hinged plate.
C.R.T. Removal

Lay cabinet face down, detach the earthing lead
assembly on 19in. sets. Remove four screws holding
the tube clamp and remove tube and clamp.

On 23in. sets slacken the wingnuts, and slide back
the wedges on the support rOdS and remove rods
from clamp brackets. Four screws release the nylon
adjusting blocks after which the tube and clamp may
be lifted out.

Re -fitting

Check that the dimensions in Fig. 2 are observed
when re -fitting the tube. Make sure all parts are
clean before re -assembling.

BASIC MODEL 19TG12IA
Chassis Removal

Remove the mains, control and aerial panels.
Release the tuner (1 screw and a cleated cable).
Pull off the three control knobs, and detach the
control panel (two screws). Remove e.h.t. cap, base
connector and chassis leads, unplug loudspeaker.
Slacken scancoils and remove two chassis fixing
screws from below the cabinet.

Fig. 2-Critical measurements to be observed with the Pull the bottom of the chassis out until the top
I9TGI I IA series. clears the retaining pegs. Ease out further=slowly

Peto-Scott Cossor Stella Philips Type See Under C.R. Tube

CT I 700U ST1017U 7TG I 00U
7TGIO2U

17" Table 17TGIOOU AW43 88

7TGIO6U ,,
7TG200U 17Fringe f t

ST30 I 7U 7TG306U 17" with F.M.
ST1029U 9TG 08U 19" Table AW47 90TV944* CTI90 IA ST I 039A 9TG 1 1 A 19" Table 19TGI I IA AW47 90TV943* 9TG

9TG
12U
14U

,

CTI922A 9TG 2 I A 19" Table 19TG12IA AW47/9 ITV945A ST I 049A 9TG 22A 19" Table 19TGI22A Pt
9TG 23A

CT192IA 9TG 25A 19TG12IA Pt
9TG 33A 9P 1 9TG122A PtTV949A CT I 935A ST I 089A 9TG 42A

TV959A CT I 938A ST2019A 9TG 48A
CT2100U ST101 I U 2ITG 00U 21 Table 17TGIOOU AW53/88

2ITG 06U
PP2ITG 09U

ST I 023U 23TG 07U 23 Table AW59/90CT2310A ST I 033A 23TG 1 I A 19TGIIIA
23TG 13A

CT232 I A ST1043A 23TG 2 I A 19TG12IA AM9 91TV239 23TG 22A 197G 122A
23TG 3IA 19TG12IATV249 23TG 32A 197G122A
23TG 42A

*.= Near equivalent.

1914 19TG I I 4U
9121_19TG121A

Alternative Philips numbering
9122- 19TG122A 9125- 19TG1 25A
9123-- 197G 123A 9142- 19TG142A

3121-- 23TG121A
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-until chassis, scancoils and
tuner (all attached) are free of
the cabinet.

C.R.T. Removal

/9in. models - Lay cabinet
face down, remove chassis bond-
ing link and four screws holding
the c.r.t. clamp bracket. Remove
tube and clamp and replace
clamp parallel with face and
spaced at 43mm.

23in. models - Lay cabinet
face down. Remove chassis
mounting brackets and detach
the four nuts or bolts holding the
tube and frame. Remove tube
and cradle by a series of angular
movements.

Slacken the clamp bolt on tAe
tube clamping band, remove the
four corner straps and hinge the
wire band clear of the tube.
Separate the tube from the
safety glass and frame.

When reassembling prop each
corner of the mounting frame
about 3in. above the bench. Fit
the safety glass to the frame
and lower the c.r.t. into the
rubber seal. Swing the wire band into place,
attach the corner straps, replace all the tube packing
and straps. Tighten the clamp bolt until adjacent
coils of the tension spring are just touching. Re -fit
the assembly to the case with the two hinge straps
near the cabinet bottom, and e.h.t. connection
furthest from the loudspeaker.

BASIC MODEL 19TGI22A
Chassis Removal

Release mains and aerial panels. Remove the
control knobs and the control mounting plate.
Release the tuner unit, held by one screw. Detach
the e.h.t. cap, c.r.t. base connector and bonding
leads from the tube assembly and unplug the loud-
speaker. Slacken the scancoils and remove the two
chassis fixing screws beneath the cabinet.

Remove the chassis (bottom first) assisting the
scancoils off the end of the tube neck until the
chassis complete with tuner and scancoils attached
is released from the tuner.

C.R.T. Removal
19TG122A
23TG I 22A

See 19TG12IA

19TG123A-Lay cabinet face down, remove
chassis bonding link, remove four corner fixing
screws, and lift out the tube and cradle complete.

In place of the usual safety glass, the tube is
protected by a Cornehl safety hood, which is in
appearance similar to transparent sheeting. Release
the hooks retaining the hood, and remove the
clamping band. Separate the tube from the hood
taking care not to scratch or finger it unduly.

Clean the inside using a soft brush. Thread a
5ft. length of tough waxed string through the eye -

Fig. 3-Refitting the Cornehl safety hood to the latest type of tube.

lets as per Fig. 3. Warm the hood (do not use
warm water) and place on a soft cloth. Whilst the
hood is still warm, insert the tube, and pull string
tight. Smooth out the hood from centre of tube
face outwards, and tighten string tourniquet
fashion as in Fig. 3. Refix clamp and brackets
43mm. from face whilst hood is still warm.

When cool slacken the clamp, refit the ten hooks,
and tighten up again. Refit tube cradle to cabinet.
Check and adjust height of clamp brackets if
necessary before finally tightening down.

A Last Word

The preceding article represents the conclusion
of the series. In addition to the c.r.t. tube changing
information, readers may feel that it has helped
them to obtain equivalent circuits for their models
by reference to similar chassis types marketed
under other brand names.

In the Philips article, details are given of the
re -fitting of the new Cornehl implosion guard.
This will also be found in some of the new
receivers using the Thorn 900 " cool " chassis.

Another new development in c.r.t. tubes which
will be encountered in next year's receivers are the
Panorama and Rimguard implosion -proof tubes
which need no protective screen, and have the cone
covered by a glass fibre and polyester skin. The
rim of the face plate is protected by a metal shell
with fixing lugs.

Like their predecessors with bonded face -plates
these tubes are rather expensive to replace. A
typical example costs £19 5s. Od., and this factor
should be borne in mind when considering the
economics of subsequent servicing at the time of
purchase of a new receiver.
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A MONTHLY COMMENTARY

Underneath the Dipole

BY ICONOS

TT seemed natural that the Ivor
Novello play series on BBC -1

was followed up by a Noel
Coward series on ITV. Both of
these versatile playwrights were
also musicians, composers, lyric
writers, actors and producers,
and both achieved many
successes in the theatre twenty
years or so ago, and in films, too.
As I mentioned in this column
previously, I thought that the
BBC's Ivor Novello series
presented a number of dis-
appointingly faded extracts from
Novello's colourful musical spec-
tacles which were, however,
supported by good interviews
and reminiscences by the actors
who originally played in them
and by other friends. The scrap-
book idea would have been much
better if the musical sections had
been produced on a more
elaborate scale. Noel Coward
plays, with the Master him-
self giving short introductory
speeches, were more satisfying-
but not quite good enough.
Present Laughter and Blithe
Spirit, for instance, were stage
plays which had long and success-
ful runs in London theatres, pre-
ceded and followed by provincial
tours and revived from time to
time by repertory companies. As
directed for television by Joan
Kemp -Welch, the pieces seemed
rather stagy and restless, with
actors constantly on the move
from chair to chair, door to door
and O.P. to promptsides of the
not very convincing settings. One

of the essentials of good acting
on the theatrical stage is that
such moves should appear effort-
less, natural and relaxed, and
this applies also to TV produc-
tion.

Movement: Too Much or Too
Little?

Plays which are packed with
the cut -and -thrust of smart dia-
logue and in one or two settings,
need movement too, otherwise
the actors become shop window
dummies. The stage director
often gives meticulous instruc-
tions to the players on the
required movements, but it is the
art of the actor that conceals by
motivation the mechanical effect,
and in this respect I thought that
Griffith Jones, Helen Cherry and
Hattie Jaques succeeded very well
in Blithe Spirit. Hattie Jaques
seemed to model the part of
Madame Arcati, the clairvoyant,
upon the familiar eccentricities of
Margaret Rutherford, and a
highly entertaining performance
it was. The Coward series of
plays obtained reasonably good
TAM -ratings, which is more than
can be said for most of the plays
on TV which do not form part of
a series. Viewers seem to like
series plays, especially when they
get to know the characters in the
stories and the actors that play
in them. It is not necessary to
take up time in introducing them
individually. The writer and
director can, therefore, get down
to the story line without delay,
building up the complications,
red herrings, drama and comedy
without further ado. Also, if the
viewer doesn't like the mixture
as before, he can switch off
equally quickly.

Caleb Cuff
Policemen, hospitals, detec-

tives, doctors, police stations,
casualty wards: there seems to be

no end to the permutations and
combinations of the plots which
have to be contrived week by
week with the same central
characters. There are times when
the story -lines of BBC's Cluff
series are not too easy to follow,
but the first sight we see of
Sergeant Caleb Cluff, C.I.D. man
at the Yorkshire town of Gunner-
shaw, who appears on the title
background, sets our minds at rest.
Here is a new type of detective
who strides over the moorlands
accompanied by his faithful dog,
watchful for clues of an astonish-
ing amount of criminal activities
which seem to afflict the small
town. The plots may have been
highly improbable, but were
elucidated by the excellent cast,
headed by Leslie Sands as Cluff
and Eric Barker as the bad
tempered Inspector Mole, also
ably supported at the Gunner-
shaw Police Station by John
McKelvey and John Rolfe as
constables, uniformed and plain-
clothed respectively. The friction
between Cluff and Inspector
Mole provided comedy relief
which did not seem at all out of
place in some of the rather grim
stories. There were occasions
when continuity seemed lacking,
however. In the middle of some
situations there were unexpected
cuts to. entirely different scenes
which gave viewers mental
somersaults for a few seconds
before they realised that a door
had been opened in an entirely
different room. This change used
to be indicated by quick dissolves
or wipes, a convention whi4 pro-
vided a reasonable punctuation in
the continuity of a story. How-
ever, Cluff was good entertain-
ment, and I hope it will be con-
tinued by Gil North, who wrote
it, and Terence Dudley, who
directed. Technical qualities were
first-class, especially the exterior
scenes which were filmed and



November, 1964 PRACTICAL TELEVISION 67i . . a short cut" for everybody wishing to obtain a
quick acquaintance with modern electronics . .

BEGINNER'S GUIDE
TO ELECTRONICS

by
Terence

L. Squires,
A.M.Brit.I.R.E.

Fully covers
Electric Currents - Direct and Alternating
Currents - Electronic Components - Basic
Electronic Circuits - Test Instruments - Radar
- Medical Electronics - Electronics in Space -
Television -- Electronics in Industry - The
Future of Electronics - Training to be an
Electronics Engineer.

Make sure of your copy
TODAY

.
.Replied

Guide
to Electronics

THIS book provides a "short-cut" for those wishing to obtain a
quick acquaintance with modern electronics. It is not intended to
replace "text" or "course" books on the subject that take the student
through detailed theory and calculations: what it does is to describe
as simply as possible the basic concepts of importance in electronic
engineering, and the various components used in
electronic equipment, so that the reader gains an

understanding of the terms used and the
practical side of the subject. No prior tech-
nical knowledge is assumed, mathematics
being avoided and emphasis placed on num-
erous illustrations. The book will enable the
reader to go on to more specialised works
or courses with confidence.

In line with latest techniques, prominence
has been given throughout to the transistor
and other semiconductor devices.

The nature of electric currents, pulses and
first described, and the electrical properties
electronics explained. The construction and operation of
electronic components is next described, followed by a chap-
ter on basic circuits. Electronic measuring and testing are

then outlined, and the basic techniques used in the main
branches of electronics-radio and television, medical elec-
tronics, radar, space research, computers, control engineering

and automation-surveyed. After a review of developments
that will play an important part in the future, the book closes
with a section on opportunities in electronics.

192
pages

of basic
details

128 line
diagrams

r ORDER HERE
Please send me by return

copy copies of the new

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO
ELECTRONICS

I 5s. each (I6s. 6d. by post)
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Address

A

concise
guide
for

only
15s.

waveforms are
made use of in

complete this order and post w th cheque
postal orde for I6s. 6d. per copy to GEORGE
NEWNES LTD., Tower House, Southampton
Street, London. W. C. 2.

ONLY
15e

FROM
ALL

BOOK
SELLERS

. . or, ,n case

of difficulty
use this

handy order

form TODAY

PT II 61
NEWNES
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
EXPRESS SERVICE:::

C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. EITHER
BY LETTER, PHONE OR WIRE, DESPATCHED

SAME AFTERNOON

THE NEW VALVE SPECIALISTS

38 CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W. I MULLARD BY100 MIDGET SILICON RECTIFIERS
Output 250v. at 1 amp.

All goods No larger than a shirt buttonNearest tube Primroseadvertised are 7/- eachChalk Farm in stock 9090

OM. 4/6 619 10/9 1011 10/. 30PL13 9/6 I'D'S 15/- ECH33 613
0132 6/. 6CD6G 113/- 10LD11 9/8 30PL14 12/13 111,72 15/- E01142 7/8
OZ4GT 4/3 60116 5/- 10P13 8/3 3505 8/ DL96 519 ECH81
105 5/- 6CW4 24/- 101'14 11/6 35L6GT 6/9 DM70 5/- ECH83 6/65
11)6 9/6 603 9/6 12AC6 816 35W4 4/ DM71 9/9 ECH84 9/8
IRS 4/- 611 9/6 12A06 9/6 3523 14/6 0106 6/9 ECL0U 6/-
182 3/8 6E13 4/9 12AE6 8/- :t52401 4/6 11187 8/. ECL82 6/3
114 2/3 6E23 8/3 13.0117 5/. 3523GT 5/9 E801, 24/- E01.83 9/6
21121 5/6 6170 4/8 12A118 10/9 50115 6/8 083F 24/- E01.80 8/9
212 8/- 611711 1/3 12016 4/8 5005 6/8 E00t,C 10/. EF22 6/6
3A; 3/9 6K80 3/3 12AU6 5/9 30L6GT 6/8 01001 19/6 EF36 3/a
3A5 8/9 6K25 241- 12AVii 6/6 72 6/6 EA56 1/6 0137A 6/-
3Q5GT 7/- 81,1 10/- 1.2806 5/9 '/.5A2 8/t, EABC80 5/6 0139 3/9
384 4/8 SLUG 8/6 121100 4/9 90AG 67/6 00E42 7/6 0140 8/9
8Y4 5/3 fiL7GT 4/6 121017 6/- 90AV 87/8 EB34 1/- EP41 819
5114GY 8/6 61.10'1A 10/- 2 10/- 9001 16/- E1341 4/9 0142
50411 4/6 61,090 5/6 19A1.45 7/8 90E0 42/- E1391 2/3 01'50 2/6
5V411 7/6 6P28 11/6 19111 13/- 900V 42/- E8033 8/6 11180
5Y311T 4/9 6970 4/- 20111 10/- 150112 16/6 0131'41 8/6 EF83
533 7/. 61170 5/3 701"2. 11/8 1856T34/11 38081 5/9 0183 4/6
57.40 7/- 6917 5/3 201,1 12/6 066A 12/6 Elth'80 5/6 0186 6/-
I1A8 5/9 6817 4/- 20PI. 12/8 3763 7/6 EB183 7/3 0189 4/.
6AC7 8/. 61140.T 8/8 901'3 12/- 7473 2/9 E11189 6/3 0191 8/.
6AG7 5/9 6161; 8/9 20P4 13/6 AC6PEN 4/9 EBL2.1 10/6 EF92 2/6
6AQ5 fifb 614 3/9 201'3 12/3 AZ31 6/8 11033 12/6 0195 4/9
6A/6 8/9 0X5 4/6 231,6 4/9 A7.41 6/6 EC70 EF97 11/8
6AU6 5/3 6130L2 8/8 25240 6/8 1336 4/9 EC92 6/6 EF98 10/-
6AV6 5/8 786 12/8 2326 8/- CL33 11/6 E03731 7/3 0E183 7/-
6BA6 4/8 7B7 7/- 27r40 23/3 0131 5/9 ECC411 7/. 0E184 7/.
613E6 4/9 7C8 7/3 30013 9/- 0A196 5/9 E(70131 8/6 111804 20/5
613060 1316 706 6/9 30018 10/6 1/1341 10/6 00082 9/6 ER90 7/-
6BH6 5/3 7117 5/9 30F3 5/9 0/66 15/. ECC83 4/6 EX:33 5/9
6B36 5/6 7117 12/6 301L1 9/3 D196 5/9 00064 5/8 EL33 8/9
6BQ7A 7/6 797 14/8 311,15 9/3 DF97 10/- ECM 5/9 E1,34 8/6
6BR7 21/3 714 6/- 301'4 12/3 010101 25/- 00093 8/9 EL36 8/9
6BR8 8/- 9BW6 9/6 30P12 7/6 DH10716/11 6:31:91 3/. EL41 7/3
6BW6 6/9 1001 8/9 301'19 12/3 DK92 8/9 E0C18911/6 EL42 7/6
6BW7 5/- 1002 12/3 30PL1 8/6 DK96 6/3 00180 6/-

001'8.2 813
1 8/3L.,1,,8,8,

6/9Terms of boa Hess: -Cash with order or C.O.D. only. E0088 11/6 01,04 4/8Poetsge/Packing 6d. per item. Orders over S3 post.
free. C.O.D. 3/6 extra. Any parcel insured 383103d E011.21 8/. El.,5 7/8

ELM 7/3 KY" 28/-
EL91 2/6 KTWill 4/9

11/13 KT4162 5/o
nr4(1 27/-KTW63 5/6
E1.830 16/4 51/11J4 6/ -
EL822 18/8 SHILL/61216
E1.1.80 20/5 MK'l'I 17/6
13514 17/9 51012/144/6
EM34 11/0 51140 8/b
05171 13/6 N37 23/5
05100 6/3 7/73 361-
EM01 71- N108 2812
EMS 6/9 P2 101-
EMB:r
Est 97 101/1!1'08000l

P1146 10/310/-
E131 5/6 PE88 14/7
pz,s1 7/3/ PPC09973 171//38

0104 9/6 13004 5/6
EY86 5/8 PCC85 8/9
E1-88 8/9 P0088 10/6
EY111 8/. 11.089 7/9
0240 5/3 P0018910/6
0241 61. P0100 5/1.
0200 3/6 1'0182 5/,.
0281 4/- P0184 8/6
GZ33 17/0 PC186 7/9
GZ34 10/- PCF8051016
0237 14/6 P0180617/6
HABC80 9/8 PCL82 6/3
111309 Ebf- PCLA3 7/9
111112 8/3 P01,84 7/-
HYR2A 8/9 PCL83 7/6
KT33C 4/- PCL06 8/9
KT36 29/1 PEN45 7/-
KT41 7/6 P0143E113

KT61 6/9 PEN40 4/.
KT44 5/- 12/-

KT63 3/9 PEN36310/3
12/3 11.3:1 9/-

amage in transit for only 6,1. extra. All °niers We require or prompt cash settlement all types of
despatched on day of receipt. Gallen welcome valves, loose or boxed, but MUST be new. Offers
Mon. -Fri. A 30-5.30. Sate., 8.30-1 pin. made by return.

PL:;, 5/-
P 1,38 16/-
PL81 8/9
PL82 5/3
PL83 5/3
P1,84 5/.
PL300 15/9
PM84 9/3
P14 9/-
p1'31 61-
P132 8/6
PY33 8/6
P Y80 5/-
PY01 4/5
PY82 4/9
P103 5/9
1.0'88 7/8
F1800 13/-
PY001 6/3
1230 9/6
R10 28/6
1017 17/6
RIO 9/8
1119 6/8
8P41 2/-
01'61 2/-
5025 27/2
T41 9/-
TH233 6/1
TY86F 11/8
01.0 9/-
U12/14 7/6
U16 .15/-
1718/20 6/6
1292 5/9

U24 12/6 l 1,3 6/9
023 8/6 9/-
U2ti 7/6 12189 6/-
1731 6/9 01,41 6/9
U33 13/6 U1,44 28/3
035 16/6 I,L46 8/6
1/37 29/- 01.84 6/-
1'43 15/6 0314 15/2
1.711 4/1 0M34 16/10
0191 9/I 05160 8/3
0231 9/. 006 9/-
11282 12/3 UUel 11/6
0301 11/3 0Y1N uxa
040; 6/- 1:Y21 7/3
10/01 16/3 0141 4/6
04020 6/8 UY83 5/-
0ABC80 5/- VP4 14/6
1'A142 7/- VH105 5/6
01/41 10/8 VR150 4/8
1113U41 8/3 W107 10/6
III3081 6/3 W799 17/13
uUBBF1,791 65//11, xN.4.1 17513-

(ll,R9L.221 10/0610 1177,0 2207/4

1:0004 8/1 163 6i-
UCC85 5/8 266 7/3
UCF80 8/9 Transistors
UC1121 8/- and diodes
Ut:1142 7/. AF102 27/8
UCH81 8/6 A.F114 11/-
UCL82 7/9 AF115 10/6
001,83 8/6 AF116 10/-
UF41 8/9 AF117 5/6
0142 4/9 0A70 3/-
0180 6/3 0A73 3/.

(1.179 3/-
0As1 3/.
0019 25/-
0022 23/-
0025 12/-
012)1 25/-
01'20 23/-
0029 25/6
0033 9/6
0E30 21/6
0141 8/-
0044 818
0005 8/-
0063 22/6
001111 25/-
0070 6/6
0071 3/6
0072 8/-
0073 16/-
0074 8/-
0075 8/-
0:76 8/8
01377 12/-
0075 5/.
0081 4/-
001110 4/-
0082 10/-
0083 6/-
0004 8/-
00170 8/8
00171 9/-
001'71 17/6
MAT100 7/9
RATIOS 8/8
MAT120 7/9
MAT121 8/6

All goals are new first quality brands only and
subject to makers' full guarantee. We do not handle
inanufacturers' seconds or rejects, which are often
described as "new and tested" but which have a
limited and unreliable life. Complete catalogue of
over 1000 valves actually in stock, with resistors,
condensers, transformers, microphones. speakers.
metal rectifiers with terms of business, 6d. post free.

FREE TUBE EQUIVALENTS CHART

will be sent on receipt of S.A.E.
BRAND NEW THROUGHOUT

excepting glass

I2in.... f4.10.0 I4in. ... LS. 5.0
15-17in. ... L5.15.0 19-2Iin. L7.15.0

23in. ... L12.10.0

New Silver Screen and Aluminising. All makes
Mullard, Mazda, Emiscope, Cossor, Brimar,
Emitron, etc.

REBUILT MULLARD AND MAZDA
TUBES

12in.... ... L3. 0.0 I4in. ... L4. 0.0
15-17in. L4.10.0 2lin. ... L6.10.0
All Tubes Fully GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS.
Dispatch same day. Cash with Order. Carriage
and Insurance 10/..

Wholesalers of Tungsram and R.F.T. Valves. 

S.T.S. Ltd.
35 POUND STREET, CARSHALTON,

SURREY
Telephone: WALLINGTON 9665

YOUR CAREER in

TELEVISION?
Big opportunities and big money await the qualified
man in every field of E'ectronics today -both in the
U.K. and throughout the world. We offer the finest
home study training for all subjects in radio, television,
etc., especially for the CITY & GUILDS EXAMS. (Tech-
nicians' Certificates); the Grad. Brit. I.R.E. Exam.; the
RADIO AMATEURS' LICENCE, P.M.G. Certificates; the
R.T.E.B. Servicing Certificates; etc. Also courses in
Television; Transistors; Radar; Computers; Servo-
mechanisms; Mathematics and Practical Transistor
Radio course with equipment. We have OVER 20 YEARS'
experience in teaching radio subjects and an unbroken
record of exam, successes. We are the only privately
run British home study college specialising in electronic
subiects only. Fullest details will gladly be sent without
any obln,,ation.

MI

To: BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, Dept. 2
RADIO HOUSE, READING, Berks.

Please send FREE BROCHURE to:

NAME

ADDRESS

...Block

Please
11.64

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL
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gave a real open-air atmosphere
which was refreshing.

Promotion for Jack Warner
The strong arm of the law

strikes again!
It seems to have taken a good

many years for Dixon of Dock
Green to attain promotion. At
last he has got his stripes as a
Sergeant, which accounts for
Jack Warner's friendly grin. The
image of a reliable and likeable
London policeman really com-
menced in films, when Jack War-
ner played a leading part in T. E.
B. Clark's screen play The Blue
Lamp, a film made partly at
Ealing Studios (now operated by
the BBC TV Film Division), and
partly on exteriors in the
Paddington area. It was a tremen-
dously successful film, and the
fact that P.C. Dixon was shot by
a crook (played by Dirk Bogarde)
outside the Coliseum Cinema,
Harrow Road, half -way through
the film, led to Jack Warner
being asked to continue to play
the part of a policeman on radio,
films, the stage and on television
for many years. This is his 11th
TV series. Previously he had
appeared as a railway engine
driver (in Train of Events), also
in every kind of uniform in the
three services, and as a' prisoner
of war, apart from many parts in
mufti, including the Hugget
family series on films and radio.

What follows the kitchen sink?
Hard words have been spoken

about live -theatre kitchen sink
drama in the last few weeks.
Some newspaper critics, satiated
with a full diet of plays
and musicals of all kinds,
seem to have acquired a
taste for productions which are
as off -beat as well-hung grouse,
game or matured cheese. Never-
theless, theatrical experiments in
this field have attracted audien-
ces to specialised theatres and
cinemas of the arty -crafty -type.
On television, appeal to the

minority audiences which have
acquired the taste for off -beat
(and sometimes off-colour) TV -
plays seems to be falling off.
Satire has been over -cooked and
over -done. The puzzle for pro-
gramme controllers is to find new
forms of presentation, new
themes and strong stories which
hold, and which do not give the
impression of being " dated "
just because they have well -con-
structed plots with satisfactory
beginnings and endings. Tele-
vision is most effective as a close-
up medium enabling character-
isation to be effectively put over
without resort to that robust
form of acting known as
" hamming ". A good perfor-
mance by an actor often has such
a strong impact that it covers up
shortcomings of the dialogue and
plot of a TV play.

These shortcomings include
bad construction in continuity of
scripting; ends without an end-
and, for that matter, "Act Two's"
which lead nowhere, and kitchen
sinks which have no plumbing.
The puzzle is-now that the sor-
did gloom craze is on the wane-
what is going to take its place?
Let us hope that it will be bright,
cheerful and humorous
being dirty. With this approach,
I think, ITV will lead the way
and ring the bell in the TAM -
ratings.

Diary of a Young Man
BBC TV did evolve a new set

of very original conventions for
the Diary of a Young Man. The
visual diary, in the form of an
odd combination of live sequen-
ces, filmed scenes with commen-
taries, still photographs, sub-
titles and voices -off, was quite a
refreshing mixture .of techniques
wasted on the stale and sour sub-
ject. We have had so much down-
beat material from the BBC
about beatniks, layabouts and
teenage delinquents, that it seems
a pity to waste new ideas on
themes which are merely varia-

tions of the worn-out kitchen
sink. Kennedy Martin and John
McGrath have evolved interest-
ing techniques in this series, but
new conventions in TV or film
presentation are absorbed slowly
by viewers, who become bored
with quick cuts, quick changes of
rhythm, and intentionally inter-
rupted continuity. Some of the
techniques were little more than
professional jokes, highly appre-
ciated by fellow producers and
writers in television production
-and also the TV critics of
newspapers. Still, this Diary of a
Young Man was a good attempt
to break new ground. The same
kind of biographical treatment
would gain more viewers if the
subject matter was more attrac-
tive.
Colour Compatibility

As time goes on, colour TV
seems to be further away than
ever in this country. Complica-
tions arise, of course, with the
developments and improvements
to each of the three main sys-
t e m s; N.T.S.C. (U.S.A.),
S.E.C.A.M. (French), and P.A.L.
(German), not to mention the
individual modifications and
improvements proposed by the
BBC and ITV, whose contribu-
tions have mainly come from
A.B.C.-TV. There is the ques-
tion of compatibility of one or
other systems when reproduced
on black -and -white receiving sets.
There are also the problems of
transferring signals from 525
lines 60 cycles to 625 or 405 lines
50 cycles and vice versa, together
with the possibility of using 629
lines as a. kind of catalytic agent.
It is easy to be wise after the
event, but if the reintroduction of
television in Britain had been
delayed for an additional year or
so there would have been
more time to reconsider the
line and other standards. The
industry is wise in taking time in
agreement on world standards,
when some kind of interchange of
material can be achieved.

WANT TO BECOME A RADIO AMATEUR ?

Then you'll he interested in the November issue of "Practical Wireless", which carries the first

of a series of articles on Preparing for the Radio Amateur's Examination.

Also in this issue [on sale now] is the latest free Blueprint giving details of the "P.W." Autocrat car radio
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a series for the intending professional serviceman

The business of SERVICEPART 3

===

by John D. Benson

REFERENCE has been made to receivers on
' rental. Businesses which specialise in the
renting of receivers are generally large con-

cerns, backed by a great deal of capital. Small
firms have also got to offer the choice of renting,
from a competitive point of view.

Rental conditions call for capital outlay with
small returns during the early years of life. It is
imperative then, that the maintenance of these
receivers be kept at the lowest possible figure
which in turn calls for systematic and speedy
servicing.

CUSTOMER CALLS
As already mentioned, this is why obvious faults

on reined receivers should be carried out on the
customer's premises to obviate loss of time. In
most cases, however, it is still the best policy to
replace the faulty receiver and carry out repairs
in workshop conditions.

Tact is one of the service engineer's major
assets. It is obvious that if an engineer enters a
customer's house and voices disparaging remarks
about the type of receiver the customer owns, it is
not going to lead to good customer -business
relationships! Tactful approach can elicit a great
deal of useful information regarding the perform-
ance of a receiver, which can be very helpful in
quick diagnosing.

Television Aerial
The television aerial is always very much of an

unknown quantity and should always be checked.
A field strength meter is the ideal answer, but as
these instruments are costly they may be outside
the scope of the new business.

A very reliable check on the folded dipole type
aerials can be made by using the ohmmeter sec-
tion of a multi -range testmeter. A good aerial will
show a dead short under all conditions, i.e.
strong winds, etc. Loose joints will be indicated
by flickering movements of the pointer.

For straight dipole aerials it is worth while
instructing the erectors to fit a lkft resistor
between the, elements of the aerial-the ohmmeter
test can then be applied and the aerial checked

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23 OF THE OCTOBER ISSUE

for faulty connections. It is a procedure that has
saved many hours of time in the past.

Where aerial faults are suspected, a friendly
neighbour's aerial can always be used as a check,
again saving valuable time. Having ascertained
that the aerial installation is not at fault, don't
forget to check co -axial plugs for dirty or dry
joints. Now the receiver can be returned to the
workshop for examination.

Planned Journeys
A number of collections will be made during

one journey, and much time can be saved if the
route is planned before starting, to obviate cover-
ing the same ground twice. The time fixed for
calling at cusomers' homes should always be
strictly adhered to. Punctuality is an admirable
reputation builder.

WORKSHOP FAULT-FINDING
In the workshop, the faulty receiver should

initially be placed on the bench and with the back
removed, should be connected to aerial and mains
supply, and switched on. This procedure is
important; if the receiver is cleaned or disturbed
in any way before a test is run, indications of the
cause of the breakdown may be obliterated.

Intermittent faults especially, come under this
rule-for example, a lead may have become dis-
placed and the insulation punctured through
contact with some component running at high
temperature. Again a valve may have worked loose
in its holder-if cleaning is carried out first, the
action of cleaning may be accredited with the
cause and so the original fault is lost.

Service Data
It should be the apprentice's job to see that the

service data is provided for each repair brought
into the workshop and left with the particular
receiver so that the service engineer has all the
necessary information to hand, and this can be
studied whilst the receiver is warming up. It is
this attention to detail in servicing which makes
all the difference between profit and loss.
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Cleaning the Receiver
After the initial inspection the receiver should

be thoroughly vacuum cleaned; a brush made of
hens' feathers is ideal for getting into corners with-
out causing damage. This job can be carried out
by the apprentice while the service engineer checks
up on finished receivers which are on soak test on
the test bench. With the receiver free from dust
and soot, it is ready for the engineer to commence
work on.

Data Sheets
A television receiver can only be serviced effici-

ently if its construction and the functions of the
various sections of which it is composed are
thoroughly understood (vision and sound units,
timebases, c.r.t. with Scan assembly, power unit).
If the receiver is thought of in this way instead of
as a complicated mass of wires and components,
then the fault can be quickly localised without
waste of time.

One of the principal uses of data sheets is the
exact location of components which, according to
the manufacture may be disposed of in the most
unlikely places. There are engineers who profess
that they can work on any type of receiver with-
out service data. That may be so, but at best it
can only be inspired guesswork and is certainly
not the most efficient way.

SYSTEMATIC FAULT-FINDING
Let us now imagine that a receiver has had its

initial check without finding any obvious fault, and
therefore proceeding step by step, a systematic
method of locating faults will be described.

With mains supply connected, after checking
that the correct tapping is being used-this is very
important-and the aerial connected to the
receiver, the set ii switched on and allowed to
warm up. If there are no signs of the valves heat-
ing, switch the receiver off and starting at the
mains connector, check if the voltage is present
there.

If correct, reconnect to receiver and switch on;
test that the current is passing through the switch,
and if satisfactory proceed to test that current is
passed by the fuses. If this proves correct, we pass
on to the mains dropper and thermistor, proving
that the current is passed by these components.

If the test is now positive, we know that an open
circuit has occurred in the heater chain. The c.r.t.
is the first obvious check, having first switched the
receiver off. If sound continues, by using the ohms
section of the multi -meter, proceed systematically
to check all the heaters of each valve until the
offender is found and replaced.

This may be the answer to all the troubles, but
for the sake of this exercise, we will imagine that
this particular receiver is suspected of having
faults in all sections and proceed accordingly.

With the faulty valve replaced, the receiver is
switched on, and we watch the heaters come to life,
giving a few minutes for the working temperature
to develop, the h.t. is measured at the smoothing
capacitor and checked against the maker's figures.

Whilst doing this, the smoothing and reservoir

capacitors are examined for visible signs of leak-
ing or unusual bulges, which are certain indica-
tions that replacements are necessary in spite of
the fact that the receiver appears to be function-
ing correctly.

Failure to replace will only defer the inevitable
breakdown which will probably occur before the
three months guarantee has expired and so give
rise to an awkward situation and a disiatisfied
customer.

Having checked that h.t. is correct, the sound
control can be turned up, having first ascertained
that the fine tuner is correctly adjusted. Result-
no sound. The first step is to check that the sound
output stage is working, so with test meter
adjusted to low volts, the cathode voltage is

checked and found to be non-existent, which
immediately indicates that the valve is drawing no
current.

With the receiver switched off, the primary of
the output transformer is checked and found to be
open circuit. Had the cathode voltage proved
normal, then the indication would be an open
speech coil.

Having fitted a new transformer, the receiver is
again warmed up and welcome sounds issue from
the loudspeaker, but the volume is far below
standard, with distortion present. Again measur-
ing the cathode voltage of the output valve, it is
found to be excessive. Systematically the engineer
moves to the grid of the valve and finds a positive
voltage present.

The coupling capacitor has developed a leak;
the faulty component is replaced and although the
volume is greatly improved, there is still harsh
distortion present. The noise limiter immediately
comes under suspicion and a component check
shows that the bias feed from h.t. has gone
excessively high, causing incorrect bias to be
applied to the limiter. The offending resistor is
replaced and the engineer's ears are gladdened
with a now undistorted output, but still volume is
not up to standard.

As there remains only the i.f. amplifier valve
circuits to check, a quick test of the cathode,
screen and anode voltages, proves that the valve
is not delivering its correct output due to low
emission, and requires replacement.
NEXT MONTH'S ARTICLE WILL CONTINUE WITH
THE CHECKING ROUTINE AND DEAL WITH

TRANSISTORISED EQUIPMENT

DX -TV
-continued from page 62

N.T.S. Markelo (Holland) on Ch. E7 with test
pattern.

P. Wright (Andover, Hants) has had the
" mystery " test card mentioned above as possibly
Y.E.S. Finland in addition to reception from
Spain, Czechoslovakia, Norway, Sweden and
France. All on a combined Band I/III domestic
aerial, so it can be done!

Just a final note that the hoped -for coming
tropospheric period will equally apply to. u.h.f.
reception when it arrives as well as for Bands I
and III. We hope you will be letting us have
some u.h.f. reports before Bands IV and V get
cluttered up with local transmitters!
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GORDON J. KING
NOW that u.h.f. television is getting underway,

viewers are finding themselves with two sets,
the old BBC1 and ITV model and the new

dual -standard model. The reason for this is that
the part exchange price offered for the old model
is often so small that the viewer finds it advan-
tageous to keep the set if only to delegate it to the
kitchen, bathroom, bedroom or garage.

The two -set household now comes up against
the problem of obtaining aerial feeds for both sets.
A solution which may appear to be the most
obvious is to erect or have erected a second set of
aerials.

For viewers located near the transmitters, this
is quite a feasible solution, for probably a very
simple and inexpensive set -top, wall -mounted or
attic aerial will supply the set with good -picture
signals on all the local channels.

DUPLICATION UNNECESSARY

However, in areas where chimney -mounted
aerials are needed, a duplication of these would be

both expensive and unnecessary; that is, assuming
sufficient extra chimney space could be found to
cater for the second set of aerials.

Instead of a second set of aerials, the existing
aerials could be turned into a " master aerial
system ". A master aerial system is one which is
designed or arranged to feed the signal to more
than one receiver.

Such an exercise must be handled with technical
care if good sound and pictures are to be main-
tained on both receivers. The system must provide
each connected receiver with a strong enough signal
on each channel without upsetting the characteristic
impedance of the cable.

Television sets are designed to work on the
Band I and Band III v.h.f. channels (for BBC -1
and ITV) with an input signal of about 500µV and
on the BBC -2 (u.h.f.) channels with an input signal
of about 1,000µV. They will work with smaller
signal levels, but then, depending upon the type and
sensitivity of the receiver, the picture may be
marred by snow or grain effects, which is an indica-
tion that the aerial signal is of inadequate strength
to outweigh the noise signals generated in the tuner.

Moreover, British sets are designed to " see " an

IFrom
aerial

Connector box

To
set 1

To
set 2

Fig. I-Coaxial cables should never be connected in
this way. This results in mismatch, standing waves

and signal reflections.

impedance of 70/800 across their aerial sockets. If
this impedance is not maintained there may be
troubles from " ghosting ", due to the signal being
reflected up and down the aerial cable, and there
will almost certainly be trouble from poor definition
and, in some cases, from instability.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Thus, the master aerial system must present an
impedance of 70/800 at each outlet and it must
also provide signal levels at each outlet of about
50011V on the v.h.f. channels and 1,000µV on the
u.h.f. channels. In addition to these basic require-
ments, each outlet should be isolated from both the
inner and outer conductors of the coaxial cablf. by
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capacitors not exceeding 0.005,uF and possessing a
250V a.c. rating.

Isolation is needed to prevent damage should the
isolating components in connected a.c./d.c. type
receivers fail. It is also a good idea to bond to a
good earth the output conductor of the coaxial
cable network.

In an endeavour to work two or more sets from
one set of aerials, it has been known for viewers
simply to connect each outlet in parallel, as shown
in Fig. 1. They have then been dissatisfied with the
results and have written in to seek advice from our
query service.

When coaxial cables are connected in parallel
their terminal impedance is reduced and the loading
to each circuit is also disturbed. Two 8012 cables,
for instance, would " look " like 4051 when parallel -
connected and like 16052 when series -connected.

This " mismatch " would not only tend to give
: =From

Raerial

r

From
aerial

Connector
box

To
set 3

Fig. 2-Connections to more than one set from a
common aerial system should always be made through
resistors, as shown at (a) for two outlets and at
(b) for three outlets. The value for R can be found by

a simple calculation as detailed in the text.

To
set 2

(a)

To
set 2

(b)

the shortcomings mentioned above, but precious
signal energy would also be lost. The system would
tend to be unpredictable, in that the length of the
cables would be critical and severe unbalance of
sound and vision may result.

SPLITTERS

All these troubles can be overcome simply by
the use of resistive " splitters " and matching
devices. The least complex condition arises when
it is required to feed just two sets from one aerial,
and a suitable splitter for this requirement is shown
in Fig. 2(a). A splitter for feeding three sets is
shown in Fig. 2(b).

The common factor with all splitters of this kind
is that in series with the inner conductor of each
feed cable and the aerial cable is interposed a
resistor. These resistors ensure that when each
cable is terminated by a load (i.e., television
receiver or the aerial itself). each signal outlet
" looks " like the characteristic impedance of the
cable.

This means, then, that should one set be un-
plugged from such an outlet a resistor equal to the
characteristic impedance of the cable should
be connected across the socket in place of the set.
If this is not done, there will be a mismatch at the
set (or sets) which remains connected.

Note, however, that a connected receiver does not
need to be switched on to secure the correct
"loding " effect.

The value of each resistor in the splitter is impor-
tant, of course, and it depends upon the number of
outlets required and the characteristic or loading
impedance of each one and also of the aerial. How-
ever, since the characteristic impedance of the aerial
and set -feed cables are equal, all the resistors will
have like values, and R (Fig. 2) can be found from
the simple expression:-

Zo(n- 1)
R -

n+ 1
where Zo is the characteristic impedance of the
cables and n the number of outlets.

Thus, with a two -outlet splitter with an all-round
impedance of 7212, R would be 242, while for the
three -outlet arrangement it would be 3612.

There is no limit to the number of matched
outlets which can be obtained from this type of
splitter-often called the " star splitter "-provided
the insertion loss can be tolerated or countered, as
we shall see. The resistors should be of the non -
inductive carbon, insulated type of or 1-W
rating. The preferred value nearest the calculated
value is suitable-giving 2212 for two outlets and
3352 for three outlets.

The splitter assembly is best made up in a small
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metal box, and to avoid the cable impedance being
affected unduly, the resistor wire ends should be as
short as possible. For u.h.f. work, the capacitances
must also be kept very small indeed to prevent the
signals from bypassing the resistors and travelling
instead via the capacitance!

In this respect, shielding between the input and
the outlet sections is desirable, provided this is
arranged so that inductance is not added to the
network.

The loss to the aerial signal offered by the splitter
depends upon the number of outlets. With a two -
outlet splitter, the aerial signal is divided by two,
which means that each set receives only half the
signal as picked up by the aerial. A three -outlet
network divides the signal by three and a four -
outlet network divides the signal by four, and so on.

INSERTION LOSS

Insertion loss is often given in decibels. 6dB loss,
for instance, means that the signal voltage is divided
by two. Thus, a two -outlet splitter has a 6dB
insertion loss. A three -outlet version about 9dB loss,
a four -outlet 12dB, a five -outlet 14dB, a six -outlet
a little over 15dB, a seven -outlet 16c1.11, an eight -
outlet I8dB, a nine -outlet 19dB and a ten -outlet
20dB.

The decibel values given are only approximate.
They originate from a logarithmic law, whereby
they are obtained by multiplying the common
logarithm of the number of outlets by twenty.

This insertion loss is the price that has to be paid
for maintaining a correct impedance match at each
outlet, and there is no way of avoiding this loss,

Downlead

riSplitter

Sett Set 2 Set 1

6 )

BBC/ITV
aerial

Down lead

BBC/1TV
booster

Splitter

Set 2

( b)
Set 3

Fig. 3-Where the aerial signals are strong, the
simple arrangement at (a) is suitable for two outlets.
but where the signals are weak or if more than two
outlets are required the boosted arrangement at

(b) should be used.

though it may be reduced a little by employing
low -loss transformer -type splitters instead of plain
resistive ones. But other problems can then arise.

Generally speaking, the loss introduced by a
splitter, provided it is correctly designed, is equal
(or nearly so) at all frequencies. This is not so with
cable losses, however. Here the loss to signal
increases with frequency. As a rough guide, the
signal relative to Band I channels is weakened two
times at Band III channels and about three times
at Band IV channels.

This, though, may not bother us very much
where we simply want to feed two sets -from one
aerial, but it must be taken into account on any
system which uses abnormally long cables.

The simple two -outlet system, as shown in
Fig. 3(a), will operate on both BBC -1 and ITV
channels in all but fringe areas without any trouble
or calculation. If the pictures are good and grain -
free on one set, 6dB loss due to the addition of the
two -outlet splitter will not alter the conditions
significantly.

-1 a :e:-.,78 v

Mains-
powered
booster

Separate feeds
to receivers

Fig. 4-The mains -powered signal booster can be
housed in the roof. space, Continuous powering is
feasible, for the consumption is very small, amounting

to a few pence of electricity per year.

BOOSTER REQUIRED

However, in fringe areas where the signals are
not too strong to start with, and where there is a
grain or " snow " tendency, a 6dB signal loss will
certainly be noticed by an increase in grain and a
deterioration in the quality of the pictures and
probably a hiss on the sound as well. This effect
could also occur even in a good signal area where
more than two sets are operated from one aerial.

In these cases, as shown in Fig. 3(b), a- signal
amplifier or booster is needed to make good the
signal loss. This can be located either at the top or
bottom of the downlead. If it is mounted at the top
of the downlead, by the aerial, some means will be
required to power the unit from the set -end.

Mains or battery power units which feed power
to the aerial located amplifier through the coaxial
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BBC aerial

Downlead

Diplexer

ITV aerial

ITV
booster

/To splitter

Fig. .5-If only one signal is weak, just one channel
boost can be given, as this drawing shows.

cable are available for this purpose. But the booster,
must, of course, be designed to accept signal from
this route.

In the majority of cases, except, possibly, in very
poor u.h.f. areas, the booster can be located at the
set -end of the downlead, where powering is far less
of a problem.

Battery -operated transistor dual -band boosters
are available commercially for this application, and
some such units feature a pair
of outlets for feeding two sets,
thereby eliminating the need for
a separate splitter. Mains power
units are also available for this
type of unit to allow continuous
operation. Many two -or -more
set households have the mains -
powered booster fixed in the
attic, from whence the downleads
orieinate (see Fig. 4).

The aerials are mounted out-
side (two in most cases) and the
booster is permanently connected
to the mains via a low -current
fuse. Such transistor boosters
take less from the mains than do
electric bells and the electricity
consumed is in terms of pence
per year!

Where separate BBC and ITV
aerials are used, the weak signal
(usually the ITV) can be inde-
pendently amplified and then
combined to a common down -
lead along with the other signal,
as shown in Fig. 5. An alterna-
tive arrangement is to amplify to the required
levels the BBC and ITV signals independently in
separate amplifiers and then combine them to a
common dOwnlead for application to a splitter.
The combining process is performed by an
ordinary diplexer (or triplexer).

To put f.m. signals on the same common cable,

BBC2
aerial

BBC/ITV
aerial

BBC ITA
booster

TV/FM
diplexer

ITo splitter

Fig. 6-Here is shown how f.m. is added to a master
aerial system. If the f.m. signal is weak, a boost can

be supplied with a separate fm. booster.

an arrangement as shown in Fig. 6 is needed. Here
a TV/f.m. diplexer (or triplexer) is used. A
triplexer would be employed, of course, on a system
having separate BBC, ITV and f.m. aerials.

Any of the signals can be amplified as required

BBCl/iTv
aerial

BBC /ITV
booster

Fig. 7-BBC-2

BBC2
combiner

FM
aerial

FM
booster

TV/FM ff,
diplexer

Downlead

+To splitter

signals nearly always require separate amplification
before combining, as shown here.

before being fed to the combining unit (diplexer or
triplexer), and the gains of the separate amplifiers
can be adjusted for balanced signals at each outlet.

In Fig. 6 a combined BBC/ITV aerial is used
for TV, so the best idea in this case would be to
use a dual -band booster, as shown.

-continued on page 19
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VICING
EVISION
IVERS

No. 101: FERGUSON 546T, 506T and 508T,

HMV 1890, MARCONI VT164

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14 OF THE OCTOBER ISSUE

WHEN there is no picture but the sound is in
order and the line whistle can be heard nor-
mally it is worth while checking the EY86

before taking any other action. If, however,
its heater is visibly glowing this valve is not likely
to be at fault. At all times treat this section of the
receiver with respect.

When the circuit is functioning correctly a neon
screwdriver will glow brightly when brought into
the vicinity of the line output stage even though it
is in no direct contact with any point. Do not touch

4
HT+

43
V13 V7

C103
0.1tJF

f 00000-0-0 t

C106 r-" 41-05111 r" -"C105
40097 77009E

V9 VS

4 5 5 4

V5 V11 V3

13 4 5 5 4 4 5

C107 C102

X1
VA1026

To link
C100 across

mm tags 1 and 8
on L34,L35

coil assembly

450
V14

7 2

44
0

By L. Lowry Johns

the top caps of any line output valve (PY81, PL81
or EY86) with a neon as it is not only dangerous
to do so but the neon is unlikely to survive to be of
further use at normal mains voltages.

If the line whistle is not normal and boost voltage
is low, check V9 and V8 and C64 (0.1µF). If the
PL81 is red hot check V7 (ECC82). If the
line output and e.h.t. is in order but the picture is
dark, check pin 3 of the c.r.t. base (1st anode).

Remember that this point is supplied via a 1W!
resistor and the quality of the meter will therefore

PL1 V14
6.3V PY 32
0.15A

R133
30f1

V4 T V V

1O Tuner: 175
4 4 3

HT rectifier
7

R132
7911 9711 301/ 25f1

C99 16

46

0

200-210V 220V 230-24051 250V

sk. jJ
R131 R130

501

0 0

Fig. 4-The power supply and heater circuits.

R129

49 48

R134

R136
1MIL

Main
voltage
selector

F1
1.254

Mains

0
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c .45
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C71
100pF

R89
100k11

C72
0.01uF

C73
2000pT

Fig. 5-The line Orebase of the schedule C versions of the receivers.

affect the reading. If application of the meter
reduces the brilliance further it can be assumed
that this part of the circuit is not at fault. "

The point is that a short or near short in the
tube or in C112 (0.25µF) would result in a low
voltage which would not be further affected by the
comparatively high resistance of a meter.

If the voltage is low check C112 for leakage. A
short would ' result in the voltage being held at
185V.

Field (or Frame) Timebase
Faults which affect this part of the circuit may

range from total collapse showing as a single white
line across the centre of the screen to lack of height,
bottom compression or fold over, inability to lock
the picture etc:

The first named symptom,- that of total collapse
resulting in a white line, could be due to a large
number of causes almost all of which are revealed
by voltage checks at the PCY82 valve base. Pin 9
should record about 170V.

No voltage should direct attention to the height
control R120 (2MO). Low voltage should lead to
further voltage checks at PCL82 base pins 3 (a

R91
22k11

iboost
line
tags
27,31
or32

To T3
To

L41

positive voltage denoting leakage through C94
0.02µF) and 2 (cathode) which will be higher than
the normal 15V.

If these pins read normal (no voltage at 3, 15V
at 2) check pin 2 of ECC82, low end of C91
0.003µF. If the voltage here is positive, replace C91
which is often found to be shorted.

The writer has found that either C91 or C94 are
the most frequent causes of little or no frame scan.

Another common cause or sometimes the result
of a defective PCL82 or C94 is R124 3300, the
PCL82 bias resistor which can go o/c altogether or
change value, either effect causing the voltage at
pin 2 to vary widely from the specified 15V.

As R124 changes value (rather than becoming
o/c).the bottom of the picture is affected and the
PCL82 may begin to draw grid current thus passing
more.current through the resistor which may then
become.very low in value, the bottom of the picture
curling up to form a lighter band of reversed image.

The PCL82 and the resistor must be replaced
and it is pointed out that both can be damaged by
leakage through C94.

Where 'there is doubt and there is a positive
voltage at pin 3 (R123) of the PCL82, short the h.t.
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side (pin 9 of V13) of C94 to chassis. If the positive
voltage remains C94 it is not likely to be a fault and
the PCL82 and R124 should be checked.

When the height is reduced with severe bottom
compression with voltages appearing normal check
C96, 100µE across R124 which will almost certainly
be found to be open circuited.

Smoothing Capacitors
It is not unusual for C106 (400µF) to dry up and

this, of course, results in a heavy h.t. ripple, giving
rise to hum on sound, a heavily shaded picture
distorted with curved edges. These symptoms
should immediately direct attention to the main
smoothers above the PY32.

OiC Heater Chain
When one is confronted with a receiver which

appears to be completely dead except perhaps for a
faint tingling noise one can be 100% sure of a
correct diagnosis by saying that the circuit is not
complete!

The exact location of the break can almost always
be found with nothing more elaborate than a simple
neon screwdriver.

First ensure that mains is being applied to the
input plug and that the neon does not glow when

RO6
7k

Noise
limiter

R102
470k0

R91:4
12.2MA

AVC

C84

11

1:7105

344411 22000

C55
20C0oF

30000F

087
0011.1F

Volume
control

Sync

5111
22000

C90
MOO'

not at 7 means a new PY32.
It is, however, quite likely that both pins will

record a healthy glow or full mains potential if a
meter is used and whilst the next heater is the
PY81 (pins 4 and 5) the fact that a thermistor is
between the two valves should not be overlooked as
this (VA1026) may well be found to be cracked or
open ended.

Normally if there is an open circuit in the heater
chain it will be found between the dropper R131-
R133 and the PY81. If these items all record mains
potential proceed along the heater chain to pins 4
and 3 (in that order) of V6, EB91.

Short in Video Section
Indications of overheating in the vicinity of V5

(PCI-84) should direct attention to R55 47ka This
sometimes changes value, passing heavy current
through R53, R54 and R56, often damaging these
components.

The original symptom is no picture but as the
overheating becomes more severe the resistors either
become virtually shorted resulting in excessive h.t.
current through V14, R129 etc., or one resistor or
more may disintegrate thus clearing the short but
leaving the no picture condition.

When the resistors are replaced, R55 should be

e00,, r 551

R117
Inr0

Vertical
hold

C92
0i-0UP

% o092

330k0 22k

ECC$2
Part

frame
osc.

R120
smn
14e,ght

C95
&Oiler

Part
PeLea

frame
S.C.

Fig. 6-The sound output and frome timebase stages of the circuit.

applied to the chassis. If it does, reverse the mains
lead. The neon should glow at the fuse holder (both
ends if the fuse is intact of course) and if it does
proceed to check along the section of the mains
dropper, failure in any section is indicated by a
glow at one end of a section and no glow
or very reduced glow at the other. In this
event a replacement section is probably all that is
required to restore normal working.

If all sections record a similar glow, turn the set
up and check at pin 2 of the PY32 which is the
" in " pin, the "out " being pin 7. Glow at 2 but

R141
1000

F CO8

5138 sV

C97
0.014E

C961E
,000.

v41033 R142

2.2.1f1
PCL62

Output

9127
2 27000

VgAl

made a 1W to prevent the same condition arising
again.

Distortion of Sound
If the distortion occurs more on a strong signal

than a weak signal, check R101, which is a 3.9Mi)
resistor to pin 7 of V6 (EB91) noise limited. If the
distortion remains, however weak the signal, check
V12 (PCL82), R107 (4701I) and C88 0.003/iF.

Apply the same remarks made on the frame out-
put section regarding the valve, bias resistor and
coupling capacitor.
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Black and White Hum Bars

A no picture condition where a raster is showing
bright white with broad black bands (roughly half
and half) usually denotes that the grid of V5
PCL84 is " floating". This means that the circuit
is not completed and L39 will normally be found
to be open circuited.

Adjustments

Line Linearity. There is a closed loop on the
neck of the tube which is magnetically coupled to
the deflection coils. The sleeve has a moulded ring
and locating lug to enable it to be properly
positioned with respect to the coils. It is only inten-
ded to affect the line coils and thus it must not be
rotated out of position. The sleeve should be fitted
with the locating lug opposite the tube anode
connector.

Optimum linearity is obtained when the locating
ltig 'is about .half -way inserted into the deflector coils
clamp. Inserting the sleeve further into the coils
reduces width more on the left than the right and
centre but it must not be pushed in too far and in
fact should be withdrawn to the rear as far as
possible consistent with good linearity.

Arcing can occur from the line coils to the sleeve
giving rise to violent flashes across the screen and

distinct irregular vertical bands of interference
which may lead one to fruitless investigation of the
line output transformer and e.h.t. sections. The
sleeve can be withdrawn completely to prove the
point.

Picture Shift
The large clamp immediately behind the deflec-

tion coils incorporates a round magnet which May
be rotated to vary the intensity of its influence.

This produces picture shift in a direction depend-
ing upon the position of the clamp which itself is
rotated to obtain the shift in the direction required.
Some models use rotatable plates instead of the
clamp magnet.

Frame Linearity
R126 and R128 presets adjust the relationship

of he top, centre and bottom of the picture and
usually have to be correctly set up when V13 is
replaced or is ageing.

Local -Distant

R38 is provided to vary the a.g.c. voltage applied
to the tuner for optimum reception in fringe or
strong signal areas. Adjust for best signal-to-noise
ratio consistent with freedom from vision -on -sound
or other overloading effects.

MASTER AERIAL SYSTEMS
-continued from page 75

ADDING BBC -2

More and more viewers will want BBC -2 signals
added to their master aerial systems, and to do that
it will almost certainly be necessary to amplify the
BBC -2 signals separately, for these are more readily
weakened in the cables and, in any case, most dual-
standard sets require about twice as much signal
to give a BBC -2 picture comparable to those on
BBC -1 and ITV channels.

A complete master aerial system giving BBC -1,
BBC -2, ITV and f.m. on the one common downlead
is shown in Fig. 7. Here, each channel or band is
amplified separately, the TV and f.m. signals being
first combined and then the BBC -2 signals being
added with a special BBC -2 combine (now available
commercially).

Coaxial feed
to outlet 0.005pF

Isolated
socket

1

Fig. 8-It is desirable to isolate both the inner and
outer conductors at each outlet, as this illustration

shows.

Just how many outlets this system would feed
would depend upon (a) the strength of the aerial
signals and (b) the gain of the amplifiers. If the
aerials give enough signal to give a reasonable,

noise -free picture on one receiver, then the
inclusion of boosters with about 14dB gain would
allow five or six sets to be worked simultaneously,
provided the cable lengths are not excessive (that
is, not exceeding about 75ft. in length each).

Longer cable would mean that less outlets could
be accommodated at full signal voltage. This could
however, be overcome by the use of extra amplifiers
when the signal becomes sufficiently weakened, but
this brings us on to larger communal aerial systems
which fall outside the scope of this article.

Remember, that each outlet should be isolated
capacitively on both inner and outer conductors
(see Fig. 8). Suitably isolated coaxial socket outlets
can be obtained from Teleng, Belling and Lee and
others, as also can ready made splitters of two or
more outlets.

The big advantage of a master aerial system is
that the aerials can be placed for the beSt possible
signal pick-up, and that one set of aerials can feed
multiple outlets in a block of flats or even adjacent
neighbours all for the price of a few pence of
electricity per year and without the unsightly
multiplicity of roof or chimney mounted aerials.

Now that complex aerials will often be needed
for the good reception of BBC -2 (and ITV -2 when
it comes), master aerial systems will be very much in
demand. They are already being viewed favourably
by councils and estate controllers, and the simple
ones described in this article are well within the
installation capabilities of many readers of this
magazine.

A Post Office licence is generally required for
"relaying" television and/or radio signals, but
where the system is small and of the nature of a
master aerial, the licence aspect .is not always
fully enforced. We shall be glad to advise readers
with regard to any specific master aerial system
plan through the medium of our Query Service. 
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STOCK FAULTS
OD PREVALENT TROUBLES IN COMMERCIAL RECEIVERS

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 37
OF THE OCTOBER ISSUE

LET me begin by forestalling the technically
pure in heart. Yes, I know the correct term is
" field ". Yes, I am aware that " frame " is out-

dated, and yes, I do care. But the change to field
has only reached the higher echelons of radio
engineering as yet, and as long as manufacturers
continue to refer to " frame " circuits in their
spares list and service data sheets, it behoves me to
curb my pioneering instincts and ask the technical
purists to make the mental translation as they go
along.

We have already considered the transmitted tele-
vision waveform, and the timing and duration of

pulses has been discussed. To recap,
the eight frame pulses occur during the first four
lines of each frame. They are 40 microseconds in
duration. There are two complete " frames " per
picture, the timing being such that the lines occur
at exactly spaced intervals, the lines of the " even "
frame sitting exactly between the lines of the
" odd " frame. Each complete frame takes 1/50th
of a second, so that there are 25 interlaced pictures
per second forming the display.

The eight frame pulses are collected together, or
integrated, to obtain the single pulse necessary to
trigger the frame timebase 50 times a second. The
timing of the start of the frame pulse is extremely
important to maintain good interlace, and any
cause of false tripping will give the effect of line
pairing, jitter, or the excessive lininess that indi-
cates complete loss of interlace.

Frame Pulse Integration
The process of integration is best illustrated by

a diagram, such as Fig. 37. The basic integrator
circuit is as Fig. 37(a). A square waveform applied
to the input side of this circuit gives an output like
that shown in (b), where the voltage rises initially
at a rapid rate, from A to B, gradually levelling off
until the incoming pulse (shown dotted) cuts off,
when the charge that has built up in the capacitor
C discharges toward the zero level D. The time
constant, or product of resistor and capacitor
values, determines the rate of charge and the
position of the point B.

But, as we have seen, there are eight of these
pulses arriving, each forty microseconds long and
separated by a ten microsecond interval. So the
train of pulses arriving at the integrator produces

PART 7
THE FRAME CIRCUITS

an output like (c), where the discharge from B of
the first pulse does not have time to decay com-
pletely before the next pulse arrives, and the charge
across C builds up with each successive pulse. As
the charge voltage tends to oppose the input voltage,
the effect is that this integrated curve tends to grow
more horizontal: if the the train of pulses was con-
tinued, the output voltage would eventually equal
the input voltage and remain substantially level.

As this frame pulse, integrated from the eight
pulses, has a serrated leading edge, and the time -
base is tripped when the voltage reaches a pre-
determined amount, usually at about the third
pulse, the regularity of this integration is very
important, not only for the frame timebase fre-

r4-4Q -re
Jib

(b)

(c)

Fig. 37-Integration of the frame pulses: (a) basic
integrator circuit, (b) output from an integrator when a
square pulse is applied, (c) effective waveform produced

from a chain of integrated pulses.

quency, but also for the interlace. The frame time-
-base is normally triggered just prior to its
" natural ", free -running cycle. If the critical pulse
voltage comes early, or if the voltage is too great,
loss of interlace, or even of frame sync, can result.
Many different circuits have been developed to
overcome this erratic triggering, and space limita-
tions prevent a complete discussion of frame
circuitry, but the following faults and their illustra-
tions have been chosen to show several differing
systems, and to give a guide to similar faults in
other, similar, circuits.
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Applying Frame Sync

The general method of applying frame sync is
via a differentiating network and a clipper, to get
rid of the serrated' edge ahown in Fig: 37(c) and
obtain a sharp leading edge to the frame pulse.
Some quite complicated circuits have arisen. Their
particular techniques induce quite characteristic
faults. For example, where a differentiator and
clipper circuit is emPloyed, breakthrough of line
pulses Can cause interlace trouble. This does not
happen so. frequently with the " simple " circuit,

"..0.01pF

-r F

a small difference to the thickness of the com-
pressed raster, this again indicates that the output
stage is, at least, conducting. But variation of the
position of the line, and to some degree its thick-
ness, by adjustment of linearity or hold controls is
not a very conclusive test, as these may simply
vary h.t. to parts of the circuit still not operative
for other reasons. An example of this misleading
effect is the. stock fault of 0.01,uF coupler failure
on the Sobell T279 and associated models.

'The circuit, shown basically in Fig. 38, is
interesting in that it uses a sync pulse shaper and a

single valve oscillator and output

Fig...38-Sobell T279 frame circuits. Sync pulse shaper, back -coupled triode
oscillator and pentode output are typical of many circuits.

as the line pulse does not reach sufficient propor-
tions to trigger off the frame. Faulty decoupling
can cause this kind of fault, and incorrect voltages
in the clipper stage, as can unwanted coupling
between line 'and frame pulses in the deflection
coils. In some K -B .,receivers, a hum -bucking coil
was, 'fitted to overcome this defect,. and other
circuits have been developed to reduce the back-
coupling.

Complete absence of frame pulses results in a thin
white line across the screen. The cause can be either
in  the output stage or in the oscillator, 'where the
output stage depends on Oscillator drive. To prove
this, a touch on the output valve grid with the
finger should produce a slight increase in the
thickhess of the line, due to the induction of hum.
This .giires a clue that the output stage is working,
and attention can be turned to the oscillator.. But
note that the 'output stage grid is very often
returned to .chassis or to cathode via a small
capacitor. A short-circuit at this point will also kill
the scan:

Where .a- variation. of . the height control makes

H 1 valve, the triode -pentode PCL85.
In addition to the usual waveform
shaping linearity circuits giving
two feedback paths from the out-
put, there* is a frequency -con-
scious feedback path from anode
of the PCL85 to grid of the triode
section, a 0.01,uF in series with a
22kf1 resistor. A leak in th:s
capacitor has the unexpected
effect of producing a narrow
band across the screen and ren-
dering the height control ineffec-

821:111 tive. Reason is the imposition of

1

a positive voltage of the triode
grid, and a lack of drive to the
output. If this fault has occurred,

1320.0. pay special attention to the height
control, which may be damaged
by an excess of current.

On another Sobell model, the
T196, a cross -coupling capacitor
of 0.005,0 is used from anode of
PCL85 pentode to grid of the
triode. A leak in this component
causes first a " bouncing " erratic
frame, then intermittent collapse.

In . many circuits, the height
control varies h.t. to the oscillator.
Carbon tracks of some :of these

controls tend to first develop a high resistance at
the end rivet causing sparking, with attendant frame
jumpiness, fluctuating height and intermittent
collapse, then to burn out, with the result of no
frame. Oscillator voltage is normally low, 50V or
even less. Voltage readings can be misleading, as a
non -operative stage will give incorrect readings,
although the fault may be quite remote from the
point at which measurement is taken.

An example is found in the circuit of Fig. 39,
the Decca DM35 and 45, the Dynatron TV52, and
other similar models. We shall be returning to this
circuit later to illustrate other failure possibilities,
which does not indicate it is a particularly bad one,
but that it is a convenient style of circuitry to use as
an example. In this case, starvation of the second
half of the multivibrator, triode section of an
ECL80 causes first erratic frame, then collapse.
This occurs when C73, the 0.02/AF capacitor
develops a leak. In this circuit, the height control
varies the drive to the output stage, and a partial
raster may be obtained, variable by control setting.
A 'further cause of loss of oscillation is a failure of
C71, the- 0.05µF timing capacitor.
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Perhaps the most prevalent
:ause of failure is the reduction,
again, of the h.t. to the oscillator
mode by an increase in the anode
load resistance. As can be seen
from Fig. 39, the value is quite
high, (R70, 4.7Mf1). The usual
effect is first a gradual reduction
in height, with loss of linearity
that can be often compensated by
control adjustment, and finally a
loss of oscillation, drive and
raster. (Collapse to a band about
half an inch thick.) This fault is
found on many similar circuits,
including the Decca DM55, the
Defiant 9A51, where the anode
load is 330k1?, and on several
older Ultra Models. (An opposite
effect is found on one Ultra
model, the 6604, where the 22k0
anode load goes low and although
correct voltages may be obtained,
the raster cramps at top and
bottom.)

Quite a different reason for re-
duction of the h.t. to the oscilla-
tor circuit can be noted with
receivers using the higher, boost
line, voltage for this part of the
circuit. Typical of this method is
Fig. 40 the Ferguson 506, and
associated circuits. Here, although
the output stage is fed, via the transformer,
with regulating voltage dependent resistor across
it, from the normal h.t. line, the oscillator is
fed from the boost line via the height control. A
favourite point to check here is the 0.01p.F boost
decoupler, which robs the oscillator of voltage
when a leak develops. (In the Sobell T196,
previously referred to, there is a VDR in the boost
line feed, which should be checked if oscillator
voltage is below par.)

In some Philips circuits, as the 1796, and
associated Stella models, the focus control is fed
from the boost line also, and a skeleton slider
resistor, mounted across the c.r.t. base, begins to
burn out, goes temporarily low, robs the boost line
voltage and causes lack of height --disconcertingly,
before any line symptoms crop up, where the signal
is strong and well contrasted. This can be a real
teaser, the first time one meets it.

On several models, a ruse to increase height
where general deterioration caused a lack, was to
reduce the value of the load resistor to the
uncontrolled half of a multivibrator circuit. On the
K -B OV30 range, this reduction from 1.8Mfl to
1.2, or even IMO, is quite a legitimate modification.
And on some, older, Masteradio receivers, it was
the only way to get adequate height.

Distorted Roster

So far, we have considered a total lack of frame,
or overall reduction in height. But, as any frustrated
experimenter will know, the distorted raster or
touchy frame hold can be a much more dodgy

Boott line

5:9mn

72
0.5.pF

Frame
tin.

1R78

Fig. 39-Decca frame circuit. Note the
controls, the series feedback circuitry and

boost line.

fault to trace and rectify. Taking the first group;
by far the most common effect is cramping at the
bottom of the screen. Although this can be caused

interacting hold and interlace
the oscillator h.t. feed from the

To scan
coils

Fig. 40-Ferguson frame circuit. A typical feature is the
provision of separate h.t. feeds and the VDR across the

output transformer.
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by lass.of emission of an output valve, and may be
temporarily cured by substitution, the cause is
quite often a drying out of the Cathode bypass
electrolytic capacitor, as C76 of Fig. 39 and the
100,uF component of Fig. 40. Note also, from
Fig. 38, 'that the  bias resistor may, in fact, be two
or more components in parallel, to obtain the
wattage that is needed and, equally important, to
improve..the heat dissipation.

Incidentally, it is not always advisable to alter
the ,value of this bypass capacitor. As can be seen
from the given circuits, the cathode circuit is often
a return, path for parts of the feedback loops, and
an increase in the capacitor may simply cure the
fault by causing non -linearity. Always check the
value of the bias'resistor, which,can track and go
low if over -run -or with- age. Look, too, for the
combined electrolytic found in sortie older
receivers, where faulty chassis returns, or inter-
action between the sections, can cause not only
frame faults, but perplexing video and sound
faults due to break through of frame pulses. A
mention. of this kind of fault was made in Stock
Faults 3, dealing with sound circuits, where
mention was made of the HMV 1910 circuit. A
1MC1 resistor across the frame scan coils going
open -circuit, produces poor smoothing and hum
and poor -sync results.

Faults in the negative feedback circuits can also
cause this compression and, in extreme cases, fold -
trier. In the Decca circuit of Fig. 39, a prevalent
cause, that can be very difficult to trace without the
aid of an oscilloscope, is, a leak in C71, the 0.051.tF
coupier. 'A" somewhat similar fault is obtained when
C72 goes leaky. In the Pye V310 range (also Pam
606), the fault mentioned previously, of a leaky
boost decoupling capacitor, causes bottom foldover
also. The Alba T655 has a 0.01µF
across the primary of the frame
output transformer, and : if this
little fellow leaks, the lack of h.t.
resulting. causes similar effects at
first.

Compression and foldover at the
top of the picture is almost inevi-
tably due to a fault in the feedback
circuits. The particular branch to
check is that (directly or indirectly)
between anode and grid of the out-
put valve. In the Philips 1757, for
example,  a loop, from a separate
winding of the frame output trans-
former to the grid consists of three
resistors. with .a 1,000pF capacitor
across them. This capacitor . goes
short-circuit, causing top compres-
sion.'In the Ultra circuit of Fig. 41,
which is' typical, a leak or short-
circuit of C108, the 0.03pF capaci-
tor in series with the 180kfl grid
resistor, and part of the feedback
loop, effectively takes the 180kfi to
chassis and cancels the feedback.
Incidentally, an improvement in
this.circuit -can be -effected if the
180k12. 'is  reduced to about 150ki1
and a 500F capacitor added acrOss
the, correction circuit: as shown
dotted:

300V
boost
line

470k11

An unusual cause of this kind of fault which is
worth remembering as a possible test case, is the
screen grid resistance of the output valve going
low, -a fault which occurs on the Pye CTM21. On
the Decca circuit of Fig. 39 another cause may be
noted; a leak in C77 causes both fold at the bottom
and stretching at the top. A similar effect is noted
on the Cossor 948, when the 0.25µF mounted just
horizontally below the PCL82, goes open -circuit.
On yet another model, the Pye V210B, the grid
of the PCL82 pentode output section is decoupled
with a 0.01µF capacitor for frequency correction,
in conjunction with a very high grid load of two
10Mft resistors in series. A leaky capacitor here
causes the same, misleading, symptom.

An unusual fault, but common to the Cossor 950,
is cramping in the middle of the picture. Again,
this is a screen feed resistor fault. The correct
value should be 1.8kft, and is quite critical. On the
same set, another common fault symptom is a
bright, wavy line across the top of the raster, as if
the scan coils were faulty. In fact, it is caused by
open -circuiting of a small thermistor, wired
between the secondary of the frame output trans-
former and chassis, and situated above the heat -
producing mains dropping resistors. Usually, the
mounting wire goes brittle, and a temporary cure
can be made by short-circuiting the tags.

In Figs. 39, 40 and 41, thermistors or voltage
dependent resistors will be found. The action of
these is. well-known and needs no further dis-
cussion from me, but the effect of open circuiting
of a VDR across the frame output transformer
winding can be serious, due to the high flyback
voltages not being supressed. Often, sparking
between the anode pin of the output valve and the
metal valve mounting or chassis develops. On

Height
1Mn

r-

3010L13

0.005
me. jjR

From
sync.

Vert.
hold

1,230PL13

21.28_y H.T. main 20V

200
pF

R121

(150kn)

220kn

108

003

ThermistorS

0.02.pF

82 kn

Frame
linearity
500ka

Fig. 41-Ultra frame circuit. A single linearity control is employed and
thermistors are fitted in the output transformer secondary circuit to damp
flyback pulses and compensate for changing characteristics with heat

increase.
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printed circuit panels, completely charred
surrounds to the output valve base have been
caused. Less obvious is the effect of lines at the
top of the picture due to the slowing down of the
frame flyback. This is very evident on sets of later
construction, when receiving transmissions with
the test pulses during the frame sync period, and
can often be checked by causing the frame to slip
down slightly, revealing the black pulse bar, on
which the dash and dot pulse can be seen quite
clearly.

Poor Frame Syne

This brings us to the further fault of poor frame
sync. Not nearly so prevalent as on older sets, it
can nevertheless be difficult to trace, sometimes
being caused by faults as remote as faulty vision
i.f. decoupling. If the line sync is unaffected, and
only the frame sync weak, check whether the
sections of the frame circuit have separate
decoupling. Check, again, the anode feed resistor
to the oscillator, and, equally important, the h.t.
carrying resistors in the sync separator circuit. In
the Decca DM4, for example, the anode feed is a
2.21c11 and 1001t11, with the frame sync taken from
the junction. Improved frame locking can be
obtained by modifying this network to 47k0 and
68k11.

A jittering frame is another, somewhat similar
fault, that can have a number of origins. On the
Bush TV105, a leaky 0.02µF in the Top Linearity
network causes this fault, and on the Pye CTM17T
there is a 0.001µF across the frame output transfor-
mer primary, producing the same effect.

More usual is the symptom of poor interlace,
which in its extreme condition produces this
juddering effect. Often caused by valve trouble-
and thus not worth our discussing here- it can
sometimes be the result of faults in the special cir-
cuits developed to circumvent it. See Fig. 39 for an
interlace circuit that is extremely critical in setting
up, and disconcertingly touchy if wrongly set. To
adjust, both interlace and frame hold con-
trols should be turned anti -clockwise, then the
frame locked by movement of the interlace control,
with final adjustments of the frame hold for a solid
lock when changing channels. Look for a tendency
of bottom foldover as the frame approaches lock,
indicating that the interlace control is wrongly set.

The Bush TV115 has a top linearity 2201cf1
resistor which sometimes tends to arc when the full
drive is applied-this can cause curious interlace
and faulty sync symptoms. On the Peto Scott 1730,
the video anode resistor, 1514 tends to decrease if
over -run, and causes similar trouble. On the
Dynatron TV52, an intermittent 1M12 height
potentiometer can be the cause.

As a final note, frame flyback suppression should
be mentioned. Its absence is obvious, with the fly-
back lines visible on the raster, and the circuitry
is generally quite simple, consisting of a filtered
feed from a suitable pulse point on the circuit to a
modulation feed of the c.r.t. network. Fig. 42
shows the general arrangement, with a pulse from
the frame output applied, via a 22k12 resistor and
0.01,aF capacitor, decoupled by a 0.002µF capaci-

i tor, to the grid of the tube. This circuit is given

because a breakdown in the decoupling
capacitor the 0.002µF gives peculiar hum
symptoms of vertical bars on the picture. This
is due to frame pulses being fed back to the
h.t. line via the brilliance control, in effect, modu-
lating the brightness at frame frequency. This cir-
cuit is very similar to the method used in Fig. 38.

This article began by offending the purists. Let
us end by offending everyone with a reminder that

H.T.

220kfl

CS)
CRT

Mod.

Brilliance

22k0 100
PF

kc77)

0.01
0.002}.c

To frame
o

221(0utput

Fig. 42-Marconi method of frame flyback suppression.
Open -circuiting of C77 induces vertical hum bars on

the raster.

work around the frame timebase should be carried
out with circumspection. Never run the set at full
brightness when tracking down a frame fault-
even a short duration bright line across the tube
can cause irreparable damage.

PART 8 FOLLOWS NEXT MONTH
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE II OF THE OCTOBER
ISSUE

PUSH-PULL
X AND Y -AMPLIFIERS

FLYBACK
BLANKING

H.V. PROBE

The

VIDEOSCOPE
TV OSCILLOSCOPE

Iber.A.R.,TIMT

REFERRING to Fig. 2 on page 9 last month,
V4 is a sync -amplifier with very high gain, so
that a rigid lock of even small amplitude sig-

nals is possible. Si enables internal sync action from
either the positive or negative transitions of the
Y -signal to be selected, or from the mains, or from
an external sync signal fed in at SK2. In all cases
VR2 controls the sync intensity. The setting of
VR2 should be as low as possible, consistent with
good lock, to prevent the generation of excessive
transients at V4 anode which can radiate into the
X -amplifier and cause peculiar kinks in the dis-
played waveform.

Input from
switch SIC

a i Stray

ii
inaechshieldOn

a

Right X
plate

4,7

R57
470ra

956
470kal

C41

C.,

V6
FESO

1.3

6o,

C4710.017

2RA

C46
6171

Excessive application of sync, greatly in excess
of the amount at which rigid lock sets in, i.e. with
VR2 turned up too high, generally leads to notches
on sharp transients of the scoped waveform, which
wander up and down these flanks in the direction of
the arrows shown as the sync control VR2 is
adjusted. If such injection -kinks do not vanish fully
some considerable distance of travel of VR2 before
lock is lost, then the screening at V6 grid is not
properly adjusted. (Refer to Fig. 3 and especially to
Fig. 6, wiring diagram.)

The thick line labelled "X" shown in Fig. 6
between V4 and V6 is an insulated " floating
screen ". This consists of a piece of thin brass foil
cup somewhat larger than a postage stamp, with an
insulated lead soldered to one edge. The whole is
then wrapped in insulating tape, and the appearance
is that of a small flat capacitor. The two leads are
soldered to the chassis -solder tags shown. This
insulated floating screen is then bent into the
optimum position in the vicinity of V6 grid (R56,

Ma IV' ICI-IA.MLIS

R57) until all sync -transient radiation from V4
is kept out of V6 for normal settings of the sync
control and a safety margin beyond. Such an
optimum adjustment is possible because of the
relatively low impedence of V6 grid circuit in all
timebase-operation positions, because R55 is then
in circuit. In the position for "External X -
deflection " applied to SK3 and controlled by VR4,
the grid -impedance at V6 is much higher-but the
sync amplifier is muted there because h.t. is
switched -off for it and the whole timebase circuitry,
at Slb, thus removing possibilities of sync -transient
injection at V6 grid.

35V car Y-klIIfer
Ca, 144 Left - '

PlateZOOpF

109

iv

69

360V

C4 Tiri-P.'Se

0.V
1CIOY

V7
EF80

1101
47011

giFt

::R66 6,
470411 4711

-290V EHT bleeder ye

ig. 4-X -amplifier and the power supplies. Conventional components are used in the power supply, and the X -amplifier
can be used with an external signal or with the built-in timebase of Fig. 2 (last month). To ovoid h.t. surges, V8 may not

be replaced by a metal rectifier.
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200

OR

THE X -AMPLIFIER

R55 together with R53, forms a voltage divider
for the timebase signal from V5, giving the X -
amplifier (V6 and V7) the correct drive. This form
of voltage division is preferable to a simple
tapping of R47 near the h.t.-end for two reasons.

R83 R84
33kQ 470k0.

R82
1001d1

To 250V AC.tap on
H.T. winding

et does not matter\
which one I I

R85
47kfl

100V

R86
33kQ

050V

R87

capacitors and amounting to appreciable fractions
of a volt. Such flickerings, which are random,
receive 100 -fold amplification in the X -amplifier,
and would thus lead to continuous jitter of all
displays by amounts up to 30% full deflection,
which would be intolerable. The arrangement of
R53 and R55, however, reduces signal and

10k0. .

020V

R88
4.7kQ

o1ov
05V

R89
3.310

02V

-R90
lka

1V

Peak to peak voltages at row of insulated
wanderplug-sockets SK5 to SKI1

R91
1kfl

Chassis

Fig. 5-Y -calibrator circuit. 1282 may need reduction or omission, as one half -wave is flattened at the 250V transformer
tap, on the conduction -half cycle of the main h.t. rectifier section on this side. This reduces the operative peak -to -peak

voltage.

Firstly, tapping R47 would certainly reduce the
timebase voltage as desired, but would not give
the slightest reduction of fluctuations on the h.t.
line due to mains transients coming from outside
or due to flickerings quite normal for all electrolytic

000

13U CD IMIED

im 1=3

17=3 13
RIB

Ma U
2:01::=1

0 800 r
c,40

flickering by the same amount, so that the so-called
" flicker -ratio " is not increased. This gives a more
stable display, essential -if waveforms are to be
photographed off the screen. The second advantage
of the arrangement used is that high voltages are

I=R32
Coagg gain R31

CC E :19

5-plano-keysimutual-releaseteach keyDPO ExtSKs2ync
Input

Volt1Cm

MEL'
01111110L2

CI

0
I=1E1

R23 L3

CS2

Full -height aluminium partition screen
2 bolted to chassis

Li 0

o o
O V40
o EF80o

o o

o o
oo V6 0
oEF800

oVeNclaElio

53  Bend up
Coarse speed control

IC391

o o
0 V5 0
o EF88o
o 0 0

Horizontal
function.

Bend upJ

Fig. 6-Sub-chassis layout. The screen is essential to prevent blockage of the sensitive Y -amplifier by timebase: transient
injection.
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kept off Slc and the impedance there is low, so that
stray capacities do not impair the action at high
speeds.

Some attention must be given to trimming -up
for optimum linearity in the X -amplifier. The
critical stage is V6, as this is supplying all the gain.
V7 is self-linearising, being " slaved " at unity gain
as phase -inverter. Similarly, the timebase valve
itself is also self-linearising, by its very nature, so
that when used direct in single -ended deflection,
linearisation is automatic.

As V6 must operate linearly at an anode output
signal of around 100 volts peak to peak, the
adjustment of R67 is critical. A resistor of
approximately the value specified should be
selected and observation made on the CRT, at the
same time feeding a sine wave signal of about
lkc/s into the Y -amplifier and locking this with
the sync. Lack of X -linearity is evidenced by
uneven spacing of the displayed cycles. If satis-

1
54;

Bend up

2" A -

CI 4/3 flange

12"

Aluminium
partition screen
7"long x 2" high

bent as shown

2"

Bend in

1--Bend down tap 4BA
Drill and
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/'/ flange

6" 103;

2"

Drill 4 holes 4BA clear

End view
of chassis
when bent

to shape

+--Bend down

+--Bend in

Bend up

0

0

12

Aluminium
screening plate

covering
undersioe

of chassis

0

purpose, because this can lead to different values of
grade current bias for V6, W, causing unequal
anode currents. If the anode voltages of V6, V7
depart from values indicated in Fig. 4 or if more
than 20 volts difference exists between the two
anodes, adjustments should be made by suitable
inequalities of the separate individual additional
cathode -resistors already mentioned. R67 and any
auxiliary cathode resistors must not be reduced
below values giving 10mA standing anode current
and 2.5mA standing screen current in each valve.
Some patience is well -worth while to trim the X -
amplifier to optimum linearity by applying these
measures. The Y -amplifier output -stage, V2 and
V3, can be treated analogously if required, though
-because one generally uses less Y-deflection-
matters are here much less critical.

Note that normally pins 7,11 of the c.r.t. are the
Y -plates and 8,10 the X -plates; the functions have
been changed over here and the c.r.t. turned
through 90 degrees to compensate. This has two

advantages for the present design.
Firstly, it uses the plates nearer
the final anode, and thus with
higher deflection sensitivity, as
X -plates, reducing the total
deflection amplitude required
from the critical X -amplifier.
This measure was decisive in
enabling success to be achieved
without resort to a mains trans-
former with higher voltages than
a " normal" h.t. winding of
350V. The second advantage is
that it brings the clamping -plate
of the standard mount and
mumetal can unit, horizontal
instead of vertical as in the
original government apparatus.
This allows a mounting -
arrangement which is very simple
to carry out and needs a minimum
of tools and no unusual parts.

The X -amplifier can be fed
2"-A- from any desired external signal

at SK3 with VR4 as gain -control.
The final position of Sl, "Exter-
nal -X", brings this function into
operation and mutes the time -
base. The X -amplifier then has
an effective maximum sensitivity
of about 250mV r.m.s. for full -
screen deflection, and a level res-

End
view
of.

covering
plate

Fig. 7-The sub -chassis covering screens essential to prevent remaining
timebase transients reaching the Y -amplifier and interference from direct

pick-up of broadcast stations.

factory linearisation is not possible without undue
departures in the specified value of R67, then
negative feedback must be introduced by inserting
equal individual cathode resistors (unbypassed)
between the top of R67 and the respective
cathodes. Values between 10ft and 27ft can be
tried, reducing R67 by half the value finally
selected here. The drive applied to V6 may be
adjusted if necessary by increasing the value of
R53. Do nor reduce the value of R55 for this

ponse over just the normal hi-
fi audio range. The X -amplifier
in this function is neither
capacitively nor inductively com-

pensated as for the Y -amplifier, and has just
the simple volume control VR4 as signal-
attenuator, which is roughly calibrated in volts per
cm. This is satisfactory, because the expense of full
duplication of the high-class video -amplifier (Y -
amplifier) would be unwarranted for X -deflection,
as such a refinement is seldom needed for normal
TV experiments.

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH
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LETTERS
TO THE
EDITOR

ABOLITION OF THE MAINS DROPPER

SIR,-I am a radio and television engineer and
wondered if your readers would be interested

in an experiment carried out in the workshop a few
weeks ago. It applies to television receivers with
series heater chains, usually of the 300mA type.
The mains dropper section often open circuits and
this usually means some difficulty in finding a simi-
lar wattage and value component.

Note that full primary
winding is not used

0

240V
AC.

mains

Fuse

Mains
On I Off
Switch

0--a:,-co-ciolit
Fuse

210V

230V

250V

November, 1964

SPECIAL NOTE: Will readers please note that we
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of
ex -Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes
of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also
unable to publish letters from readers seeking a
source of supply of such apparatus.

The Editor does.not necessarily agree with the opinions -expressed by
his correspondents.

fitted into the receiver using the method' shown in
the diagram on this ,page.

The transformer's inductive reactance is used
to form the resistance required to drop approxi-
mately 110V according to the number of valves
the receiver employs.

This method has been used in a Peto Scott
receiver and it proved to work very satisfactorily.
The transformer used was one of the c.r.t. isolat-
ing type, and after ..8 hours .running, the trans-
former was only just warm.-K. AMOR (Huron,
Nr.'Liverpool, Lancashire).

Transformer. secondary windings
are not used

Thermistor

Rectifier Choke

T
Receiver chassis

Heater chair
Chassis
return

HT+

Above-The circuit arrangement evolved by Mr. Amor
from his experiments to eliminate the mains dropper in
television receivers. The modification makes use of part

of an old mains transformer.

Right-The simple switching arrangement used by reader
Miss Jeyes of Birmingham to link the audio output of her
TV receiver to twin hi-fi speakers in her stereo installation.

As your readers -will know, most of the heat in
a television receiver is dissipated by the mains
dropper, and I was thinking of an economical way
to eliminate this waste heat and probably reduce
many faults by making the receiver function cool.

I found that an old mains transformer could be

Normal
H.T. supply

IMPROVING TV SOUND '
SIR,-With reference to Mr Mil-

ton's letter on "Improving TV
Sound" (PRACTICAL TEUVISION,
September issue) I have. done a

CRT very similar thing myself.
I have connected my, stereo hi-fi

installation to my, television set via
a d.p.d.t. toggle switch and an
isolating and matching transformer.
This enables me to use the speaker
in the' TV if that is all that is
required, or alternatiVely- to switch
the internal TV speaker out com-
pletely, and the two hi-fi speakers
in, -whenever the- programme
warrants it.

Cut here

Output
leads

Matching
transformer

2 -way
switch

Coax Wad

LS
on

TV
receiver

Coaxial
plug to
socket
on Hi-Fi

installation

This method also gives a perfect balance for the
BBC Saturday morning stereo broadcast, using one
side for TV and the other v.h.f:

I might add that I am an elderly woman with
practically no knowledge of electronics. - Miss
L. M. JEYES (Quinton, Birmingham 32).
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Your
ProblemsSolved

Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply
diagrams or provide instructions for modifying surplus equip-
ment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDER-
TAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE. The
coupon from p. 92 must be attached to all Queries, and a

stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

DEFIANT 4109
Please could you advise me which components

in this receiver are likely to cause the line time -
base to run at twice the correct speed.-J. F.
Grindley (Oswestry, Shropshire).

We would advise you to check V7 (30FL1) and
R78 (6.8k1/). Check the associated components
of the 1.o.t. if necessary.

GEC 8T312
When this set is switched on the sound comes

on, but there, is no vision or raster. As soon as
the line timebase starts to operate, I can draw a
vivid spark from the anode of the e.h.t. valve, but
in about 2 seconds this disappears to practically
nothing. E.H.T. valve, line output valve and
efficiency diode are all brand new, and about a
week before loss of vision, I fitted a new main
reservoir capacitor.-A. Beckett (Swansea, S.
Wales).

We would advise you to check the 0.1/4F boost
line capacitor C152 as we think this is the most
probable cause of the trouble.

KB MV30
For some time now, this set has been critical

on the line hold and now it seems the frame hold
has gone, and I get a " Venetian blind " effect.
Sometimes I manage to lock it, but with a hori-
zontal band across the picture. I have changed
the line valves and separator, but with no effect.
-G Webb (London, S.E.25).

If the 12AX7 and 12AU7 valves are in order, it
will be necessary to check smaller components.
Do not overlook the 50/.(F 12V capacitor in the
cathode circuit of the video amplifier. Check the
resistors in series with the frame hold control
and the electrolytic capacitors generally. All com-
ponents associated with the 12AX7 should be

checked unless voltage readings can direct attention
to one particular point.

McMICHAEL M7 I T
There are vertical lines down the left hand side

of the screen, and they are spaced about half an
inch apart. There is also little or no contrast.-G
Gilmore (Sale, Cheshire).

Vertical lines at the left of the screen usually
signify trouble in the line output stage. A weak
line output valve or booster diode could aggravate
the trouble as also could low h.t. voltage due to a
worn h.t. rectifier. In the latter case, the contrast
may also suffer. We suggest, therefore, that you
have the valves tested before delving too deeply
into the circuit.

KB 0V30
The picture becomes very distorted and there

is a broad black band across the middle of the
screen which gives a rippled effect at times. The
picture also slips vertically and at times fails to
hold, and I might add that the set takes a long
time to " warm up ".-F. Riddell (North Kilbowie,
Clydebank).

It seems as though the h.t. smoothing and
possibly the rectifier is worn in this set. Firstly,
check the rectifier. If hum on sound is bad,
replace the electrolytic smoothing capacitors.
Also have the timebase valves checked for emis-
sion and replace if they are below 70% efficient.

FERGUSON 206T
This set was working well on 200V, then it

changed hands and was plugged into 240V with-
out the voltage regulator plug being altered. It
worked for three days then the picture failed, and
no raster was present. There is perfect sound on
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both BBC and ITA, and all the valves light up.
There is no e.h.t. at the side of the tube.-A.
Erwin (Lewisham, London, S.E.13).

The trouble lies somewhere in the line output
stage. Check the line output valve and the booster
diode. Also, if necessary, check the components
related to these valves. Overloading could have
damaged the line output transformer.

DEFIANT 4109

After being switched on for about 30 minutes or
more, a howling and very bad distortion affects the
sound. Upon altering the contrast control, this
cuts out for a time, but then repeats itself until
further adjustment is made to this control. There
is also a slight picture tilt.-D. P. Riche (Gosport,
Hampshire).

Microphony in the sound output valve is prob-
ably responsible for the howling symptom. Tap
the sound valves when the trouble starts, and the
valve which when tapped clears the trouble, should
be replaced.

The picture can be straightened by rotating the
scanning coils a slight amount in the appropriate
direction on the tube neck.

ULTRA VI7-71
Both blacks and whites have a " saw " or

broken edged effect. There is also an overall
appearance of a snow storm.-J. Storer (Watford,
Hertfordshire).

These are symptoms of a weak aerial signal. We
suggest that you try using a larger, higher outdoor
aerial.

KB MV30
When this set is switched on there is no picture,

only a thin white line right across the screen in the
centre. The sound is perfect on both channels.
After about 10 minutes, this white line opens out
and the picture appears to normal size. When the
picture has returned, there is a dark line down the
right-hand side of the screen. I have tried alter-
ing the horizontal hold and the horizontal linearity
controls, but these make no difference. - E.
Murden (Widmerpool, Nottingham).

If the line is horizontal across the screen, the
frame timebase is at fault. A most likely cause is
a defective frame timebase valve. Check the
12AU7 and 6BW6 valves located directly beneath
the neck of the tube.

HMV 1890
The top 1-14in. of the picture is blank, the top

half slightly egg -shaped, and the bottom cramped.
When the test card is viewed, the top outside

edge of the card does not show in black and white,
but in a very bright line varying in depth from
'a -}in. at different times. I have changed valves
V7, V13 and V14.-R. Murphy (Southport,
Lancashire).

If the PCL82 frame timebase valve is known
definitely to be in order (the symptom you des -II
cribe is often caused by low emission of this
valve) check the 330k11 resistor connected to the
valve side of the height control, and the 1Mcl
feed resistor (from the boosted h.t. line) to the
other side of the height control. Increase in value

of either could cause the symptom., If the trouble
persists, check the smaller components in the
frame circuit, paying particular attention to the
100/iF electrolytic capacitor connected to the
PCL82 cathode.

FERRANTI 2IK6V
The frame hold has always been " touchy " but

of late has become more critical. It can be locked
but is triggered off easily by such a programme as
" What the Papers Say ". The black and white of
the newspaper captions as they are screened,
triggering off the hold continuously despite
attempts to lock it.

I have tried substituting the PCL82, f.b. oscil-
lator and f. output.-J. Mills (Gosport, Hamp-
shire).

Try replacing the small metal rectifier in the
frame interlace filter circuit. This is a type 39K2
connected to pin 9 of the PCL82 frame timebase
valve via a 0.01,uF capacitor and a 221d/ resistor.
Poor insulation in the frame blocking oscillator
transformer is another cause of this symptom.

MURPHY V204
Can you please tell me what e.h.t. rectifier

valve is used in this set; also the tube used, and
which ITV converter to use.-W. Hall (Withern-
sea, East Yorkshire).

The e.h.t. rectifier used is a U25 and the c.r.t. is
a CRM125. The i.f.s are 9.75Mc/s sound and
13.25Mc/s vision and suitable tuners are the
Murphy Cl or Cyldon E101.

PYE CTMI7F
The picture on this set takes at least -15

minutes to reach full quality. The only remedy I
have tried was to replace the picture output valve,
which made no difference.-J. Williams (Craven
Arms, Salop).

The symptoms that you describe could suggest
a slow heating cathode ray tube, and we suggest
that you measure its heater volts.

If less than 6V, you could try fitting a boost
transformer to raise it to between 7 and 8V.

PHILIPS I,f46U
The above receiver has an intermittent frame

roll. I have replaced the ECL80 frame oscillator
valve, and the rate of frame roll has decreased so
that the picture holds for perhaps 15 minutes and
then slowly rolls again. I have also replaced the
sync separator valve, but this seems to have no
effect on the fault. Both the frame and line hold
controls are very critical. - G. James (Swansea,
Glamorgan).

We would advise you to replace the 180kfl
resistor connected to pin 6 of the sync separator.

DEFIANT 7A21

Even though the height control is turned to its
maximum, there is a gap of about 2in. at the
bottom of the picture and a somewhat smaller gap ',
at the top. When this fault first occurred, it was '
apparent only when the set was first switched on
and after 15 minutes or so, the picture gradually
attained its normal height. Now however, there
is no visible difference in the height of the raster
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LAWSON inIBTEADoEciAlys0TDSE RAY

LAWSON TUBE WITH NEW SILVER
ACTIVATED SCREEN AND

100- "MICRO FINE' ALUMINISED

75

LICHT
OUTPUT

SO

25
SIMILAR TUBE REBUILT

OR RECUNNED BUT NOT
RESCREENED

BRILLIANCE CONTROL

C.O.D. or C.W.O.
12" .. £4.10.0
14" . . £5.10.0
15"-17" £5.19.0
19"-21" £7.15.0

Carr. and Ins. 8/6.
Refundable

10P if old tube
returned.

12 MONTHS' FULL RE-
PLACEMENT GUAR-
ANTEE AND FITTING
INSTAt UCT1ONS WITH
EVERY T U BE.

OUR PRODUCTS
LAWSON TUBES are the Products
of the Commonwealth's largest cathode
ray tube manufacturers. All tubes
are designed to give very much
improved performance in all TVs
(especially older sets). Their new high
resolution electron guns by Mullard, Mazda, GEC, Cossor, etc.
(suitable for 625 or 405), give crisp needle sharp definition and
focus. Brilliant new silver activated screens ensure much improved
brightness and contrast. Exclusive "Micro Fine" controlled
thickness aluminising gives 50% more light output. Silicon
vacuum pumping plus depth formed cathodes ensure very long life.

Each tube is 100% BRAND NEW (glass excepted), and
guaranteed an exact replacement for the original.
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OUR SERVICE
THE LAWSON CRT organisation is specially designed to
give a world wide CRT service, from the largest stocks of all
types of CRTs in Britain. We can supply the EXACT tube you
require by return, it matters not if you live at No. 10, the Outer
Hebrides or far away New Zealand, or if you want 1 tube or
1,000 our long experience, vast stocks and special CRT containers
ensure rapid and safe delivery anywhere.

LAWSON TUBES, 2 PEACHFIELD CLOSE, MALVERN, WORCS. Malvern 2100

VALVES SAME DAY SERVICE
NEW! TESTED! GUARANTEED!

SETS 43631DAL94F9014 7, t45. D L94: Setof

4 for 16/
bA46496146,DL6.;8.

iAlt1T 7/437C6 7/6 D1176 8/6 EF86
112" 6 1169
11351ST 8/8,787 17/13 DH111 12/61650T 13/.!7Y4 6/- DiC32 13/- EF92
1R6 4/91PLAT6 418 U(91 4/9 EF95
18.5 3/9115AT7 8/9 1)1(92 6/9y EL38
ITS 2/6. 12AUfl 5/. DK96 8/6 EL4I
::AS 6/9.125. U7 4/9 111.33 7/8
3434 4/10 12.4.147 4/9 DUI? 6/9 £1134
384 4/9 1201711T 4/2 DL9/ .4/9 £1460
3V4 6/13121:6UT s/s DL94 5/8 EM91
3140 4/0: 12L/707 4/3 DI.161 8/- E1164
.13541T 51- 198000 6/9 EA13060 4/61EsS7
62914 7/- EAF42 13/- E Y51. 6/ -
GAL:, 9/. SOPS 14/9 EB41 4/- E1'86 5/6
6AQ5 0/8 25L60T 4/9 EB91 2/- EZ40 5/6
6AT6 8/0 251140T10/8 EBC33 5/- EZ41 7/6
(BAK 8/- 10L15 9/6 ERC41 7/8 EZ80 4/-
611E6 5/8 30PL1 8/- EB1P80 61- EZ81 4/6
68060 12/6 30p1,18 9/- ERFE19 6/- PW4/5006/8 PY33 9/-
62116 30PL14 111/8 801040 7/8 07.37 8/91PY80 6/8
61336 5/6 33A5 14/- E0081 8/9 KT32 5/- PY81 5/9
6F13 4/- 33L6GT 6/3 ECC82 4/9 KT641 12/8 FY82 6/-
81,14 9/. 33240T4/11 ECC83 7/- KTVV63 5/8 PY83 6/9
6K70 1/8,52010 13/6 E0X704 6/3 M U14 5/- PY88 7/8
6K70T 4/-'5311.0 8/8 10085 6/8 IdYS/PEN B Rt7 15/-
60140 4/8 6063 16/- ECF80 6/3 12/6 8P181 5/5
61801 7/9 AL/VP2 10582 6/8 N18 4110 113334 7/9
6P28 9/6 12/6 10F86 10/9 PC95 8/9 TH21C 9/6
6Q70 4/9 AZ31 8/6 ECRU 6/- P097 7/6 TH238 5/9
6Q7UT 7/9 236 4/6 ECH42 8/8 PCC84 5/6 1322 4/9
61E7UT 0/6 CL33 9/6 ECH81 6/- PC085 6/9 1.125 8/6
613L70T 6/6 CY1 131/6 ECM() PCC8S 0/9
68N70T 8/9 DAC.32 8/8
6V6431 8/9 DAF91 8/9
MUT 6E3 DAF96 6/-
6X4 8/9 13C090 6/9
67C5OT 6/6 DF33 8/-
727 8/- DF91 2/6
7C5 7/9 DF96

41/41, PCL84 7/8 17281 8/6
4I81PCLS5 8/51U282 11/9
g/9 PENA4 6/61'291
2/2 P ENB4 17/8 U801 15/9"

PEN4VA 04020 5/9
19/6 UABC80 6/9

7/8 PEN36C CAF42 8/-
4/9 iv- 1'13041 6/8

7/11 PEN393 9/8 1. 1.1t 1 7/3
6/9 PEN3520 1111:6,9 061-
7/9
6/8 P136 8/91092 5/67/. pm. 7/. l'4.4..84 8/-

PL82 6/81'0083 8/9
PL83 6/- 130580 8/8
PL84 5/9 UCI142 7/6
PX4 9/- UCH81 8/6
PX15 7/9 001482 7/13
PY32 9/- UCL83 8/8

UF41 7/3
151)42 4/9
U F814 6/8
0141 7/-
1.41.44 15/-
U1A6 8/6
UL84 6/3
13177 6/6
U Y21 7/9
UY41 4/9
UY85 5/.
VP4B 12/6

EC1.82 7/. PCC89 9/6 U47 8/6 VP41 4/9
geL86 9/- PCF80 8/9 U49 10/6 W76 8/6
EF39 8/9 PCF82 6/9 U50 51- 5/77
EF41 6/6 P0F84 5/- U52 4/8
1E42 4/6 PCF806 14/- 054 Bo W729 16/6
EF80 4/8 1)01483 8/6 U78 8/9 X81M 19/6
El. 85 5/- PCL83 9/- U191 8/6 Y68 4/9

READERS RADIO
24 COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD HILL, LONDON N.I6

STA. 4587
Post 62. per valve extra. Any Parcel Insured against Damage In Transit 62 extra.

Any 0.0.D. Parcel 4/3 extra.

OUTSTANDING OFFERI
FROM WIRECOMPII

TELEVISION CHASSIS
MADE BY FAMOUS BRITISH MANUFACTURER

FOR U.K. USE
Switchable time base to 625 lines. Brand new and unused but
store soiled. 13 valve plus 2 diode circuit Designed for 110
electrostatic Cathode Ray Tube-w.11 take.I7in., I9in., 21 in.
or 23in. tube. Fitted with bands! I I 1 Turret tuner-complete
with 12 sets of cols. All controls fitted. Chassis size: I8in.
high x 15in. wide x Sin. deep. Sound output transformer
fitted for 3 ohm speaker. For 200/250 v. A.C./D.C. mains
operation.

WIRECOMP'S PRICE IS GNS.
COMPLETE WITH VALVES AND
BANDS I/III TURRET TUNER

Carriage and Packing 12,6 extra.

CAN BE SUPPLIED WITH BRAND NEW 17"
C.R.T. AT INCLUSIVE COST OF 17 GNS.

Carriage and Packing 1716 extra.

WIRECOMP ELECTRONICS
378 HARROW ROAD, LONDON W9

TEL. CUNNINGHAM 9530
Hours of business: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Open all day
Saturday. Opposite Paddington General Hospital.

Buses 18B and 36 pass the door.



COSSOR CT23I OA
A white line appears on the screen and a buzz-

ing sound comes from the line output section. All
the valves were tested and found to be in working
order.-F. Fillery (Luton, Bedfordshire).

The fault you describe could be due to a faulty
main' smoothing capacitor or to a fault in the
deflector coils. Check especially the scancoil
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even after several hours of use.-G. Osborne turn either way on the knob restdres the picture
(Wirral, Cheshire). to normal for a minute or two. Is the control

Check the frame timebase valve (30PL13), the itself or its associated components at fault?-J.
330f/ bias resistor from pin 2 and the 200µF bias Elrick (Glasgow, S.W.3).
electrolytic. Also check the 1.2M11 resistor: from We would advise you to replace the 3.9pF (5 pF
the height control to the boost line. is a suitable value) capacitor between pin 7 of the

sync separator and pin 8 of the line oscillator.
Check the 100pF capacitor to chassis in case this
is leaky.

SOBELL T.P.S.173
When this set has been switched on for about

15 minutes, the picture goes off completely, but
there is a raster present when the brightness is
increased and the line whistle is very noticeable.-
J. Houlton (Weybridge, Surrey).

Tap the neck of the tube and if the picture
G.E.C. BT/3252 returns, suspect a heater/cathode short in the gun

assembly in the tube neck. If the tube appears
The line hold on this set is very unstable, every all right, check the video amplifier valve and the

few minutes the picture slips to one side, with a feed from the vision detector to the video ampli-
two inch band down the middle, although a slight fier control grid.

TEST CASE -24
Each month we provide an interesting case of television servicing

to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions, but are based
on actual practical faults.

111 On a recently installed dual -standard set, it
lo was found that while good pictures could be

obtained on the v.h.f. channels, when the set
was switched to BBC -2 on channel 33, great diffi-
culty was experienced in locking the picture verti-
cally. After careful adjustment to the field hold
control the picture could be locked for a while, but
on some camera changes the picture would lock
between frames, and then it would jump at random
intervals from half -frame to normal lock and, back
again.

Tests proved that the sync separator stage and the
interlace filter were in correct working order, and
that there appeared to be no significant variation
between the frame sync performance between the
two standards.

What was the most likely cause of this trouble
and what steps should have been taken to prove
the cause and correct the fault?

See next month's PRACTICAL TELEVISION for the
solution to this Test Case and for another problem.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 23
(Page 44, last month)

The symptoms of last month's Test Case were
those attributable to a set with a diminished d.c.
component of the video waveform. To achieve the
correct contrast relationship in a television picture

it is necessary to hold the picture tube cathode
voltage at a steady d.c. potential in terms of a
voltage reference to establish the black level.

If this reference is deleted the picture black
level varies depending upon the mean picture con-
tent. The picture is thus affected especially when
the picture information has a low mean value-
when the screen is mainly dark. Under this con-
dition the black level is raised and the picture
assumes a " sooty grey " appearance. Streaking can
also appear on 'captions.

Unfortunately, the d.c. component of the
picture signal is suppressed on many current
receivers due to suppression coupling between the
video valve anode and the picture tube cathode (to
reduce aircraft flutter effects) and also as the result
of a mean -level vision a.g.c. where the control
potential is related to the mean picture signal as
distinct from the true black level. Poor regulation
of the e.h.t. supply can also aggravate the effects.

The symptoms featured in Test Case 23 could,
therefore, well have been " normal " so far as the
design of the set was concerned. It is worth noting
that a recent circuit developed by a Mullard
engineer could put an end to the shortcomings of
d.c. suppression.

a

I QUERIES COUPON
I This coupon is available until November 20th, 1964, and must

accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the notice
I on page 89.
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BBC2 (625 LINE) TV AERIALS

EXTERNAL MAST
1101. NTING ARRAYS

9 element 45/-; 11 element 551.;
14 element 62/8

WALL MOUNTING with CRANKED
ARM. 9 element 60/.; 1.1 element 8710:
14 element 75/-. CHIMNEY ARRAYS
with LASHINGS, 9 element 72/-; U
element 80/-: 14 element 87/6. Lon'
ARRAYS. 7 element 32/6: U element
with TILTING ARM a 4 ELEMENT
6111D REFLECTOR 62/6; 19 elementditto, 70/-. Co -ax. Plug.;, 1/3. Low Lose
Co -axial Cable. 1/6 yd.

BBC ITV F.M. AERIALS
B.B.C. (BAND I. Tele-
scopic loft 21/-. External
SID 30/,
I.T.V. (BAND 3). 3 Ele-
ment loft array 25/-. 5
Element 35/-. Wall mount-
ing, 3 Element 35/-. 5
Element 45/-.
COMBINED B.B.C./I.T.V,
Loft 1+3. 41/3; 1+5, 46/9.
Wall mounting 1+3, 56/3;
1+5. 63/9. Chimney 1+3.
63/9; 1+5. 71/8.

F.M. (BAND 2). Loft 5/13. 12/6. "IV
30/-. 3 Element. 52/6. External units
available. Co -ax. cable 8d. yd. Co -ax.
Plugs, 1/3. Outlet boxes. 4/6. Diplexer
Crossover Boxes 12/6. C.W.O. or C.O.D.
P.P. 3/-. Send 6d. stamps for Illustrated
lists.

K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept. PIT.)
3b, Godstone Road, Kenley, Surrey

CRO 2527

AERIAL
HANDBOOK

By G. A. Briggs
Price 84 Postage If -
TRANSISTOR IGNITION SYS-
TEMS HANDBOOK, by B. Ward.
20,-. Postage 9d.

SPECIMEN ANSWERS TO TV
SERVICING QUESTIONS, by
A. R. Bailey and E. C. Bell 706.

Postage 6d.
PRINCIPLES OF COLOUR TELE-

VISION, by G. N. Patchett. IV-.
Postage 6d.
AN ELECTRONIC ORGAN FOR
THE HOME CONSTRUCTION,
by A. Douglas. 20/.. Postage 9d.
101 WAYS TO USE YOUR SIG-
NAL GENERATOR, by R. G.
Middleton 18f-. Postage 9d.
DUAL -STANDARD & 625 LINE
TELEVISION RECEIVERS, by G. 1.
King. 8'6. Postage 6d.
TV FAULT FINDING. A Data Pubn.
6/, Postage 6d.

UNDERSTANDING TELEVISION
by I. R. Davies. 37,6. Postage I/6.
COMPLETE CATALOGUE I/-

THE MODERN BOOK CO.
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS

p of British and American Technical Books

19-21 PRAED STREET
LONDON, W.2
Phone: PADdington 4185

Open 6 days 9-6 p.m.

FIRST-CLASS RADIO
AND T/V COURSES...

GET A CERTIFICATE!

After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure a recognised
qualification or extend your knowledge
of Radio and T.V. Let us show you how.

FREE GUIDE
The New Free Guide contains 120
pages of information of the greatest
importance to both the amateur and
the man employed in the radio
industry. Chambers College pro-
vides first rate postal courses for
Radio Amateurs' Exam., R.T.E.B.
Servicing Cert., C. & C. Telecoms.,
A.M.I.E.R.E. Guide also gives
details of range of diploma courses
in Radio/T.V. Servicing, Electronics
and other branches of engineering,
together with particulars of our

remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your

career.

FOUNDED 1885 -OVER
150 000 SUCCESSES

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Incorp. National Inst. of Engineering)

(Dept. 462), 148 HOLBORN
LONDON, E.C.I

NEW VALVES!
Guaranteed Set Tested
24 -HOUR SERVICE

IRS, 1S5, IT4, 354, 3V9, DAF91. DF91, DK91,
DL92, DL94, SET OF 4, 14/-.
DAFtiti. DF96, 01{96. DL96, SET of 4, 22/-
0A2 3/9 DL33 8/9
1D5 4/9 1)1.3) 6/6
tEl 4/3 DL92 4/3
16.5 3/3 DL94 5/-
1T4 2/3 DL96 5/6
3S4 4/3 EBC41 8/3
JV4 5/- EBF80 5/6,y3oT 5/. ECC40 6/9
"LOCI 6/9 ECC81 3/-
61C7G 1/3 ECC82
6K8G 3/9 ECC63 4/8
6F7G 6/6 ECC95

CC41 8/3
6V6G 3/6 ECF80 5/9
6X5GT 6/3 ECF82 5/912K7GT 3/3 ECH42 7/3
12K8GT 2/6 ECH81 5/3
12Q7GT 3/3 ECL80 5/9

13/3 ECL82 6/3
25L6G 4/9 EF41 51)
30PL1 7/9 KF80 3/935L6GT 61- EF85 4/8
35Z4GT 4/6 EF86 5/9
85A2 5/9 EFES1 4/3
CLJ3 8/6 EL41 7/-
DAC32 7/9 ELM 4/6
DAF91 3/3 EY51 5/6
DAF96 5/6 EY86 5/-
DF33 7/6 EZ40 5/-
DF91 2/3 EZ80 3/9
DF96 5/6 Z81 3/9
DH77 3/6 PCC84 5/3
DK32 7/8 PCC89 8/6
DK91 4/3 PCF80 6/9
DK92 6/9 pef 32 fq-
D 61- PCL82 6/3

4/-

PCL83 7/9
PCL84 7/-
PL36 7/9
PL81 6/6
PL62 5/-
PL8i 5/-
P La i 51-
PY-32 8/8
P1i3.3 8/6
PY60 4/9
PY81 5/-
PY92 4/11
PY83 5/6
U25 8/.
U26 7/9
U191 8/3
0801 15 -
UABC80 5/
1.1AD 42 81'
UBC41 6/-
UBF80 5/6
UCC84 7/11
UCC85 6/-
UCF80 8/3
UCH42 6/9
UCH81 5/9
UCL82 7/3
UCL83 7/9
11F41 6/3
UF89 5/9
UL41 6/6
UL84 5/9
URI /-C1

7/8
5

LTY2
UY41 3/11
UYI35 4/9

Postage Id. per valve extra. Any Parcel
Insured against Damage in Transit 6d. extra

Any C.O.D. Parcel 4/3 extra.
Office address, no callers.

GERALD BERNARD
83 OSBALDESTON ROAD

STOKE NEWINGTON
LONDON Nlo

HAVE YOU EVER

SEEN T.V. TROUBLES?

That is "Pin -Point T.V. Troubles in 10
minutes" we mean! Thousands of Practical
Television readers already own and use "T.V.
Troubles" every day. Designed for use by
amateur or expert, this amazingly practical
manual shows you how to find the trouble in
any T.V. circuit FAST!
A simple cross -Index tells you where
you'll find cause of trouble, handy check
charts then help you accurately locate
the EXACT trouble spot? You will elimi-
nate hours of aggravation, cut out waste
time, because this new Coyne system will
help you get right down to the heart of
the trouble in minutes.
Over 700 trouble spots are covered in the
340 cross-index pages. Included are 50 time
saving check charts as well as 290 diagrams
and photos together with explanations of
circuits and designs.
YOU CAN USE THIS BOOK RIGHT ON
THE JOB -NO NEED TO MEMORISE!
This Pin -Point Book was designed espeo-
ially for on -the -lob trouble shooting. You
simply turn to the indexed section, locate
the circuit description and check -chart,
and in minutes you have the trouble spot
located and ready for repair.
NO COMPLICATED THEORY OR
MATHEMATICS. Just practical circuit
description service methods and trouble
shooting techniques to help you make
faster T.V. repairs.
EVEN AN EXPERT CAN SAVE TIME

BY USING "T.V. TROUBLES"
Here is a way to reduce "thinking time".
All the logical reasons for each problemare stated in black and white -you use
your skill to take it from there!
Don't miss out any longer. Time wasted
now locating T.V. faults could be saved by
quick reference to this lightning fast T.V.
problem answer book. Send for your trial
copy now, then when you decide to keep it
(as we are sure you will), pay only 5/- Der
week until completed.

The price? Only 39/6 plus postage.
FREE ELECTRONIC DATA HAND-

BOOK WITH EVERY ORDER

IRONCLAD GUARANTEE
This book must be able to earn you more
than its cost within two weeks or your
money refunded!
FREE 88 page Oscilloscope book will be
Ito -foiled if you send cash with order.

FREE TRIAL OFFER!
TER MS ONLY 5/- PER WEEK !

To SIM-TECH TECHNICAL BOOKS
Dept. WX9.

West End, Southampton, Hants.

Please send "T.V. Troubles" for a 11111 seven
0iIye' free trial. If not delighted I may return the
manual, post paid without further obligation on
my part. Otherwise I will pay cash of N. weekly
until paid.

Tick here If enclosing full price of 41/. (which
includes 1/6 postage). You get free Oscilloscope
Book. Maine 7 -day money back guarantee. Oversew
customers please send full amount (Including
Ireland).

Name

Address

City County
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AERIALS

T.V. AERIALS
Complete to install. Money Back guarantee.
625 8 El. ... 30,- 14 El.
B.B.C. H Type 331- Fringe ...
I.T.A. 5 El.... 271- Double 5 70/-
P. & P. 41-. C.W.O. Send S.A.E. for
FREE fitting instructions and price list of

all types of aerials.
ELECTRONIC INSTALLATIONS
81 Garstang Road, Preston, Lancs.

SETS & COMPONENTS

DIRECT TV REPLACEMENTS LTD.,
largest stockists of TV components in
the U.K. Line Output Transformers,
Frame Output Transformers, Deflec-
tor Coils for most makes. Official sole
suppliers for many set makers. Same
Day Despatch Service Terms: .C.O.D.
or C.W.O. Send S.A.E. for quotes.
Day and Night Telephone: GIPsy Hill
8166. 12.6 Hamilton Road, West Nor-
wood.

A.1. POST FREE BARGAINS. Guaran-
teed reclaimed valves. Send for full
list to: Dept MOT, A.1. Radio Com-
ponents, 14 The Borough, Can-
terbury, Kent.

COMPONENTS at give away prices!
Transistors, Valves. Coaxial Cable.
Electrolytios, Vol Controls, Pre -Sets,
speakers. Test Meters, Recording
Tapes. Wiring Cable, Microphones,
Pick-up Cartridges, Soldering Irons.
Plugs, Sockets. PaneLs, etc. Send a 3d
Stamp for full Price Lists. Diamond
(Mail Orden Products (P.T.) BMC/
DIA, London W.C.1.

R. & R. RADIO & TV SERVICE
44 MARKET STREET

BACUP, LANCS.
Telephone 465

Turret Tuners, ex TV, as removed, 101 -
post paid.

Bush 53 series chassis, in working order
less valves. Suitable for conversion to
Continental reception, 43, with cabinet E4,
ncluding carriage.

SALVAGE VALVES
Tasted before dispatch

EF80 I16 PCF80 V- 20L1 5/-
ECL80 PCC84 4f- 6F19 6'6
ECC82 31- PL8I 5/- 20P5 616
EY86 PY8I 316 PL36 61-
EF9I 216 30P4 71- 10P13 516
30F5 716 20P4 6/6 10P14 5/-
0191 61- PY32 6/- PL83 316

I4in. 13 Channel TV, untested, £2,
including carriage.

I7in..r 13 Channel TV, untested, E3,
including carriage.

Well packed, only sent at owner's risk

I7in. Pye Continental types, tested, good
tube, 44.10s., including carriage, at owner's
risk.

Bargain parcel, v/c, pre-sets, resistors,
condensers, variable assortment of useful
parts, 124, post paid. Line trans., Scan
coils, etc.

S.A.E. with all queries.

RATES: 4/- per lint or part
thereof, average five words to line.
minimum Box No. II- extra.
Ads ertisement must he prepaid
and addressed to Athertisement
Manager, "Praetical Teletision",
Tower 1101.1Se, Southampton Street,
London V.C.Y.

SETS & COMPONENTS
(cunt/hued)

TUBES -FAMOUS MAKES!
MW43/69, AW43 80, MW36,24, AW43/88,
etc. Fully screened, aluminised, 100% new
(except glass). Mostly E4.15s. (12/6 cge.).
LISTS. One Year's Guarantee Card.
We do NOT sell regunned only tubes.
NEW VALVES, 12 months guarantee!
BY100, EY51, EY86, PY8I, PY801 7f-
PL8I, PCF80, PCL82, 30C1, PC86-8 ... 9/-
PY800, BY100, ECH81, EF89, 571-doz. mixed
FREE lists of valves, tubes, Transformers

by Murphy, Ekco, Pye, etc.
Return of post service.

P. BEARMAN, 43 Leicester Road,
New Barnet, Herts, Tel.: BAR 1934

" HEATHKITS" can now be seen in
London and purchased on H.P. Free
Brochure. DIRECT TV REPLACE-
MENTS LTD., 120 Hamilton Road.
West Norwood, SE'27. GIPsy Hill 6166

EKCO-FERRANTI U25
L.O.T.s

Perspex housings to suit above
16/- each. Post Free.

6 at L3. 10. - 12 at O. 10.
Agents for all Bang & Olufsen items. B. & 0
Beolit. World's Best Transistor Radio.
Latest Models now in stock. L.M.S. VHF -
2 tone controls -flywheel tuning -tuning
indicator -Use as Car Radio -Direction
Finder beyond comparison at 32 Gns.

BOYLAN ELECTRONICS
Church St., Warren point, N. Ireland

STOP!
NEW

FULLY GUARANTEED
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

VIRTUALLY ANY MAKE SUPPLIED
ALBA ...
BUSH ...
COSSOR
DEFIANT
EKCO Range ...
EMERSON Range
FERGUSON ... r

PHILCO
PYE, etc.

Post and packing 31.

EXCHANGE
ONLY

38/6
EACH

C.O.D. 5/ -

Please send S.A.E. for any other details.
Delivery in most cases 24 hours, maximum

72 hours.

WITWORTH
Radio & Television Service

Ltd.
26 ALL SAINTS ROAD

North Kensington, London, W.II.
Tel: BAY 9071. Open all day Mon. -Sat. inc.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
We have the following

Unused, Guaranteed Tubes
n Stock now

AW36-20, 21 L5. 2.6
AW36-80 £5. 7.6
AW43-80, 88 E6. 7.6
AW43-89 £6.12.6
AW47-90, 91 £7.10.0
AWS3-80 L7.12.6
AW53-88 E7.17.6
CI4BM, FM E5. 5.0
CI7BM, FM, HM E6. 7.6
CI7LM, PM, SM L6.12.6
C2I HM, SM, TM L7.17.6
CMEI402 LS. 7.6
CMEI702, 1703 £6.12.6
CMEI705 L7. 7.0
CME2I01 LEI. 7.6
CRM93 £4. 2.6
CRMI24 L4.12.6
CRMI41, 2 3 4 £5. 7.6
CRMI52, 153 £5.17.6
CRM17I,2,3 L6. 7.6
CRM2I1,212 £7.17.6
MW6-2 £6.17.6
MW22-16 £4. 2.6
MW31-I6, 74 L4. 2.6
MW36-24, 44 £5. 2.6
MW4I-I E6.12.6
MW43-64, 69 L6, 7.6
MW43-80 L6. 7.6
MW53-20 £7.12.6
MW53-80 £7.12.6
7901A £6.12.6
I4KP4A, 141K £5. 2.6
171K, 172K, 173K £6. 7.6
690IA £6.12.6
7201 A, 7203A £5. 2.6
7204A E5. 5.0
740IA Lis. 7.6
7405A L6.16.2
All tubes tested before despatch

and guaranteed for 12 months.
CARRIAGE 7/6, via B.R.S. or
1216 via passenger train.

TERMS E2 down (plus carriage)
balance £1 per month.
Midland Stockists: -

Amateur Electronics Co.
240 Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.

Shop Soiled Tubes (unused)
(Subject to Availability)

I 4in. CRM 141, 2 67/6. Others 57/6
I7in. CRMI71, MW43-69, 43-64
751-. Plus Carriage. Guaranteed

for 12 months.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD
LONDON S.W.I I. BAT 6859
South of the Bridge. Open Sats.

until 4 p.m.
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Callers:
112 CAMBERWELL ROAD, S.E.S
After business hours. Phone: RODoey 7917

(Autophone)

Post Orders to:
8 CRAY PARADE, MAIN ROAD

ST. PAUL'S CRAY, KENT
Tel. Orpington 30566

SERVICE SHEETS
SERVICE SHEETS (75.000) 4/- each.
Callers welcome. 5 South St., Oaken -
shag, Bradford.
SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV, 5.000
models. List 1/-. S.A.E. enquiries.
TELRAY, 11 Maudland Bk.. Preston.

SERVICE SHEETS
For all makes of Radio and Television -
1925 -1964. Prices from IL.
Free fault-finding guide with all Service
Sheets. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries.
Catalogue of 6,000 models, 116.
All types of modern and obsolete valves,
Radio and TV books. S.A.E. lists enquiries.

HAMILTON RADIO
Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex

SETS & COMPONENTS
(continued)

SERVICE SHEETS
(continued)

NEW VALVE TESTERS £12.
ux. Suss

TUBES. AERIALS. VALVES
U.H.F. aerials. Bands I, II & III aerial
U.H.F. transistorised boosters. I.T.V.
boosters. Regunned T.V. tubes, Valves, etc
New and second-hand T.V. sets, Translsto
Radios and all types of Electrical Appli-
ances. Quotations without obligation.
Coaxial cable, fluorescent light fittings.
all at special prices to the trade and Home
Engineers. S.A.E. for list.

G. A. STRANGE
Hilo NORTH WRAXHALL,
nr.Chlooenliam, Wilts. Tel. Marshfield 236

TV SPARES
Fully Guaranteed Makers Parts.
Telephone orders sent same day.

Line Output Transformers

a-Maker's Correct Parts
b-Cheaper Replacement Parts

Ekco T221-7331, T327, TC267; Ferranti
T1001 -I027, 6-52/6; a-62/6. Murphy
U240/250, 72/6; V270/280, 79/6. Pye
V4,7, UT4,UT7, 5216. H.M.V. 18-40-9,
62,6. Bush TV53, 1,-694; TV80,
b-89/6; a-99(6. Any other make or
model supplied.
C.O.D. or Price Quoted if required.
Scan Coils: Ekco, Ferranti, Pye, etc.,
from SO/-. Used Parts Available.
Please state clearly whether Maker's correct
part (a) or cheaper replacement part (b)
required. Ekco-Ferranti plastic housing
available, 15/- each.

Free Insurance and Quantity discounts
Callers Welcome. Open all day Saturdays
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. Post st Pack 4/.

S.E.S. SERVICE SHEETS for all TV,
Radio and Tape Recorders, etc. List
1/6 plus S.A.E. SUN ELECTRICAL
SERVICES. 38 St. George's Road,
Hastings, Sussex.

SERVICE SHEETS, (30,000), 2/11 each
with S.A.E. DARWIN. 19 George St.,

t. Helens. Lancashire.

SERVICE SHEETS, also Current and
Obsolete valves for sale. JOHN
GILBERT TELEVISION, lb Shep-
herd's Bush Road, London W6. Tei:
SHE 8441. Nr. Goldhawk Rd. Station.

SERVICE SHEETS
41- each, plus postage

We have the largest display of Ser-
vice Sheets for all makes and types
of Radios, Televisions, Tape Recor-
ders, etc. in the country, and can
supply by return of post.
To obtain the Service Sheet you
require, please complete the at-
tached coupon:
From:

Name:

Address:

To: S.P. DISTRIBUTORS
44 Old Bond St., London, W.I
Please supply Service Sheets for the
following:
Make: ......... ..........

Model No Radio/TV
Make:

Model No.- -. Radio/TV
TELEVISION CONSUMER Make:

Model No
SERVICES LIMITED

I also require list of Service Sheets
at 116.
I also require list of Manuals at
(please delete items not applicable)

Ienclose remittance of...................................

MAIL ORDERS ONLY

MISCELLANEOur,
CONVERT ANY TV SET into an
Oscilloscope. Instructions and dia-
grams 1218. REDMOND. 53 Bruns-
wick Road. Hove 2. Sussex,

FOR SALE
VALVE CARTONS at keen prices.
Send 1/- for sample and list. J. & A.
BOXMAKERS, 75a Godwin Street,
Bradford 1.

ALL TYPES of TV/FM aerials avail-
able; e.g. BBC/ITA 1+5. 35/-; BBC
x 34/-; rrA 3 ELX. 21/-; ITA 5 ELE
29/; UHF BBC/ITA II 8 ELE 33/-;
UHF BBC/ITA II 14 ELE 39/; FM
3 ELE 29/, All outdoor types, price
includes mounting clamps and
postage.-J. R. R. BAKER. 35 St.
Mark's Road, Windsor. Berke.

FOR SALE
(continued)

1,000 TELEVISIONS, all makes, from
£3 working, 10/- not. Callers only,
9 till 8, Including Sate., 39 White-
horse Lane, Stepney, London.

EKCO/FERRANTI L.O.T. Shrouds,
ample 14/-, 3 for 30/-. C.W.O. Send
or full lists to DIAMOND (Mail
rderl PRODUCTS, Dept. P.T. BMC,'

DIA, London, W01.

METAL RECTIFIERS
RECTIFIERS-CONTACT COOLED
1.4R Al2,42 (Ft:1011 type 250 v.. 250 mi.. 13/8:
121: k 12,1 11.'4.21: type 250 v., 300 mA., 1716;
330 u.A. 19/6; E('1. 13/-; 1C116, 7/6.

RECTIFIERS-FIN TYPES
&Julys. for RM4 13/6; RM517/11; 14698918/6;
I4A86 14/-; 14A97 16/-; EK2 Hp; EK6 16/-;
FW12V. lA 6/- 2A 7/-,4A 10/6, 5.A 18/8.
SILICON TV 7/8 or with Instr, resister,
cnodenser, 9/-.
MULTIMETERS Item 32/-.
Stamped envelope for full latest selection and
bargain offers in cheap meters and ear radio.
Coder LI P. 0 I'. 6.I., over 1:1 Post Fte.

DURHAM SUPPLIES
175 Durham Road, Bradford 8, Yorkshire

NEW LINE TRANSFORMERS!
EKCO, PYE, INVICTA SS/
BUSH, PHILIPS, STELLA ... 90/
COSSOR, PAM ... SS, -
MURPHY 240/250 55/-, others ... 79/6

Prices cover most types, some extra.
Rewinds. Your transformer rewound SOL!

PHILIP BEARMAN
43 LEICESTER ROAD, NEW BARNET

BAR 1934 (Robophone)

WANTED
NEW VALVES WANTED . . . E451,
EY86. PL81. POC84, PCF80, PCL82.
POL83, PY81. 11.19. 30P19, U25, etc.

.Best cash prices by return. DURHAM
SUPPLIERS. 175 Durham Rd., Brad-
ford 8. Yorks.

SERVICE SHEETS purchased.
HAMILTON RADIO. Western Road,
St. Leonardo. Sussex.
A PROMPT CASH OFFER for your
surplus brand new Valves and Tran-
sistors. R.H.S., Beverley House,
Mannville Terrace. Bradford 7.

EDUCATIONAL

-b V b2 - 4 ac
2a

DON'T FUMBLE

with Formulae.
Master Mathema-
tics quickly and
easily the Under-
standable Way,

The Dryden School of
UNDERSTANDABLE MATHEMATICS

II L. Dryden Chambers, Oxford
St., London W.I.

Na

 Address

1st lesson
and details

FREE

 11111MIIIIM111111111
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!EDUCATIONAL
(continued)

THE INCORPORATED PRACTI.
TIONERS in Radio and Electronics
(I.P.R.E.1 Ltd. Membership condi-
tions booklet 1/-. Sample copy of
I.P.R.E. official Journal 2/- post free.
Dept. C Secretary, 32 Kidmore Road.
Caveraham, Reading, Berks.

TRAIN FOR SUCCESS
WITH ICS

Study at home for a progressive
post in Radio, TV and Electro-
nics. Expert tuition for I.E.R.E.,
City & Guilds (Telecoms and
Radio Amateurs'), R.T.E.B.,
etc. Many unique diploma
courses incl. Colour TV, Elec-
tronics, Telemetry & Com-
puters. Also self -build kit
courses -valve and transistor.
Write for FREE prospectus and find out
how ICS can help you in your career.

KS, DEPT. 168, PARKGATE ROAD,
LONDON, S.W.I I.

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS
FIND TV SET TROUBLES IN
MINUTES from the great book. The
Principles of TV Receiver Servicing.
10/8 all book houses and radio whole-
salers. If not in stock, from Dept. 0
Secretary, 32 Kidmore Road, Caver-
sham, Reading, Berks.

COMMUNAL AERIALS & COAXIAL RELAY
PRACTICE

Now Is the time to get to know more about
Master Fl//TV Aerial Systems for neighbour.
sharing one aerial, etc.
This book by Gordon J. King give. most of the
answers In thirteen chapters for only 9/-.
A MUST for all Interested in getting better
TV- reception.
Also two more new books by Gordon J. Eine.

DUAL STANDARD AND 625 -LINE
TELEVISION RECEIVERS

Gives all the latest gen in eight chapters -
circuits and servicing information for only 9/...

TELEVISION SERVICING HANDBOOK
Now enlarged to seventeen chapters with fault
procedure charts and fault symptom photos,
including new chapter. on SU lines, UHF TV
and Transistor TV seta. um. Post Paid.
All from

GORDON L KING
"Enterprise," North Boundary Rd,, Brigham,

Devon. Tel NOS.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
IF YOU ARE A Self employed TV
Service Engineer wishing to increase
your profits by at least 25% and
receive free technical information
send s.s.e for details to BOX No. 36.

SITUATIONS VACANT

RADIO AND TV Exams and Coursei.
by Britain's finest home -study School.
Coaching for Brit. I.R.E.. City and
Guilds Amateur's licence. R.T.E.B..
P.M.G. Cert.. etc. FREE BROCHURE
from British National Radio School,
Russell Street, Reading

BBC 2, Television, Tape Recorder, & Radio Components supplied
U H F/625/BBC2 complete modification kits, tuner, IF and T.B. panels, fittings and circuits.
Or tuners and IF panels separately, also aerials, send for free lists.
TV SIGNAL BOOSTER UNITS, Sensational gain all stations, trans. plug-in types.
LABGEAR BBC! /ITA or BBC2 63.15.0, PERDIO BBC2 63.10.0. Post free.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. All popular types available brand new, exact
replacements fully guaranteed. A selection which can be supplied:
PHILIPS 1768 to 17TG100, etc., STELLA 8617 to 1007, etc 98/6
EKCO 221 to 331 (U25 types) ... 48/6
FERRANTI 1001 to 1011 (U25 types) 4816
EKCO/FERRANTI (U26/perspex types) ... 62/6
FERGUSON 406 to 606 etc.. 6S'6; 306, 308 48'6
PHILCO 1000, 1010, etc. 6516. MARCONI VTI57 etc. ... 65P6
HMV 1840 to 1854 601.; 1865 to 1869 4816; 1870, 1890 ... 65/6
SOBELL 171 etc., MCM M17 etc. ... 6716
PYE all types available V4 to V700 etc. from ... 5416

ALSO L.O.T..
Available for

Alba Peto
Cossor Seott
Decor, Pilot
G.E.C. R.O.D.

Dynatron
Invleta Resentn.
Pam Ultra
Murphy Le.

Postage and Packing for above L.O.T.s C.O.D. 216 extra.
* Also available for all sets *

SCAN COILS. Frame o/p, frame osc. transf., width/linearity coils, sound o/p transf.,
mains droppers, control knobs, dual vol. controls, line inc trans., resistors,
condensers, etc.
TUNER UNITS. Fireball, Pye Miniature, incremental, turrets, channel coils, technical
replacement service available.
C.R.T.s Mullard, Mazda. Brimar, Emiscope, rebuilt with new guns by long est. Nat. Co.
Guar. 12 months: 14, l7in., 64.5.0; 21 in. (6.10.0, etc., carriage 101-.
TAPE REC/CHANGER. Drive Belts, Heads, Pinch Wheels, Idlers. Motors for most
British (incl. WALTER) and some foreign makes.
SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection for popular models, clean serviceable
condition, turrets, transformers, etc.
ENQUIRIES invited, prices by return. C.O.D. despatch available.

MANOR SUPPLOES 64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE,
LONDON, N.W.11

(Callers: 589b, HIGH ROAD (nr Granville Rd), N. FINCHLEY, N.I2).
Open Sat. HIL 9118 (Day) SPE 4032 (Evg.)

NORTHERN TUBE CHANGE
. . fa TUBES NORTHERN

1
6A DENISON ROAD, LEEDS 3

Tel.: LEEDS 24676

SUPER SCREEN TV TUBES
with full 12 months' guarantee

12"--14' 70° U. 6.0

150-17' 70° 24.15.0

21' 70° 16.15.0

17" 110° 113.10.0

19' 110° £7. 0.0

21" 110° 18.10.0

Carriage & Insurance 10/- extra
Quantity and Trade Discounts

are available.

Get your copy NOW . . .

"PRACTICAL WIRELESS"
RADIO AND TELEVISION
REFERENCE DATA

Contains full details of colour codes;
everyday formulae, for calculating the
values of biasing components, potential
dividers, resonance, gain, etc.; aerial
dimensions; a quick frequency -wavelength
conversion table; stations and frequencies;
common symbols and abbreviations; notes
on amateur radio and a list of call -sign pre-
fixes; communication receiver I.F.s; wire
and cable data; battery equivalents; valve,
transistors and picture tube pin connections,
oases, ratings and equivalents. Illustrated.
10s. 6d. FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS
... or, in case of difficulty I Is. 6d. by post from

IGEORGE NEWNES LTD., Tower House,
Southampton Street, London, W.G.2.

PADGETTS RADIO STORES
OLD TOWN HALL, KNOWLER DILL.

LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.
Telephone: Cleckheaton 2866

ISIngle Phase 230 V. 1400 r.p.m. h.p. motor
with pulley, 26/. Less pulley, 24/-. Fully
guaranteed ex -washing machine. Carr. 8(6.
One Sixth H.P. Motor 15/-. Post 8/9.
New Indicator UnIL C.R.T.1110. Complete
with two tubes, type VCRX.393 and VCRX298
Plus 21 small values. Relays removed. 57/ -
or less valves 32/-. Carr. 10/-. Sorry no
details on the unit.
New Boxed Test Set. 100 only. Type 350.
complete with meter and case. No details.
37/6. Post 6/9.
New Condenser Parcel. Mixed. Send
61-. Post paid.
New 121n. Speaker with built in tweeter.
15 or 3 ohms. 28/8. Post paid.
P.M. Speakers, all 3 ohm, ex -TV Sets.
61n. round, 8 x 41n. and 5in.. 3/-. Post 2/-.
6 for 20/-. Post paid. 81n. round, 8/.. Post
2/-. 7 x 410. 5/-. Post 2/-.

VALVE LIST
Ex equipment. 3 months' guarantee.

All Post Paid.
EL91 1/6 20L1 5/- PL38
ECL80 2/- 20P3 4/- PY80
ECC82 3/- 20P4 8/6 PL82
EY51 2/6 20PI 4/- PL83
EBF80 4/6 U801 8/8 PL33 3/-
EB91 8d. 11281 5/- PY81 3/-
EL38 5/- U232 5/- PY62 3/-
EF91 gd. 11329 5/- PCF80 4/-
6F1 v. KT36 5/- PCC84 41-
6F14 5/- KT66 8/- VR150/33 3/-
6F15 5/- 6V60T 1T4 1/9
6LD20 5/- 688 1J8 12AT7 3/-
1002 61E25 5/- 6C/16 1/6
10F1 6P25 3/6 6X4 3/-
10P13 5/- 6114 5/- R18 3/6
10P14 5/- PT33 6/- ARP12 116
20D1 2/- PL81 4/- 807 5/.
EPSO 1/-. doz. 6/-; 6K7 1/3, dos 10/-: 6V6 1/9,
doz. 18/-: 6K8 1/9. doz. 18/-.
Send S.A.E. for rare valve enquiry.
Breaking up Mark M TYPe 19 Sets.
Meter. 500 micro -amp.. 5/-. Post 1/9. Jack
Socket 1/-. Post 6d. Doz. 10/-. Post paid.
Jack 1/5. Post 6d. Toggle Switch Metal
13d. Post 6d. Doz. 10/-. Post paid. Relay
Type 3000 1/9. Post 1/9. Doz. 20/-. Post paid.
Any other spare send 2/- plus post to cover.
TV Sets. 13 channels. Untested but com-
plete. 141n. 30/-. I71n. 50/-. Carr. 10/-.
Well packed but sent at owner's risk.
Reclaimed Tubes. Six months' guarantee.
14in. Mullard and Mazda 17/-. Carr. 7/d.
171n. 30/-. Carr. 7/6.

81-
3/-
3/-
3/-
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REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from

RE -VIEW !

Each tube is rebuilt with a completely
new gun assembly and the correct voltage
heater.

Each tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for a year against all but
breakage.

Each tube is delivered free anywhere
in the U.K. and insured on the journey.

Each tube is rebuilt with experience and
know-how. We were amongst the very
first CO pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
385 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
SURREY. Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735

HERE IS WHAT YOU
PAY:

I2in.
I4in.
15in.

I7in.
I9in.
2I in.

44.10.0

L4.15.0

L5. 0.0
L5. 0.0
E5.10.0

V. 0.0

Cash or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery

-Discount for Trade-

Phoor DUKE& CO. [LONDON]LTD., Stamp
1LFord 621 3 Rornford Road, Manor Park, E.12 1For Free

6001 2 3 Liverpool St.-Manor Pk. -10 mins. List

EX -RENTAL T.V. SETS
Coloured FREE I7in.

---0-
LIST. Dernonstra

- EII.10.0
tions daily from
our large selection 1410'

E7.10.0
12 months written

guarantee.
i

I4in. 20fCarr. ,,, jot.
Channels for all Personal Col -
areas. lectionAdyised
AERIALS BISi' ITA esatInroot loD and to aerlaln

- Ir,on 25/--
13E12 I'lly and dodo, aerials /Loin 375. SEdn ND Ft/It EltEl: LIST

A RE -GUNNED TUBES
.,........., Guaranteed

21 in. 99/6 one year

17 in. 79/6 Carr. 1016. Add
101- refundable

15,14 on OLD TUBE
-- ----' 59/6 (HO Tubes in
12 in. stock).

EX -MAINTENANCE TESTED TUBES
I7in. - 351 I4in. 151-.

Carriage 5,-. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
CONDENSERS iiiii 10/- New AK1,11-- TELEPHONErtt,I ed'etrolytitn and ',Fs. V & l' 2 ti

NEONS. 00 box 2/... ii.1.13.,'.D.R. HANDSETS
tit'1110, alaonn tPlit, and vosaal
re nm lern

1 5/6
e l' St I'' I

SPEAKERS. 7/9. nin , ain., 7 x On. and
x :tin Ex III F.1 Salvo,. I'. s P.a Ii G.P.O.pattern House

VALVES 9d. ,...,t, I.iiitir.i available to Workshop, garage.
Send for loat inter -office, etc.
V/CONTROLS 00 TO/. A 1{it..,1011 of Works off any small battery,
types and `11,, P. .{, I' 2 'i P. & P. 4,6.

The biggest stocks in the U.K. o

LINE OUTPUT
TRANSFORMERS

FOR ALL MAKES

Buy direct
from....

D.T.V. and Save Money

 All stock items are brand new and despatched
same day Send S.A.E. for quotations.

 All our LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
are either made by D.T.V. or the Set Manufac-
turers concerned.

See our advert on the back cover of the September isiue
for full details, and compare prices.

direct'-jqeepier_cefrotofrt2,I
LTD.

DEPT. PT, 126 HAMILTON RD.. WEST NORWOOD
LONDON S.E.27. Tel. GIPsy Hill 6166 (PBX}
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Now! step up your servicing profits
 TELEVISION

 RADIO

 RADIOGRAMS

 CAR RADIOS

 TAPE RECORDERS

 RECORD REPRODUCERS

Over 4,500 Pages of
Circuits, Component
Layout Diagrams,
Quick -Ref Data and
Latest Developments
User 50.000 sold! Now comes
the greatest edition of all.

CIRCUITS  DATA  SERVICING HINTS

For over211900Models

A REAL MONEY -SPINNER VITAL TO THE SHREWD RADIO MAN

This latest 11th Edition of Newnes RADIO & TV SERVICING gives you
all the data you need for repairing sets coming in for attention now, including
B.B.C.2 sets, and for servicing all types of ageing sets. To -day there are also more
radios and transistor portables, stereo radiograms, record reproducers, tape
recorders, car radios than ever before-all needing expert service from time to
time. Newnes RADIO & TV SERVICING provides you with data and informa-
tion needed for years to come. Prove this investment now on 7 days' Free Trial.

FOR EVERY PURCHASER -
2 YEARS' FREE POSTAL

ADVISORY SERVICE

Quitkr ovik
Builds Coodsil

-Make mom M111
DATA FOR

ALL THESE MAKES

MODES 1963 BACK

TO 1956 IN SEVEN

HARD-WEARING VOLUMES

117 -

EASY NO -INTEREST TERMS IF KEPT AFTER FREE TRIAL

GIVEN WITH EVERY SET

NEWNES TV
ENGINEERS

POCKET BOOK
VALUE (12/6)

An invaluable companion
to your set for on -the -spot
repairs. 272 pages of ref-
erence data on installing,
fault -tracing and repairing,
servicing equipment, etc.

Ace, Ajax. Alba, Ambassador. Argosy. Armstrong,
Baird, Beethoven. Berec, Brayhead, B.R.C., B.S.R.,
Bush, Capitol. Champion. Channel, Collaro, Cossor,
Cyldon, Dansette, Decca Defiant. Dynatron, E.A.R.,
Eddystone, Ekco, Elizabethan, Elpico. Emerson. E.M.I.,
Emisonic, English Electric, Ever Ready, Ferguson,
Ferranti, Fidelity, Ford Motor Co.. Garrard, G.B.C..
G.E.C., Gramdeck, Grundig, H.M.V.. Invicta, K -B,
Magnavox, Marconiphone, Masteradio. McCarthy.
A1cMichael. Motorola. Murphy, Pageant, Pam, Perdio,
Peto Scott, Philco, Philips, Pilot, Portadyne, Portogram,
Pye, Radiomobile, Raymond, Regentone, R.G.D.,
Roberts' Radio, Sobel!. Sony, Sound, Spencer -West,
Stella, Stereosound Strad, Ultra, Vidor, Volmar,
Walter, Wehcor, Zenith.

POST THIS COUPON TO -DAY

If under 21 your father must fill up coupon.
If married woman your husband must fill it up.

Full Name
( BLOCK LETTERS)

.4ddress

Occupation .-

Signature
(Mr., Mrs.. \11,0 (RV)e.0 806

( Mr.. Mrs., Miss)

Tick V where applicable
The address on left (1-

My Property

Rented unf unasked

Parents' Home_

Furnished Seem

Temporary Address

To: George Newnes Ltd..
15-17 Long Acre,
London, W.C.2.

Please send Newnes
RADIO and TELE-
VISION SERVICING
in 7 volumes (with free
TV ENGINEERS
POCKET BOOK
without obligation to
purchase. In 8 days I will
return them or post only
16/. deposit, then 16/ -
monthly for 20 months,
paying £16. 16s. in all.
Cash in 8 days £16. 16s.

.11


